
Chapter 4 
Comment Documents and Responses on the Supplement 

This chapter presents scanned images or transcriptions of all oral or written comments submitted to DOE on the 

Supplement, with the DOE responses. In most instances, the response appears on the same page as the 

corresponding comment. Where many comments appear on a single page, however, the responses may extend 

to succeeding pages. The comments and responses are presented in the following order: 

"* Comments from Federal agencies.  

"* Comments from special interest groups and organizations from foreign countries. The comments are 
integrated alphabetically by country.  

"* Comments from State and local officials and agencies, special interest groups, organizations, companies, 

and individuals. The comments are integrated alphabetically by State.  

"* Oral comments recorded at the Washington, D.C. public hearing.  

"• Campaign statement of 126 nongovernmental organizations.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
WILLIE R. TAYLOR, WASHINGTON, D.C.  
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United States Department of the Interior 
OFMCE OF THE SECRETARY 

WhugýtD.C D.C. 20240.0 

ER 991428 

JUN 231

Laura S. H. Holgate 
Director 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 

.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Dear Ms. Holgate: 

The United States Deprtament of the Interior has reviewed the supplement to the Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Draft Environtmental Impact Stateoseot (EIS) and offers the following 
comments.  

The proposal would include use of MOX fuel at existing reactors, with no new construction and 
no significant change in emissions. Accident risks and containment measures are described in 
the document; the associated risks to ecological systems would probably be similarly low as 
those described for humans. Since the use of MOX fuel in existing reactors would not be 
expected to result in any impacts to ecological resources, including listed species, we would 
concur with a "no effect" determination.  

Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft EIS.  

Sincerely, 

Willie R. Taylor&.' 
Director 
Office of Envirenmental Policy 

and Compliance
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DOE acknowledges the Department of Interior's agreement that the use of 
MOX fuel in existing, commercial reactors would have "no effect" on 
ecological resources.



t UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

"• RICHARD E. SANDERSON, WASHINGTON, D.C.  
PAGE 1 OF 1 

MR026-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

Issues raised in EPA's previous letter are addressed in Volume III, Chapter 3.  

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460 

Ms. Laura H. Holgate 
JL1 

Director 
Office of Fissile Materials 
Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
P. 0. Box 23786 R 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

Re: Surplus Plutonium Disposition Supplement ' 

Dear Ms. Holgate: 

In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (42 U.S.C. 4321 et sea.) 
and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed 
the Department of Energy Surplus Plutonium Disposition Supplement to the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS). The SEIS provides the preferred sites for the pit 
disassembly and plutonium conversion facility; the lead assembly fabrication; the 
immobilization facility; the mixed oxide foul facl~ity (MOX); and post-irradiation examination.  
Also included in this SEIS is a synopsis of DOE's environmental critique of the data submitted 
by the contractor. EPA commends DOE for providing this additionalinformation. However, 
the issues addressed in our September 16, 1998 letter on the DEIS are not addressed and 
therefore remain the same.  

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed project. If you have any 
questions please contact me (564-2400) or Marguerite Duffy (564-7148).  

Sincerely, 

Richard E. Sanderson 
Director 
Office of Federal Activities 

Insrnt ArM.. (URL)-. hd'p:fonW p.r. ov 
R-r~rc5.yritac.P"WsocV699"01i asu earaR.0Yý rP .,i0,poco-mMR026



CAMPAIGN FOR NUCLEAR PHASEOUT 
KRISTEN OSTLING 
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Campaign for Nuclear Phaseout / Campagne eontre I'expanslon du nuclaire 
412.-.enNkhdlas St. O CftlaOniotKINi7137 Tet1(613)785,3634 PF8(613)241-22U sinwbWsnet 

June 28, 1999 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Material Disposition 
do Supplement to SPD EIS 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

To the Office of Fissile Material Disposition: 

The enclosed documentation and remarks contained herein are submitted in connection 
with the Supplement to the Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement.  

I am writing on behalf of the Campaign for Nuclear Phaseout (CNP), a coalition of 
Canadian environmental groups concerned with the environmental, economic and 
stategic impacts of nuclear technology and nuclear power generation. Over 300 organizations representing a diverse cross-section of Canadians have endorsed the 
Campaign for Nuclear Phaseout. Supporting organizations and individuals reside in every 
province and territory in Canada.  

CNP has a number of concerns related to the plan to import plutonium from American 
weapons stockpiles into Canada for the purposes of a "test-bum" at Chalk River 
Laboratories. For the reasons outlined below, it is our position that shipments of MOX fuel 
to Canada (for the purpose of a test bum or for other reasons) should not be approved. To 
date, no public consultations have been held in Canada. Additionally, the Government of 
Canada has not provided a clear explanation of the issues surrounding this project nor has 
reliable information about the project been made available.  

Moreover, the crown corporation, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (a principle 
proponent) has frequently provided misinformation on the project. For example, a spokesperson designated to speak on AECL's behalf has stated on numerous occasions 
(over a period of several months) that the fresh MOX fuel will not contain weapons usable 
material. This misinformation has gone uncorrected by the Government of Canada.  

According to the 1997 DoE Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture and Shipment, "environmental assessment of activities conducted in Canada 
would be the responsibility of the Canadian government" Repeated requests for such an 
assessment have gone unanswered by the Government of Canada.  

There are also significant cost issues associated with the MOX plan In Canada. The four 
Bruce "A" reactors, which have been identified by AECL as the reactors which would 
eventually use MOX fuel are at present non-operational and their refurbishment will require a large capital investment. There has been no indication as to how repairs will be 
financed.  

Concerns in Canada have grown over the MOX fuel plan and the and the Government of 
Canada's handling of the test burn issue.

1
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding the importation 
of U.S. weapons-usable plutonium into Canada for the purposes of a 
"test-bum" at Chalk River Laboratories. Shipments of a small quantity of 
MOX fuel from LANL to Canada are part of a separate proposed action, 
the Parallex Project; therefore, they are beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. DOE has prepared an Environmental 
Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment 
(DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed August 13, 1999, on 
fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to Canada. This EA 
and FONSI can be viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.  
As indicated in Section 1.1, while the United States is participating in the 
Parallex Project, it is not actively pursuing the CANDU option as part of 
its plutonium disposition program. If Russia and Canada agree to 
disposition Russian surplus plutonium in CANDU reactors in order to 
augment Russia's disposition capability, shipments of the Russian MOX 
fuel would take place directly between Russia and Canada.  

DOE acknowledges the attachment of various documents concerning 
MOX fuel use in Canada.

MR017-1
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In October 1996, a private seminar on the plan to use MOX fuel in Canadian civilian 
reactors was organized by a University of Toronto professor at the request of the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and others. The seminar included representatives from the 
Government of Canada who presented the case for MOX Imports. It led to the production 

of a 1997 report and recommendation from Professor Franklyn Griffiths that the project be 
"consigned to oblivion" because it is "fundamentally flawed".  

In December 1998. a Committee of the House of Commons (Standing Committee on 
Foreign Affairs and International Trade) consisting of members from all parties, including 
the governing party, recommended that the project be canceled on the grounds that "this 
option is total ly unfeasible". The Government of Canada's subsequent rejection of this 
recommendation failed to address key issues put forward by intervenors at hearings held 
by the Committee

In late March 1999, the Mayor of Samia, Ontario (a possible transit point for U.S. MOX 

shipments destined for Chalk River) expressed concern over the "veil of secrecy" around 
the project and lack of public consultation by the federal government.  

In April 1999, the International Association of Firefighters called for a moratorium on 
plutonium fuel imports because of uncertainty as to whether their members would be able 
to handle an accident involving plutonium. Longshore workers at the port of Halifax (a 
possible entry point for Russian MOX fuel) also expressed concern about how the MOX 
shipments would be handled in Canada.  

In May 1999, mayors of the Great Lakes and Saint Lawrence region passed a joint 

resolution calling on the governments of Canada and the United States to stop the 
weapons plutonium fuel plan.  

A Presidential Executive Order requires the Department of Energy to implement the 
principles of environmental justice in its review process (Section 3.6 of the Paraliex 
Environmental Assessment). The Parallex Environmental Assessment noted that the DoE 
was in the process of finalizing procedures for the implementation of the Executive Order.  

In a September 17, 1997 letter to the DoE written in connection with the Parallex EA, CNP 
noted that while there is no stated requirement for a similar analysis of political impacts 
outside its borders, the United States has a moral obligation to consider the negative 
impacts of its actions on countries that It claims as allies. This should particularly be the 
case when the activities which follow from approval of the Parallex assessment will 
fundamentally change Canada's status with respect to nuclear weapons materials on its 
soil.  

Despite the lack of formal public consultations, there is growing opposition to the MOX 
fuel importation plan in Canada. MOX fuel shipments to Canada should not go forward.  
Canadians have not been consulted on the fundamental policy question as to whether 
they want their country to become a recipient of weapons plutonium.  

Thank you for your attention to this matter.  

S- e y, 

atite [in g 
National Cordinator 

end.

MR017
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List of endosures 

1. Newspaper clippings on the importation of MOX fuel into Canada 

2. Allison Macfarlane & Adam Bernstein, "Canning plutonium: Cheaper and Faster", 
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, May-June 1999.  

3. Excerpts from House on Commons, Parliament of Canada, Question Period dealing 
with the Issue of MOX fuel imports.  

4. Excerpt from Nova Scotia Legislature (Canada), April 7, 1999 regarding Russian MOX 
fuel to be shipped through Halifax Harbour.  

5. Excerpt from Canada and the Nuclear Challenge: Reducing the Political Value of 
Nuclear Weapons for the Twenty First Century, Report if the Standing Committee on 
Foreign Affairs and International Trade, December 1998.  

6. Franklyn Griffiths, "MOX Experience: The Disposition of Excess Russian and U.S.  
Weapons Plutonium in Canada", July 1997.  

7. "Plutonium Shipments and Burning in the Great Lakes Region", Resolution passed at 
the International Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Mayors' Conference, May 21, 1999.  

8. "Plutonium Shipments Risk Public Safety, Fire Fighters say", International Association 
of Fire Fighters, Media release, April 26, 1999.  

9. "Background information on the weapons usability of MOX fuel: A comparison of 
claims made by AECL and other sources regarding the weapons usability of MOX fuel", 
produced by the Campaign for Nuclear Phaseout, June 1999 

10. "Ten reasons to just say no to weapons plutonium fuel", produced by the Canadian 
Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility and the Campaign for Nuclear Phaseout, May 1999 

11. "Pressure Intensifies on Government to Halt Plutonium Plan", Campaign for Nuclear 
Phaseout, Media Release, May 17, 1999.  

12. "Environment Groups Slam Government for Pushing Plutonium Imports Under Guise 
of Disarmament", Campaign for Nuclear Phaseout, Media release, April 22, 1999.  

M 0s 
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I strongly oppose the importation of MOX fuel into Canada. I 
support this with the following reasons. Yours truly, 
Jessie Davies 

1) The shipment of MOX fuel should not be approved without 
adequate consultation of the Canadian population; to date, 
there has been none.  

2) According to the Pre-Decisional Environmental Assessment 
from Los Alamos (Sept'97), "environmental assessment of 
activities conducted in Canada would be the responsibility of 
the Canadian government"; repeated requests for such an 
assessment have been refused by the government.  

3) The Government of Canada has not provided the public with 
any reliable documentation containing solid information or even 
a clear explanation of the issues surrounding this project.  

4) Atomic Energy Canada Limited (the proponent) has frequently 
given out misinformation on the project; for example, AECL's 
designated spokesman Larry Shewchuk has stated on 
numerous occasions (over a period of seven months) that the 
fresh MOX fuel will not contain weapons usable material. This 
misinformation has gone uncorrected by the Canadian 
government.  

5) In October 1996, a private two-day seminar was organized by 
Professor Franklyn Griffiths at the urging of AECL and the 
Government of Canada. It led to a recommendation from 
Professor Griffiths that the project be "consigned to oblivion" 
because it is 'fundamentally flawed."
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the importation of 
MOX fuel into Canada. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel from 
LANL to Canada are part of a separate proposed action, the Parallex 
Project; therefore, they are beyond the scope of the proposed action 
analyzed in this SPD EIS. DOE has prepared an EnvironmentalAssessment 
for the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA- 1216, 
January 1999) and FONSI, signed August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the 
MOX fuel and its transportation to Canada. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

WR006-1 Parailex EA



ESDRC, UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK 
JESSIE DAVIES 
PAGE 2 OF 2 

6) In December 1998, an all party Committee of thelHouse of 
Commons unanimously recommended that the project be 
cancelled; the Government of Canada rejected this 
recommendation without debate or discussion.  

7) In April 1999, the International Association of Firefighters 
called for a moratorium on plutonium fuel imports because of 
uncertainty as to whether their members would be able to 
handle an accident involving plutonium.  

8) A joint resolution was passed in May 1999 by mayors of the 
Great Lakes and Saint Lawrence region calling on the 
government of Canada and the United States to stop the 
weapons plutonium fuel plan.  

9) All 4 Bruce "A" reactors (named by AECL as the reactors of 
choice to bum MOX eventually) are shut down and will 
require large investments of capital to repair - capital which 
the debt-ridden Ontario utility does not have at its disposal.  

WRO062
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follow wasore f'•a ove rral day& withomt 

W. -to 5 n5mb.,.osdd by the TD.Etn 
Washington. (202-498.3158)) 

June 25, 1999

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Material Disposition 
do Supplemennt to SPD EIS 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washinoton. DC 20026-3786 

via fax: 202-596-2710 (11 pages) 
c. 202-488-4802 All. Lynn Dean 

To the Off'ue of Fissile Matenal Disposition: 

I an weitiog in connection with te Supplement to the Surplas Plutonium Dtspodition Draft Eosnsn~entat "I.mpct Stntcunnt." We ask that thbe .(nsteriat included in this correspondence be made part ofhe Supptt bnetat Pu trposition e IS ceord. Thne Stena Ctub of Cartada is opposed to the planned tes hum of Amermean and Russin. M, .uel at Chalk River Lahoratories in Canada. Our concern.  
nti .. ,csnseot of.environmenta, and snci rop "t h bane ted us to conclude but shnpments of MOX 

luelt i ceanada should not proceed.  

Accnrding to the^199? Departnent of Energy Environmental Assessment for Parallax Project Fuel Matlafoctumr and Shipmepnt. "environmentat assesarnmt of activities conducted in Canada Mould be the respnnbilhity of the Canadian government". As the attached correspondence indicates, the Sierra Club is in the process of attempting to detetrmine whether the Government of Canada plans to undertake an environmental assessment and related .easures. To date the government has failed to undertake such an• 

Haowever, opposition to the MOX fuel project in Canada amongst shone outside the nuclear" induncy7 wha 
base e.a..m.ed the proposal is widespread. It includes the Commie of the House of Common s charged w ,i restewing Canada s nuclear weapons and non-prolifeusiot poticy (Standing Committee no Foreign Afi.m. and in~teeationaml Trade.d SCFAIT). The Committee Consisting of memb`ens from all partis to tbc 
Can~adian [parhiannenL inctuding the gnorntnment party, recommended than the Canadian government| not proe•_ withte plun to brn MX fuel. ltre loc.. ffnt of Canada's wsuseent rejectton of thin 
r.commedation failed to address key issues und.rlying the Commitee, eooclusmo.  

Aw Enecutive Order of the President of the Un ised States rctjulres the Deponnunt of nergy to 
tmptetnent principtea of" environmental justice tn ,ts revtew proces~s (Section 3.6 of thu Paralles EnMironmental AssWsnent)..WhIle the United Stales does not have jurisdicttonal responsibility with 
respect o ontdertaking an environmental anse.,nueent .in Canada. it does haye an internattosal obligation to 7cons i r c 'hcr prncples .of env'ronmenlal juntice am being consistently applied on its projects. I sAnuld suggest thatfthes is particularly the case whUn ite only formal review of the peroject to dote in 

Canada (SCFAI'r) recommended against continuance of the project's Canadian component.

FRO15-1

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the test burn of 
U.S. and Russian MOX fuel at Chalk River Laboratories. Shipments of a 
small quantity of U.S. MOX fuel from LANL to Canada are part of a 
separate proposed action, the Parallex Project; therefore, they are beyond 
the scope of the proposed action analyzed in this SPD EIS. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA- 1216, January 1999) and FONSI, 
signed August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its 
transportation to Canada. This EA and FONSI can be viewed on the 
MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.  

DOE acknowledges the attachments with questions to various 
Canadian officials.

Sincerly.  

Executive Director 

t.I2t r\',,tSid..s .q. DlC)law, •nLta•oKIN 7B7 TEl:(613)Z24-4611 as/tc:(613)241-2292 skra@ hb.rvt 
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SIERRA CLUB OF CANADA 
ELIZABETH MAY 
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I'MConerned Citizn~s of Reofrew County end Area lP.O. Box 93h Pembce
3 

Oetado KSA7M, 

TC.= la . 1z 0 1 -483 ) 6 F7, t41 3 ) 7 35 -4 •" 

412-1 rme Nlcholass., Co k otudlo KIN 7•7 
Tel (613) 231-4611 Fix/to: (013) 241-2292 

June 16, 1999 

The Honourable Christie Stewart 
Ministerof the Enviroonment 
TemLasse de Ia Cbaudihre 

Co py 
10 Wellington Street, 28th floor 
Hull, Quebec 

KIAOH3 

11 he' been reported that Preparations ame ndewvay for the United States and Russia to transport MOX fuel (•ixled oxide fui from weapos, usable pltonium) to Canada The preparations arise out of work done in cIonnei]on vith the Paralla• Project which involves the leoting'oftMO fOu ,in a a ltruc reactor located at Chalk River Laboralories in Chalk River, Ontario.  

Shl dl paoto OX foci from the U.S. Into Canada for the purposes of testing (a "tat bunm") -at ChaLk River buto e is reportedly imine. It is understood that preparations am alst onderway to import MOX 
plutonium into Canada fromn Russia.  
As you ame aware, the imporsation of MOX fuel into Canadsa for use in Canadian reactors is a matter of cotnsiderable public interest. It is of patticular Interest to people in Canadian corturrunities through whicls MOX ful Tnight he transported. Arcordingiy,wc ame seeking septica to the following questions: 
I . The Minister of Transport stated in the House of Comotttos on Aprill 26,1999 thatit Inupto Trarutortt Canada under the Thansportadion of Dangercus Goods Act lto approve1th transoprtation of plutonuom fuci. WfilI TransporttCanada or another ageot of the Govetosstent of Canada issue (orisave they issued) a p-r..it in conneon with the pending or current transport of MOX fuel into Canada? 

2. How tanty shipments of MOX fuel from she United States fato Canada will take place for the purposes 
of testing at Chalk River Laboraor.ies? 

3. Hov..maony shipments of MOX faol from Russia Into Canada will take place for the purposes of tesn 
at LChalk RiverLabor•tjo es? 

4. Which pert or ports of entry into Canada wil MOX fuel be transporbed through? On what dates will MX factrbe transported in Canada? 

Pap I of 2 
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"I' SIERRA CLUB OF CANADA 
ELIZABETH MAY PAGE 3 OF 11 

5. Is any depuane=t Or agency of the Government of Canada poviding a subsidy, loan or oiler fom of 
financial assistance to support the tcsting? 

6. Have theb sipping packages to be used as Eart of the Paraltex tents (Model 4H Enricbed Fuel Bundle enbing P ackcage, TNB-0145 Shipping.Package or other) been subject to. Canadian testing and S M.arSuS•nMetIate n connection with the transport of MOX fuel into and through Canada? 
7. Ha a shipping certificate or other certificate been issued by Transport Canada or another agent of the Goenoumen of Canada in connection wish the inmportation into Canada of MOX fuel, for the purposes'k of a test in a udceo reactor a Chalk itver Laboratores? 
g. Hasuan emergency response plan been submitted in connection with the transport of MOX fuel in Canada? 7 

9. Will an environmental assessmnent be undertaken in connection with activities related to the Parallea Project or any related ongoing prIet cnnuid owithin Canada. icuding thetanaportatin of MDX fuel for thepros oftesting:alrtakiuvrLaboralorien? What measures ace in place to ensure that t epsaety ofC enoo and the envirnmanent of Canada are protected? 

Your cooperation in constairi that these questions are addressed in an open and publicly accountable fashion 
uod heappreiated.  

Sincerely.  

Researcher 
Concerned Citizens of Renfrew County and Area 

Sierra Club or Canada 

Pqe2 f2
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tSIERRA CLUB OF CANADA 
- ELIZABETH MAY 

PAGE 5 OF 11 

5. ts any deprtet o agency of the Govermen t of Canada providing a subsidy, loan or other form of 
5 nancial asac to suppo the testing? 

6. Have th shipping packages to be used as part of the Paraflex tests (NodeL 4H Enriched Fuel Bundle 
Shipping Package, TNB-0145 Shipping.Package or other) been subject to Canadian testing and 
environmental assessment in cenecron with the transport of MOX fuel into and through Canad? 

7. Has a shipping cesitliate or other.certificate been issued by Transport Canada or another agent of the 
Government of Canada in connection with theb nportation ntao Canada of MOX fue. for the purposes 
of a test in a ncuelearresctorat Chalk River Labrawriees? 

8. Has anoemergency response plan been submitted in connection with the transport of MOX fuel in 
Canada? 

9. Will an environmental assessment be undertaken in connection with activities related to the Parallex 
Project or any related ongoing project conducted within Canada, including the rtranspotation of MOX fuel fee the ep of teating at Chalk River Laboratories? What measures are in paco to ensuretthat 

esafety o Canadians and the environment of Canada are proeted? 

You roeperation = ensuring that these questions am addressed in an open and publiclya ccountable fashion 
would he alppreciated.  

Sincerely, 

Ole Heandricioss 
Researcher 
Concerned Citizens of Renfrew County and Area COPY 

Sierra Club of Canada 

P.as2of2 
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Concene Ctiznso Rnre Cuyad Area 
§ ierra P0.box 8. PeI mbroke,0nt~o K&A, 7143 

412-1 n- Nkhbai-s 0..O•.Onlrio KIN 7B7 
Th (613) 241-4611 F.tr /:(613) 241-2395 

June 16, 1999 

D,. Agn Bishop 

A'-eEnry ntrlBard 2S0 Sister Street, 4th Ileor 
Octtws. Ontario 

Dear Dr. Bishop: 

It has been reported that preparations am underway for the United Staten and Russia to transport MOX fuel (miand oxide fael frot weapoas usable plutonium) to Casnada. The" ar ons arise ou of work done in connection with the Parallex Project which involves the tenting of u el in a nuclear reactor located at Chalk River Laboratories in Chalk River, Ontario.  

Shipment of MOX fuel from the U.S. into Catnad for the p••poses of testing (at test b•m!) at Chalk River Laboratories is reportedy lymminent. It is understood that preparations; eealn sounde•way to import MOX plutonium into Canada from Russia.  

A•uyou ae awar, the importation of MOX fuel into Canada foe use in Canadian reactors is a matter of considerble jaslic interesL It is of particular interest to people in Canadian communities through which MOX fuel might be trarsported. Accordingly. we are seeking replies to the following questions: 

I. The Minister of Transport stated In the Hoonse of Commones(n April 26.1999 that itis up toTransport Canada.winder the Transportutio of Dangerous Goods Art to approve the transportation of plutonium fuel. Wilt Transpo.t Canada or another agent of the Government of Canada issue (or have they issued) perit in conaection with the pending rcurrent transport of MOX fuel into Canada? 

2. How many shipments of MOX fuel from the United States into Canada will take place for the Pposese 
of testing at Chalk River Laboratories? 

3. How many shipments of MOX fuel from Russia into Canada will talce plece for the purposes of testing 
at Chalk Riverl-abomtoiies? 

4. Which por tor porns of entry into Canada will MOX fuel be transported through? On what dates will 
MOXfuel Mbe transported in Canada? 

Pae t 1f2 
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5. Is any department or agency of the Government of Canadaproviding a subsidy, loan or other form of 
financial assistance to suppoet the testing? 

6. Have the shipping packages to be used as part of the Paraliex tests (Model 4H Enriched Fuel Bundle Shipping Package. TNB.0145 Shimping Package or other) been subject to Canadian testing and environmental assessment in coanection with the transport of MOX fuel into and through Canada? 

7. Has a shipping certificate or other certificate been insued b. Transport Canada or another agent of the Government of Canada in connection .wit the impottation into Canada of MOX frea, for the purposes 
of a test ina nuclear reactor at Chalk River Laboratories? 

9 -Has an emergency response plan been submitted in connection with the transport of MOX fret in 
Canada? 

9. Will an envirosmental assessment be undertaken in connection with activities related to the Parallex 
Plct or any related ongoing project conducted within Canada6 including the traportation of MOX 
:9 o b Proe f testin at Chalk River Laboratories? Whrat measures are in pc toecmmc that the safety of Canadians and the eavlrontient of Canada are protected? 

Your cooperation in ensuring that these questions am addressed in an open andpub•clty accountable fashion 
would be appreciated. 

NN 

Sincerely, 

Ole Hendrickson 
Researcher 

-M' Conceaned Cit- s of Renfrew County and Area 

Sier aClub of Canada 

Page 2 ot2
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5. Is any-deporment or agency of the Government of Canada providing a subsidy, loan or other form of financial assitace to eupport the teting? 

6. Have the shipjIng packages to be used Uas t of the Parallax reats (Model 4H Enriched ael Bundle 
Shipping Package, TNB-0145 Shippingackage or other) been subject to Canadian testig and 
environmental assessmnent in connection with the transport of MOX fuel into and through Canada? 

7. Has a shipping certificate or other certificate been iosued blt/Transport Canada or another agent of the 
Governmeant of Canada in connection with the importation into Canada of MOX fue, for" he purposes 
of a tes in a nuclear reactor at Chalk River Laboratoris?e 

8. Has an emergency response plan been submitted in connection with the transport of MOX fuel in 
Canada? 

9. Will an environrmental assesment be undertaken in connaetion with activities related to the Parallex I.  
Project or any related ongoing project condcted within Carada. including the transportation of MOX 

toiforthe proe ftsigat= alMRver Laoftre? hte'a alnnin pane toensure that 
the safety of Ca adians anud the environment ofCanada are protected? 

Yourcooperatioo In ensuring that these questions ate addressed in an open and publicly accoantable fashion 
would be appreciated.  

Sincerely, 

Olk Hendrickson 
Researcher 
Concerned.Citizens of Renfrew County and Aura 

Executive Director 
Sierra Club of Canada 

Pog. 2 .12
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Concerned Citizens of Renfrew Cisunty end Area 
P,.P lBox91, Pambreoa, Ontario KA7M5 
Tat (115) 7t6-47V4 Fae (613) 736-4444 

412- o1 -Ni•holas St.. Otetaw. Onudo KIN 7157 
Tl :(613)241-O6L5 Fax/w:(6)3)24I-2292 

J16,999 COPY 
The Honourable Ralph Goodle 
MinisterIof Natu Rsources 

Sir Wifliam Logan Building 21 st Floor. 580 Ioothr Street 
Ottawa. Ontlrio 
KIAOE4 

Dear lr. Goedale: 

It has been reported that preparations are underway for the United States and Russia to Iran MOX fuel 
(mixed oxide fel from weapons usable pluteitum) to Canada. The preparations arise out ork done in 

osoleetion with the Paralle" Project which involves the testing of MOX fuel in itnuclear reactor located as 
ChalkRiver Laboratories in Chalk Rivet. Ontario.  

Shipment of MOX fuel from the U.S. into Canada for the purposes of testing (a "testl um") at Chalk River 
Laborotoej es a reportedly irnuinest. It is understood that preparations *te also underway to Import MOX 
plutonium into Canada from Russia.  

As you are awareý, the importation of MOX fuel into Canada for use in Canadian reactors is a matter of 
ornsideraible public intnrest. It is of particular interest to people in Canadian commninoties through which 
MOX felnmight be trasported. Accordingly. we are seeking replies to Ibe followinguoestions: 

I. The Ministir of Transport stated in the House of Commons on Apeil 26,1999 that it is up to Transport 
Canada tunder the Transportation of Dange•ous Goods Act to aprove the transportation of plutoessun 
fuel. Will Transport Canada or another agent of the Govemment of Canada aisue (or have they issued) 
a permit in connection with the pending or curent transe of MOX fuel into Canada? 

2. How many shipments of MOX fuel from the United States Into Canada will take place for the parposes 
of testing at Chalk River Laboawrniics? 

3. How many shipments of.MOX fuel from Russia into Canada will take place for the purposes of testing 
at Chalk River Laboratonre? 

4. Which port or ports of entry into Canada will MOX fuel be transported through? On what dates will 
MOX fuel be transported in Canada? 

(&-lorfd) 

hpoe I of2

FRO15
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(cart.u ,dftna page I) 

5. Is any department or agency of the Government of Canada providing a subsidy, loan or other form of 
financial assitanceto support di etsting? 

6. Have the shipping packages to he wsed as par of the Parallex tents (Model 411 Enriched Fuel Bundle 
Shipping Package, TNhB-0I45 Shipping Package or other) been xubject to Canadian testing and 
eawsmnal ssessment In connection witht the transport of MOX fuel into ant through Canada? 

7. Has a shipping centificate or other cectificate been Issued by Transport Canada or another agent of the 
Government of Canada in connection with the importation into Canada of MOX fuel. for the irrposcs 
of a tesin a nuclear reactor at Chalk RivecrLaaboraries? 

8. Has an emergency rspoxnse plan been submitted in connection with the transport of MOX fuel in 
Canada? 

9. Will an environmentl •assessment be undertaken in connection with activities relaed to the Parallax 
Project or any related oogoing project conducted within Canada, including the ransportation of MOX 

for theurpo of testing at Chalk River Laboratories? What measures are in place to ensure that 
the safety af Canadiars and the eavirronaeat of Canada are pratecto 

Your cooperation in en•uring that ths nquestions amn addressed in an open and publicly accountable fashion 
would be appreciated.  

Sincerely, 

Ole Hendricksn 
Researcher 
Concerned Citizens of Renfrew Comnty and Area 

CPY 

Ptroaheth May 
Estecative Director 
Sierra Club of Canada 

Pelr2 of2
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Deft EnvlmaMtal dnadt Statemae"

VIA FAX: (2D2$81.3158

FRO10-1 Parallex EA 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to MOX fuel shipments 
to Canada. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel from LANL to 
Canada are part of a separate proposed action, the Parallex Project; 
therefore, they are beyond the scope of the proposed action analyzed in 
this SPD EIS. DOE has prepared an Environmental Assessment for the 
Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, 
January 1999) and FONSI, signed August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the 
MOX fuel and its transportation to Canada. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.  

DOE acknowledges the attachment of a news release expressing 
opposition to importing MOX fuel.
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Hello this is Dr. Kathleen Sullivan phoning from the Center for 
Human Ecology in Edinburgh, Scotland. I am calling to lodge my 
complaint against the U.S. DOE's present disposition plans for 
plutonium. The use of weapons grade plutonium in commercial 
nuclear reactors, otherwise known as MOX fuel, will involve all of 

the risks inherent to the nuclear industry, transportation risks, 
contamination risks, social risks that would cause certain affected 

communities, impoverished and ethnic communities, to be feeling 
more of a punch than the white privileged communities of America.  

We understand here that the DOE has recently signed a contract 
with COGEMA and Duke Engineering & Services and Stone & 

Webster and they are now doing an analysis of producing MOX 
fuel which is presently, as I understand it, going through an ESI, 
EIS that is, and that in this proposal they would advocate preparing 
plutonium for MOX in South Carolina, North Carolina and Virginia.  

I also understand that the DOE has never held a hearing near any of 

the potential reactor sites which would use MOX fuel. I would like 

to state my absolute condemnation against the program of MOX 
which would continue to advocate a plutonium economy in a world 

that is already saturated with fissile materials. The production of 

MOX is a crazy idea and it is no solution at all. Again this is Dr.  
Kathleen Sullivan phoning from the Center for Human Ecology in 

Edinburgh. Although I am living in the U.K., ITam a U.S. citizen and 
my U.S. home in Boulder, Colorado, close to Rocky Flats which will 

be affected by any MOX fuel plan for the U.S. I can be reached at 

44-131-624-1975. My address is Center for Human Ecology, P.O.  
Box 1972, Edinburgh, EH 12QL, Scotland. Thank you very much.

1

PRO03

I

tQ

PRO03-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. DOE 
has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing both 

immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important 

insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 

by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for 
U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 

reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 

possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 

technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Chapter 4 of Volume I provide the results of detailed impact analyses of the 

proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities and reactors. Risks and 
consequences are addressed. The impacts on workers and the general 

population associated with normal operations and postulated accidents are 

included in these analyses. Included are the potential impacts on waste 

management, socioeconomics, and transportation. Chapter 4 also includes 

an analysis of the potential impacts on minority and low-income populations 

for each of the alternatives considered. Appendix M describes the process 

that was used to obtain these impacts and gives additional detail on the 

minority and low-income populations surrounding each of the candidate sites.  

PRO03-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

In March 1999, DOE awarded a contract to a team known as DCS, which is 

comprised of Duke Engineering & Services, COGEMA Inc., and Stone & 

Webster to provide MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services.  

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding public hearings near 

the proposed reactor sites that would use the MOX fuel. During the public 

comment period on the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS, DOE held a public 

hearing in Washington, D.C., on June 15, 1999, and invited comments.  

Although DOE decided not to hold additional hearings on the Supplement, 
DOE provided other means for the public to express their concerns and 

provide comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web 

site. Also, at the invitation of South Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis,

21
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DOE attended and participated in a public hearing held on June 24, 1999, in 

Columbia, South Carolina. Moreover, interested parties would likely have 

the opportunity to submit additional comments during the NRC reactor license 

amendment process should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS 

ROD.  

PRO03-3 DOE Policy 

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

advocate a plutonium economy. Rather, the purpose of this proposed action 

is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent k 

Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified 

by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible 

and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of 

plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  

The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in existing domestic, commercial reactors 

does not involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical separation of 
uranium, transuranic elements [including plutonium], and fission products 

from spent reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium and uraniumnto produce 
new fresh fuel) and therefore does not support building a plutonium economy.
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DCRO11-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

To: Mary Olson, NIRS 
From; Dale Nesbitt, and associates from the S. F. Bay area 
Statement of be presented on our behalf at the 6-15-99 DOE hearings on 
MOX fuels.  

We the undersigned representing either organizations or ourselves hereby 
submit the following comments for the June 15, 1999 MOX hearings in 
Washington D C.  

First we believe that holding only one hearing in Washington D C 
fundamentally violates the public's right to express its views on this 

vital issue. We demand that the DOE hold several additional hearings, 
near communities that may be effected. In addition, at least hearing 

should be held on the west coast. We suggest Oakland CA as a logical 
location.  

Second, we believe that the U.S.-Russian governmental plan to use MOX 
fuel from surplus military plutonium in commercial nuclear reactors will 
prove disastrous. The MOX program poses unreasonable risks to public 

health and the environment, and seriously undermines 
U.S. nonproliferation goals. While less important than the above it also 
appears to be uneconomical.  

Third, we understand that although the EIS process is not yet 
complete, a consortium including Cogema, Stone & Webster, Duke Power and 

Virginia Power has already been selected by the DOE to carry out the U.S.  

MOX program and was recently given a contract to begin design work on a 
MOX fabrication plant. We feel that this demonstrates a contemptible 
disregard for due process and also is questionable from a legal 
standpoint.

Signed by; 
Dale Nesbitt & Elizebeth Brown for East Bay Peace Action, and as 

individuals.  
Jacqueline Cabasso, Executive Director, Western States Legal 

Foundation, for the the organization & as an individual 
Gene Bemardi, for the Committee to minimize Toxic Waste, and as an 

individual.  
The following as individuals: 

Frank McDonald 
L. A. Wood 
Gordon Wright 
Nod Neiude

DC

2 

3 

..RO1 1

DOE acknowledges the commentors' request for additional hearings near 
communities that may be affected by the use of MOX fuel in reactors. After 

careful consideration of its public involvement opportunities, including 

information availability and mechanisms to submit comments, DOE decided 

not to hold additional hearings on the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. In 

addition to the public hearing on the Supplement held in Washington, D.C., 

DOE provided other means for the public to express their concerns and 

provide comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web 

site. Further, interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit 

additional comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Moreover, at 

the invitation of South Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE attended 

and participated in a public meeting held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, 

South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 

as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 

representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 

groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 
Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 

proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be selected. DOE does not believe that a hearing 

in Oakland, California is necessary in part because all three of the proposed 

reactors are located in the Eastern United States. Public hearings on this 

SPD EIS have been held in the Western United States in or near many of the 

potentially affected communities including hearings in Idaho, Washington, 

and Oregon.  

DCRO11-2 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentors' opposition to the MOX approach.  

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 

both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 

important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 

approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity
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for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Section 4.28 provides reactor-specific analyses and discusses the potential 
environmental impacts and risks associated with using a partial MOX core 
during routine operations and reactor accidents at the proposed reactors.  

The proposed use of MOX fuel is consistent with the U.S. nonproliferation 

policy and would ensure that plutonium which was produced for nuclear N 

weapons and subsequently declared excess to national security needs is z 
never again used for nuclear weapons by meeting the Spent Fuel Standard.  
The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by DOE, is to 
make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and unattractive 
for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of plutonium that 
exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  

The MOX approach is not intended to affect the viability of nuclear power 
generation at any particular reactor. DCS would not have to continue to use 
MOX fuel if it determined that it was uneconomical to operate the reactor.  

DCR011-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE conducted its procurement process in accordance with DOE NEPA 
regulations, 10 CFR 1021.216. The selected team, DCS, would design, request 
a license, construct, operate, and deactivate the MOX facility as well as 
irradiate the MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. However, these 
activities are subject to the completion of the NEPA process. As stipulated 
in DOE's phased contract with DCS, until and depending on the decisions 
regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition are 
decided and announced in the SPD EIS ROD, no substantive design work or 
construction can be started by DCS on the MOX facility. Should DOE decide 
to pursue the No Action Alternative or the immobilization-only approach, 
the contract with DCS would end. The contract is phased so that only 
nonsite-specific base contract studies and plans can be completed before 
the ROD is issued, and options that would allow construction and other 
work would be exercised by DOE if, and only if, the decision is made to 
pursue the MOX approach.
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MOX fuel is a bad idea. It further extends the Nuclear 
Power industry which has no intelligent idea - nor does 
anyone, including the DOE - about responsible ways for 
dealing with the increased nuclear waste. I mean using it to 
make depleted uranium ordinance is about as irresponsible 
as you can get and yet you allow that. Using it to power 
space craft that could crash into the atmosphere is another 
example of irresponsibility. So employing weapons grade 
Plutonium to make electricity is encouraging the production 
of more waste. All you seem to be able to think about is 
underground storage and have ignored for years the 
suggestion of nuclear guardianship as a way of warning 
future generations that we really don't know what to do 
with waste. Comments made at "Stakeholder hearings" are 
regularly discounted by your establishment and often don't 
even make it into print in the volumes you create out of our 
forests. When is the DOE going to stop being a tool of the 
nuclear power and nuclear weapons

WRO03
tQ 
-,4

WRO03-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. Use 
of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 
subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry or produce electricity Rather, 
the purpose of this proposed action is to safely and securely disposition 
surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel 
Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus 
weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons 
use as the much larger and growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent 
nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors. Use of nuclear materials to 
make depleted uranium ordinance or for use in spacecraft is beyond the 
scope of this EIS.  

DOE acknowledges the commentor's preference for nuclear guardianship.  
This EIS includes the No Action Alternative, whereby the surplus plutonium 
would remain in storage at their current DOE locations. However, this 
alternative does not reduce the nonproliferation concerns associated with 
surplus plutonium.  

Comments made at "stakeholder hearings" are carefully considered by DOE.  
Generally, at the hearings notetakers capture the main points of issues or 
concerns raised by the commentors; therefore, comments are not a verbatim 
transcript of the hearings. DOE's notetakers make every effort to ensure the 
essence of each participant's comment(s) has been presented in a clear, 
concise, and accurate manner. In addition to oral comments received at the 
public hearings held for the SPD Draft EIS and the Supplement to the 
SPD Draft EIS, written comments were also accepted at the hearings or could 
have been submitted via fax, mail, or Web site. Equal consideration was 
given to all comments, regardless of how or where they were received.  
Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

1
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STATE OF FLORIDA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
"Helping Floridians create safe, vibrant, sustainable communities 

May 24, 1999 

Mr. Howard R. Canter 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
Post Office Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

RE: Supplement to the Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (DEIS - SAI # FL9808110565C) 

Dear Mr. Canter.  

The Florida State Clearinghouse has received the Supplement to the Surplus Plutonium 
Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement dated April 1999. Based on the changes in 
this document, our previous determination remains in effect (enclosed).  

Upon completion of the Final Environmental Impact Statement, please forward to the 
Florida State Clearinghouse at the address below.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this document. If you have any questions 
regarding this letter, please contact Ms. Cherie Trainor, Clearinghouse Coordinator, at (850) 
922-5438.  

Sincerely, 

tRalph Cantml, Executive Director 
Florida Coastal Management Program 

RC/ct 

Enclosure

2SS$ hSE UMAItD OAK SOULEVAD -TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32399-2a100 
Phone (850}488-8466_suncom 278-8166 FAX: (aS0) 921-5781/sunsom 291-0701 

Int..tntddre s httpdwww.aca.$tat.f) us 

moi• sa not o tn mo. sestu -m at

MR007

MR007-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the State's receipt of the Supplement to the 
SPD Draft EIS and its determination that the proposed action is consistent 
with the Florida Coastal Management Program. As requested, a copy of 
the SPD Final EIS was sent.

l'

1
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STATE OF FLORIDA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
'He!ping Floridians create safe, vibrant, sustainable communities" 

LAWSON GIUS VIO F.MSItMN 
tas S__7a 

September 29, 1998 

Mr. Howard R. Canter 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
Post Office Box 23786 Washington, DC 20026-3786 

RE: U.S. Department of Energy - Surplus Plutonium Disposition 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement - Statewide 
SAI: FL9808110565C 

Dear Mr. Canter: 

The Florida State Clearinghouse, pursuant to Presidential 
Executive Order 12372, Gubernatorial Executive Order 95-359, the 
Coastal Zone Management Act, 16 U.S.C. 66 1451-1464, as amended, and 
the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. 66 4321, 4331-4335, 
4341-4347, as amended, has coordinated a review of the above
referenced project.  

Based on the information contained in the draft environnental 
impact statement and the enclosed coements provided by our reviewing 
agencies, the state has determined that, at this stage, the above
referenced action is consistent with the Florida Coastal Management 
Program.  

Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft environmental 
impact statement. If you have any questions regarding this letter, 
please contact Ms. Cherie Trainor, Clearinghouse Coordinator, at (850) 
922-5438.  

Sincerely, 

Ralph Cantral, Executive Director Florida Coastal Management Program 

RC/cc 

Enclosures 

2555 SHUMARD OAK SOULENARO * TALLAHASEE, FLORIDA 32399.2100 
Phone: tSD.488.8466/Suncom 270.8466 FAX: $S0.;2t.O7I1Scnam 291.071 

Interet addess: htp:/lwww.,staleSft.us/..o..(fldsahII 
semz s,, on.r on, ,ow~me uosrrof

MRO07
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Transportation

To: Department of Energy 
June 28, 1999 

From: Patricia McCracken 
413 Scotts Way 
Augusta, Georgia 30909 
706-7389451 
by fax to 202-586-4078 

Re: Spent Fuel (MOX) 

To date no one at any public meetings or at the library 
sources can show a comprehensive transportation alternative 
study regarding any of the programs. People just talk 
about transportation but no documents seem to exist. One 
would want to know more about the design and structure of 
the DOE truck that is displayed at various meetings. What 
alternative modes of transportation exist in the nuclear 
world? 

I attended a meeting on June 24, 1999 at the Gressette 
Building State House Complex, Columbia, South Carolina 
hosted by Senator Phil Levedtis.. I called the Office NEPA 
Compliance and Outreach for a handout of the program and 
nothing existed in Washington or at the meeting. After the 
meeting, I was still not sn;e what We were commenting 
about. Questions were difficult for the representative 
from Cogema, as we needed an interpreter. Will the Cogema 
representatives who build the MOX building speak English? 

I was unable to get some clarification from the DOE 
representatives from Washington because of the bully police 
type persons at the meeting, with no badges, who indicated 
no one could approach the group. However, other persons 
with some hearing devices and no badges or identification 
escorted around certain members at the audience. What are 
those gadgets in their ears and whom were they 
communicating with at the meeting. I did get to ask Mr.  
Stevenson to explain what the representative from Cogema 
said about his military connections and France's plutonium 
depletion policies. Mr. Stevenson was rushed and I did not 
really understand the answer.  

Please indicate how we can get answers from the man from 
Cogema? I am particularly interested in the energy 
consumption comparison numnbers for various alternative DOE 
projects including the MOX plant. No one on the panel 
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In order to address security against terrorist-related incidents, all intersite 
shipments of plutonium for the surplus plutonium disposition program would 
be made using DOE's SST/SGT system as described in Appendix L.3.2. This 
involves having couriers that are armed Federal officers, an armored tractor 
to protect the crew from attack, and specially designed escort vehicles 
containing advanced communications equipment and additional couriers.  
While DOE prefers to minimize the transportation of plutonium that is still 
desirable for weapons use, plutonium is routinely and safely transported in 
the United States. As described in Appendix L.3.3, transportation of nuclear 
materials would be performed in accordance with all applicable DOT and 
NRC transportation requirements. Interstate highways would be used, and 
population centers avoided, to the extent possible.  

Since the establishment of the DOE Transportation Safeguards Division 
in 1975, the SST/SGT system has transported DOE-owned cargo over more 
than 151 million km (94 million mi) with no accidents causing a fatality or 
release of radioactive material. Additional details are provided in Fissile 
Materials Disposition Program SST/SGT Transportation Estimation 
(SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com.  

Alternative modes of transportation exist in the commercial nuclear world 
and consist of specially designed trucks and rail cars. However, the universal 
requirement for the transportation of most nuclear materials is the NRC
licensed shipping cask. NRC requires that shipping casks be able to survive 
a sequential series of tests that are intended to represent severe accident 
stresses. The tests are a 30-foot drop onto an unyielding flat surface, a 
shorter drop onto a vertical steel bar, engulfment by fire for 30 minutes, and, 
finally, immersion in 50 feet of water.

FRO14-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE regrets the difficulty encountered in obtaining information on the meeting 
hosted by Senator Leventis. This meeting was not arranged by DOE but at 
the invitation of Senator Leventis. DOE attended and answered questions 
regarding the surplus plutonium disposition program. Additional information

FRO14-1
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on the program can be found on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com 
or by calling (202) 586-5368.  

The MOX facility would be built at one of four candidate DOE sites in the 
United States by DCS should the decision be made in the SPD EIS ROD to 
pursue the MOX approach. Personnel involved in planning, constructing, 
managing and working at the MOX facility would communicate in English.  

FRO14-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

The meeting in Columbia, South Carolina was sponsored and coordinated by 

Senator Leventis' office. The senator's office was responsible for the meeting 
logistics, including the security arrangements. Mr. Stevenson tried to explain 
that there is no connection between COGEMA and the French military.  

FRO14-4 Infrastructure 

Questions for COGEMA should be directed to Ms. Christi A. Byerly. Her 
address is: 7401 Wisconsin Avenue; Bethesda, MD 20814. She may also be 

contacted by telephone at (301) 941-8367. Her fax number is (301) 652-5690, 
and her email address is cbyerly@cogema-inc.com.
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FRO14-5 

The MOX process does not use oil.

could answer the question nor did they have any reference 
materials at the meeting. The representative from Cogema 
did spell the name of the French oil company Total that 
owns 20% of Cogema, 80% being the French government.  

Does the MOX process require oil? 

The first and only time I saw Mr. Nulton, he was telling an 
audience about how we needed British Nuclear Fuel Limited 
to help our country with nuclear management(MOX). Now I 
see Mr. Nulton again with the French company Cogema. Their 
new contract apparently includes constructing the MOX plant 
at SRS. Who else do we need to help us with a process that 
we developed in 1969. The DoE has many experiences with 
blending of nuclear materials. Out of approximately 
160,000 nuclear persons twelve people decided that we 
needed another MOM group to help us build a building. Did 
we buy and import a process or a building design plan from 
Cogema? Did the contract reviewers know the US process 
from 1969. BNFL has built a plant and DOE has visited and 
hired BNFL. Did the twelve people who selected Cogema know 
that BNFL is already at SRS! 

According to DOE/MC-0006 page 8, 'In 1969, reactors at Big 
Rock Point ran for about a year using MOX fuel. They had no 
problems. This is not an experimental technology. It is 25 
years old. ' 

If we have so much extra plutonium then why have some 
commentaries stated that we have been buying plutonium from 
other countries? The comments give some broad terms for 
plutonium. Plutonium I am sure has various properties.  

Why isn't the French military depleting their plutonium? 
The military apparently does not use Cogema to reprocess 
their weapons grade plutonium.  

While the bully DOE police keep the public from asking 
questions at public meetings, who is policing and guarding 
our environmental technologies being developed at the 
facilities? Apparently all contractors have the ability to 
patent anything they develop with government money and sell 
the technology. Maybe the bully police should be guarding 
something besides the public meetings. According to the 
GAO/RCED-94-172 report nuclear technologies are needed 
throughout the world. Many opin-ions exist in this report.  
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Duke Engineering & Services, COGEMA Inc., and Stone & Webster forned 
a team, DCS, to respond to DOE's Request for Proposals for MOX Fuel 
Fabrication and Reactor Irradiation Services (May 1998). Through this 
competitive procurement process, DOE awarded the contract to DCS to 
construct and operate the MOX facility on the basis that their proposal was 
determined to be the most responsive, best value offer submitted.  

The commentor is correct that MOX fuel fabrication technology is not new.  
A small amount of MOX fuel was fabricated and tested in the United States 
in the late 1960s and early 1970s. DOE is not"importing" theMOX technology.  
However, COGEMA is one of only a few companies with recent commercial 
MOX fuel fabrication experience, and this experience will contribute to the 
success of DOE's MOX fuel fabrication effort. BNFL's contract for work at 
SRS is completely separate and different from its MOX fuel fabrication efforts 
in the United Kingdom. The team that selected DCS to build and operate the 
MOX facility, should the MOX approach be chosen in the SPD EIS ROD, 
was aware of BNFL's role at SRS.  

DOE is not sharing information about U.S. weapons with COGEMA. The 
plutonium will have been removed from the pits and converted to an 

unclassified plutonium dioxide before it is transferred to the MOX facility.  

Awarding the contract to DCS does not make the United States dependent 
on foreign entities. DCS is a U.S.-based company and the majority of the 
companies that comprise DCS are American.  

FRO14-6 Other 

DOE is unaware of the source of the commentor's information that the United 
States is buying plutonium from other countries. The United States is not 

buying plutonium from other countries. If the United States were to buy any, 
it would only be done to keep the material from ending up in the hands of 
terrorists or rogue nations seeking nuclear weapons technology.

MOX Approach

t•
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FRO14-7 Other 

This SPD EIS addresses the disposition of approximately 50 t (55 tons) of 

plutonium that President Clinton has declared surplus to national security 

needs. Russia also agreed to remove the same amount from its stockpile 

during a Moscow summit held in September 1998. (See Appendix A of .  

Volume ]I). Plutonium belonging to France is not within the scope of this 

SPDEIS.  

FRO14-8 DOE Policy 

DOE's policy is to transfer technology that has been developed at its 

laboratories and other facilities to the private sector if these technologies are Z.  

thought to benefit society. DOE encourages, supports, and enables the 

transfer of unclassified technologies that have applications outside the DOE 

programs to the private sector and in return receives royalties or other forms 

of payment for the rights to use Government-developed technologies.
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Is this a 5% process of plutonium and what is the 
percentage that Cogema uses in France? 

Historically the disposal process was developed for 
domestic waste and somehow this concept has broadened 
beyond the original scope of the legislation.  

We stated at the meeting that we were grateful that Duke 
Power is participating and we wonder where the rest of the 
nuclear community is during this process. They have been 
given a lot of help and we are developing a disposal 
facility and working on other nuclear technologies that 
could help the industry and they don't even offer an 
advisory board or anything. Just where are they and why are 
they not accountable for participation? The DOE comment 
books do not even say who says the comments. Who at GAO 
made those trips around the world to see the plants? Why 
don't they comment during this process? How can we ask 
them questions? 

The GAO report states something like this under the British 
Waste Program heading on page 57: 'The utility plans to 
construct a dry storage facili~ty to hold spent fuel for up 
to 100 years. Some environmental groups in the United 
Kingdom consider aboveground storage to be the 'least
worst" option for managing high-level waste. They believe 
that additional study of various disposal options is needed 
before a method is selected.' bho are these environmental 
groups and who are their spokespersons? We hear that the 
United States is already dkoeadent on buying electricity 
from nuclear plants in Canada. We apparently are importing 
technology and importing energy from other countries. Why 
isn't this discussed at the public meetings?

The notice we received to attend a workshop on the 
technical documents was not conducted.  

Page 41 of the GAO/RCED-94-1.2 states that because the 
Japanese plan to store theizr waste for 30 to 50 years 
before disposal, officials said they sense no immediate 
urgency to dispose of the waste. The report further states 
that the Japanese have not yet developed safety standards 
for disposing of high-level waste, so maybe somebody might 
sell them some technology! Other countries like Russia 
were mentioned as needing technology. Sweden uses ships 
for transporting- So where Is our transportation plan, 
explaining all the modes used throughout the world?

10 

11 

12 

13

14 

15

Reactor MOX fuel in Europe is fabricated to similar enrichment levels (about 
5 percent plutonium 239) to the levels being proposed for the U.S. reactors 
that would be used to irradiate MOX fuel.

FRO14-10 DOE Policy

DOE believes the commentor is referring to disposal of spent fuel in a potential 
geologic repository. Irradiated MOX fuel would be spent fuel and would be 
managed as such by the licensee for the reactor in which the fuel was irradiated, 
and so would not be beyond the scope of the legislation.

FRO14-11 MOXRFP

As discussed in response FRO14-5, DOE selected DCS, of which Duke 
Engineering & Services is a member, to construct and operate the MOX 
facility. DOE does not believe that the involvement of other members of the 
nuclear industry is needed to implement the proposed surplus plutonium 
disposition program.  

As discussed in response FRO14-7, this SPD EIS addresses the disposition 
of 50 t (55 tons) of surplus plutonium. Disposal of waste generated by other 
government agencies, or generated as a result of any activity other than 
disposition of this surplus plutonium, is not within the scope of this SPD EIS.

FRO14-12 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

GAO trips to review nuclear technologies unrelated to the surplus plutonium 
disposition program are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS. Information on 
these trips can be obtained from the GAO Web site at www.gao.gov.

FRO14-13 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

The British waste program is unrelated to the surplus plutonium disposition 
program and is beyond the scope of this SPD EIS.

FRO14-14 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

4a. OE i unwareof he wrksop rferrd t by he ommetor

FRO14-9 MOX Approach

1

DOE is unaware of the workshop referred to by the commentor.4•
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FRO14-15 Other 
DOE acknowledges the commentor's suggestion of selling technology to 
the Japanese for safe disposal of their HLW.  

DOE will continue to discourage Russia from reprocessing its spent nuclear 0 

fuel and starting a plutonium cycle but this issue, and the issue of Japan 
building a reprocessing facility are beyond the scope of this SPDEIS.  
U.S. policy dating back to the Ford Administration has prohibited the 
commercial, chemical reprocessing and separation of plutonium from spent 
nuclear fuel. The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in existing domestic, commercial 
reactors does not involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical separation 
of uranium, transuranic elements [including plutonium], and fission products 
from spent reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium and uraniumto produce 
new fresh fuel). The proposed use of MOX fuel is consistent with the U.S.  
nonproliferation policy and would ensure that plutonium which was produced 
for nuclear weapons and subsequently declared excess to national security 
needs is never again used for nuclear weapons.
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For the record nobody at the North Augusta Scoping meeting 
explained fully why we Were going to send plutofium to 
Britain for reprocessing because we didn't plan for our own 16 
facility.  

One comment stated that mixed oxide fuel is dirty. It 
involves four technologies used in Western Europe, some 
countries have been doing it for 30 years. What does dirty 
mean? Does it mean impurities as opposed to a higher grade of material? 17 

Surely with so much money involved, we would try to develop 
some technologies to better manage the negative impacts of 
this process rather than importing somebody else's known 
problems. why doesn't the French government put up some of 
the money? What is the procurement process for this deal? 18 

SRS has a cooling tower(billions of dollars) that nobody 
knows what to do with and can it be incorporated in any of 19 
the plans? 

Why are we telling a French oil company all about our 
weapons? The French government is apparently not 
discussing their weapons plutoniumnwith our group.  

Is this process a once through fuel cycle, with no 
reprocessing and subsequent reuse of the spent fuel? Can 
the fuel be blended again? Will this reduce waste from the 20 
spent MOX fuel? Would several cycles reduce the weapons 
grade of the material? 

If Russia is already reprocessing material, then how does 
that fit in those stockpile reduction agreements. I read 
where the DOE couldn't even get a set of fire suits for the 21 
nuclear plants in Russia without them being stolen. How do 
we know if they are blending up or down? 

Will Cogema be asking for amendcents to the NPDES permit 
and other permits for SRS? Does France have the same 
regulatory reviews? I thought Bechtel was the construction 
contractor? What is ENFL doing with the MOX process? Who 
is the NOX process boss? Which one of the 81 outfalls, and 22 
41 stormwater outfalls will be addressed by the new 
facilities? What is the water usage rate for the new 
facilities at SRS and where will the withdrawal be located? 

FRO14

FRO14-16 MOX Approach 

DOE does not have any plans to send surplus plutonium to Britain for 
reprocessing. There are no plans to reprocess MOX spent fuel if that is what 
the commentor is referring to.  

FRO14-17 MOXApproach 

DOE is not aware of a comment referring to MOX fuel as dirty. It could be that 
the comment refers to the fact that reprocessed spent fuel is used in the 
production of European MOX fuel, and so has more impurities than the 
surplus plutonium that would be used in U.S. reactors under the MOX 
approach. DOE is not "importing" problems, but rather taking advantage of 
the recent European expertise.

FRO14-18

The surplus plutonium belongs to the U.S. Government. There is no need for 
the French government to contribute financially to this domestic, 
U.S. Government activity. France and the other G-8 nations (Group of Eight 
industrialized nations: Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, 
Russia, and United States) are, however, contributing to Russia's surplus 
plutonium disposition activities.  

The procurement process for U.S. MOX fuel fabrication activities was a 
competitive process. DOE issued a Request for Proposals for MOX Fuel 
Fabrication and Reactor Irradiation Services in May 1998. Responses 
were submitted in August 1998, after which a DOE source selection board 
reviewed the submitted proposals and awarded DCS the contract.  

FRO14-19 Alternatives 

None of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition processes or facilities 
generates enough heat to require a cooling tower like the one referred to 
at SRS.  

FRO14-20 MOX Approach 

MOX fuel, similar to traditional LEU fuel in the United States, would be used 
once. Technically, the fuel could be reprocessed and reused, but the United

MOXRF'P
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States has a policy against reprocessing its spent fuel, and therefore does 
not reuse any of its spent fuel. MOX fuel is proposed for only two cycles 
versus three reactor cycles for some of the LEU fuel in the reactor. Two 
cycles would allow sufficient time for the MOX fuel containing the weapons
origin plutonium to be irradiated to a point that the plutonium cannot readily 

be extracted from the spent fuel and returned to weapons use.  

FRO14-21 Nonproliferation 

The Joint Statement of Principles signed by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin 

in September 1998 provide general guidance for achieving the objectives of 
a future bilateral agreement to disposition surplus plutonium in the United 
States and Russia. Sensitive negotiations between the two countries have 
indicated that the Russian government accepts the technology of 
immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but that 
the MOX approach would be considered for higher-purity feed materials.  
DOE will continue to discourage Russia from reprocessing its spent nuclear 
fuel and starting a plutonium cycle but this issue is beyond the scope of this 
SPD EIS.  

FRO14-22 Water Resources 

If the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities necessitate 
modifications to the SRS NPDES Permit, the DOE SRS Office, working with 
the SRS environmental personnel and DCS, would request the modifications.  
At this time, the potentially affected outfalls have not been identified. None 

of the MOX activities, or any other surplus plutonium disposition activities, 
including construction, would be subject to French regulatory reviews.  

Bechtel is the SRS site construction support contractor, but construction of 
large, new structures are contracted for competitively. Major capital projects 
are not within the scope of the Bechtel contract. BNFL is not involved in this 
surplus plutonium disposition effort. As discussed in Section 4.26.4.2, the 
maximum amount of water used during construction of the proposed facilities 
is estimated to be 126 million 1/yr (33.3 million gal/yr); during operations, the 
maximum water usage is estimated to be 216 million 1/yr (57.1 million gal/yr).  

As discussed in Section 3.5.11.2.3, the source of this water is groundwater. If 
the proposed facilities are built at SRS, they would be located in F-Area.  
Sanitary water at SRS is supplied through the central domestic water system, 
and process and service water is supplied through deep-well systems within 
individual site areas.
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The EIS indicates that Hanford. has Pu residues with less 
than 50 percent Pu. That information was not technically 
explained as the text was deleted. If the percentage is 
not very great, then why it is listed for no further 
action? What is the difference in percentage of that and 
the MOX spent fuel? Many sites had Pu waste that was said 
to insignificant in quantity. Is quantity the criteria for 
risk? 

How will Duke Power be protected, if Cogema's government 
orders them home? Will Duke Power get all the patents? We 
hope that Duke Power and North Carolina get the technology 
rights rather than the French. We are cheering for our 
team. We hope our country retains some technology and 
people in case of an emergency situation. I don't think 
other governments or oil companies will be working on any 
clean-up problems. The GAO/RCED-99-173 report stated that 
the Department of Energy receives much of its royalty 
incomes from inventions created in its laboratories by 
contractors, even though the inventions themselves are not 
government-owned. Where is the list of payers to the 
Department of Energy? Who got the MOX technology of 19697 
Did SR5 give the land for the MOX plant and other projects? 
The original withdrawal of iand maps do not match the 
present maps given out at the public meetings.  

Will Duke Power be given the same modification money as 
apparently was going to be given to those Canadian groups 
in the technical material? 

Why does SRS import so much energy? I thought the national 
policy was to export. We have all these nuclear power 
companies in our area and we import. This policy does not 
go along with NEPA at all. We are terminating nuclear 
persons. Are we going to train them to be coal mine 
workers or work at oil terminals? 

Certain regional nuclear facilities seem to have an excess 
capacity to bid on DOE projects but failed to participate 
with this project. I assume they want the disposal 
benefits but do not want to help with figuring out other 
processes. Apparently they do not even help with the 
disposal facility. Have they ever visited the disposal 
site that the American people are building for them? Do 
they do anything besides go to court? In other countries 
the operators have responsibility for the repository 
programs. Where are the proposals or preferred 
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FRO14-23 Alternatives 

Section 2.2 describes the materials that have been declared surplus and are 
being analyzed in this SPD EIS. In general, if the plutonium residues are 
greater than 50 percent they are considered part of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program. In some cases, residues with less than 50 percent 
plutonium are of concern because the plutonium could be easily concentrated 
to higherpercentages. MOX spent fuel would have a relatively low percentage 
of plutonium; less than 10 percent. Other plutonium-bearing materials are 
beyond the scope of this EIS, but are addressed in other NEPA documents 
such as the Final Environmental Impact Statement on Management of 
Certain Plutonium Residues and Scrub Alloy Stored at the Rocky Flats 
Environmental Technology Site (DOE/EIS-0277F, August 1998).  

FRO14-24 MOXRFP 

MOX fuel fabrication technology is being transferred from the MELOX plant 
in France to the United States. Because the MOX approach would be relying 
on the French technology, a clause was added to the special considerations 
of the contract to ensure that the U.S. Government, or anyone the Govermnent 
hires to replace COGEMA, should a termination occur, has the right to use all 
proprietary data and restricted computer software necessary for the design, 
construction, operation and use of the MOX facility and provision of the 
MOX fuel in-adiation as specified in the contract Duke Power would negotiate 
a subcontract with DCS, the prime contractor to the Government. That 
subcontract would contain the rights Duke Power would have to retain patents 
developed under their subcontract with DCS. Although the GAO report is 
beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, in general, royalties are not paid to DOE 
for contractor-owned inventions and hence, there is not a central DOE list of 
such "payers." 

The land identified for the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities 
at SRS is currently owned by DOE and will remain within the ownership 
of DOE.
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alternatives of the nuclear industry?. Has anybody seen any 
scientific proposals from the Department of Defense 
outlining their preferences for their waste? Pow about NASA 
proposals? 

The GAO report Nuclear Waste Foreign countries' Approaches 
to High-Level Waste Storage and Disposal states on page 30 
that because France has adequate capacity for storing its 
wastes, developing a repository is not urgent. You may 
want to discuss this issue further with Cogema.  

This report further states that Japan plans to increase its 
reliance on nuclear power over the next few decades in a 
continuing attempt to improve the country's energy 
dependence. - As part of their move toward energy 
independence, the Japanese plan to build a facility for 
reprocessing spent fuel from their nuclear power plants so 
that the recovered uranium and plutonium can be used as 
fresh reactor fuel." 

We also heard from the DOE panel meeting with Mr. Nulton 
that Russia is now reprocessing nuclear fuel.  

Will the MOX plant be based on the XRC's move to an 
approach-termed risk-informed regulation-that considers 
relative risk in conjunction with engineering analyses and 
operating experience to ensure that plants operate safely.  
We reference the GAO/RECED-99-95.  

Let recap this picture. Our government has imported 
British and French technology for our nuclear needs. We 
also are importers of energy for the projects. That policy 
should make our country totally depend on others. And 
didn't I read in the news that we sold off all our oil 
reserves. What are the education institutions doing that 
have contracts with DOE? Just to make things even better, 
the contractors we hire and pay can take all the technology 
and patent the science and sell it to others.  

Please someone explain this picture to me.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

11 

15 

26
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As discussed in Sections 3.5.11.1.2 and 3.5.11.1.3, SRS purchases its electricity 
locally, and generates process and heating steam at onsite coal- and oil-fired 
steam plants. U.S. policy on oil and energy production, and the nuclear 
industry and its workers are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS.

FRO14-26 MOX Approach

The MOX facility would be licensed by NRC under 10 CFR 70. The application 
would be accompanied by detailed engineering information and safety 
analyses that would have to demonstrate that the MOX facility could operate 
safely and not pose a significant health and safety risk to the workers, the 
general public, or the environment.

FR014-25 Infrastructure
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June 14, 1999 

To Whom this concerns: 

I live in Richmond County, Georgia. Plant Votgle in 30 miles South and East of me. Due 
east is infamous SRS.  

On Fcbruary 24, 1999 at a MOX meeting sponsored by Nuclear Information & Resource 
Service in Augusta, GA I heard Mr. David Lochbaum tell us about his 17 years 
experience with commercial reactors. Mr. Lochbaunm is now employed by Union of 
Concerned Scientists. Mr. Lochbaum says Plant Votgle nor any of the other reactors in 
our still beautiful country are not designed to burn plutonium. Mr. Lochbaum says 
plutonium would damage the reactors. Also he says plutonium is 10 times more 
expensive than uranium.  

My light bill is already high enough. And y'all want it to go up!?t 

No. Just No.  

I want you all to know, I am highly insulted. A critical issue as this and no meeting 
hosted by you here in the Southeast? Humph! 

This is the last straw. Only through a dear friend am I getting a chance to write.  

There are many of us here in the Southeast who are going to unite. We are not going to 
just sit idly by any more.  

Just as sure as gravity of the Sun is holding the planets in orbit, you will feel our 
presence.

1 

2

Yours Renewably 

Peter Fox Sipp

DCRO04
P

DCRO04-1 MOX Approach 

Although no U.S. commercial reactors are licensed to use plutonium-based 

fuel, several are designed to use MOX fuel, and others can easily and safely 

accommodate a partial MOX core. These commercial reactors are capable of 

safely using MOX fuel. Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the environmental 

impacts of operating the reactors that would use MOX fuel.  

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

generate electricity. Rather, the purpose of this proposed action is to safely 

and securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel 
Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by 

DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and 

unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of 
plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  

DCS, the team contracted to fabricate and irradiate the MOX fuel, would not 
have to continue to use MOX fuel to support the surplus plutonium 

disposition program if it determined that it was uneconomical to operate the 
reactors. This would ensure that the taxpayers were not underwriting 

otherwise uneconomical electricity-generating assets.  

DCRO04-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's request for a hearing in the Southeast 

to discuss the use of MOX fuel in reactors. It should be noted that meetings 

were held in North Augusta, South Carolina on the SPD Draft EIS. After 

careful consideration of its public involvement opportunities, including the 
availability of information and mechanisms to submit comments, DOE decided 

not to hold additional hearings on the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. In 

addition to the public hearing on the Supplement held in Washington, D.C., 

DOE provided other means for the public to express their concerns and 

provide comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web 

site. Also, at the invitation of South Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, 

DOE attended and participated in a public hearing held on June 24, 1999, in 

Columbia, South Carolina. Moreover, interested parties would likely have 

the opportunity to submit additional comments during the NRC reactor license 
amendment process should the MOX approach be selected.
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The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 
as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 
representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 

groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 

Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 
proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD.
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Thank you for sending me this document. I have no 

substantive comments on it. As a taxpayer, I object to the 

need to devote the government's money to documents of 

this nature. It really serves little useful purpose. The DOE 

and CEQ should find a simpler way of fulfilling NEPA and/or 

should suggest that Congress amend that Act.

1

WRO04

WRO04-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's suggestion that the NEPA process be 
improved. DOE works carefully to strike a balance between keeping the 

public informed about potential impacts from its proposed actions and 
controlling cost of the NEPA process.

LJ•
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STATEMENT FOR THE DOE HEARING ON MOX NUCLEAR FUEL 

June 15, 1999 

I am Joan 0. KIng. I am a member of WAND, Women's Action for New 
Directions. I work on nuclear Issues for WAND and with other organizations in the 
Southeast There Is a wide network of individuals and NGOs In our area who are 

deeply disturbed by-the DOE's plan to turn weapons-grade plutonium Into nuclear fuel 
and bum It In commercial reactors.

There a number of reasons for our concern. We we not reactionary. We have 

studied the Issue In some depth. but there Is itle point In going over the details. You 

are aware of the facts. The problem Is, you don't appear to be paying much attention 

to them.  

Everything we read indicates that some form of immobilization is a cheaper, 

faster way to handle the plutonium disposition problem. The excuse we hear from the 

DOE is that the Russians don't trust immoblfzation....that they want a MOX solution.  

But we talk to the Russians too.  

Their activists have been In Atlanta and the Southeast. and they tell us the 

Russian people don't want an more nuclear problems, the kind of problems that come 

with government nuclear programs and the ever Increasing accumulation of polluting 

radioactive waste.  

In the U.S. not one out of a thousand people has any Idea what MOX stands for, 

but when they find out, they don't like It either. One Indication of this Is what happened 

at a recent Duke Energy Stockholders meeting when a stockholders Initiative was 

Introduced olJo..ng the utility's plan to use MOX fuel In Duke reactors.  

The Initiative got close to eight percent of the vote, more than twice that needed 

to keep it on the ballot In the coming year. Since very few people even look at 

stockholder's petitions when they sign their proxy, and even fewer oppose the boards 

D,DCRO10

I'
DCRO10-1 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the use of weapons
grade plutonium in MOX fuel and irradiating it in commercial reactors. DOE 
has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach which includes 
both immobilization and MOX fuel. As shown in the cost report, CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOEMD-0009, July 1998), it is expected that the hybrid approach 
would be more expensive than the immobilization-only approach. However, 

pursuing the hybrid approach provides the United States important insurance 
against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself.  
The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership 
in working with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's 

excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to 
the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 
quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to 
use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

The Joint Statement of Principles signed by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin 
in September 1998 provide general guidance for achieving the objectives of 
a future bilateral agreement to disposition surplus plutonium in the United 
States and Russia. Sensitive negotiations between the two countries have 

indicated that the Russian government accepts the technology of 

immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but that 

the MOX approach would be considered for higher-purity feed materials.  

Although the people of Russia may oppose any further nuclear programs, 
this issue is beyond the scope of this SPD EIS. Since the inception of the 

U.S. fissile materials disposition program, DOE has supported a vigorous 

public participation policy. It has conducted public hearings in excess of the 
minimum required by NEPA regulations at various locations around the 
country, not just near the potentially involved DOE sites, to engender a high 
level of public dialogue on the program. The office has also provided the 
public with substantial information in the form of fact sheets, reports, exhibits, 
visual aids, and videos related to fissile materials disposition issues. It hosts 

frequent workshops, and senior staff members make presentations to local 
and national civic and social organizations on request. Additionally, various
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recommendations the Duke vote Is very significant. I can lust about guarantee you 

stockholder opposition will grow.  

For forty years nuclear engineers have tried to close the nuclear fuel cycle. It Is 

an article of faith with'them that eventually the problem of radioactive waste will be 
solved and somehow nuclear power can be made economically sustainable. MOX Is 
just one more attempt. It is another step by ite nuclear Industry toward a plutonium 

economy, but the public Isn't buying. That should be obvious by now.  

Nuclear technology has NOT produced '....energy too cheap to meter.' instead 

It has produced energy too expensive to use, and NO solution to radioactive waste.  

The DOE doesn't have a very good track record, and the public doesn't want to see 

them expand Into a new and very expensive nuclear program, one that winl produce 

even more radioactive waste.  

MOX Is just one more subsidy to a failed Industry. Our government owes the 
public something better than this.

2 

DCRO1 0

means of communication-mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and a Web 
site (http://www.doe-md.com)-have been provided to facilitate the 
public dialogue.  

DCRO1O-2 DOE Policy 

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 
subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 
proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 
meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 
NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 
power reactors.  

As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 
produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial 
reactors. Spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected 
to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some 
of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very 
small fraction of the total that would be managed at the potential 
geologic repository. C', 
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General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Citizens Advisory Board 
h i National.,nrPneerin eand Environmental Laboratory

"99.CAOO462 
June 1l, 1999 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Dear Sirs: 

The Site-Specific Advisory Board (SSAB) for the Idaho National Engineering and 

Environmental Laboratory (INEEL), also known as the ]NEEL Citizens Advisory 

Board (CAB), is a local advisory committee chartered under the Department of 

Energy's (DOE) Environmental Management SSAB Federal Advisory Committee 
Act Charter. 

I " 

For quite some time, the IBEEL CAB has been interested in the DOE's efforts to 
prepare environmental documentation for the disposition ofsurplus plutonium.  

Although the INEEL CAB did not submit comments during the soping period for 

the Surplus Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), the 
CAB did reach consensus on a recommendation providing comments on the scope 

of the HIS in November of 1997. A copy of that recommendation is included as 

Attachment 1.  

The INEEL CAB submitted a request for copies of the draft EIS via e-mail on 
August 6,199g. The e-mail message is included as Attachment 2. Unfortunately 
and inexplicably, no copies were provided. The CAB was able to obtain a copy of 

the draft EIS from someone who did have access to a copy, however. The CAB 

reached consensus on a recommendation providing comments on the Draft EIS in 

September of 1998. A copy oflthat recommendation is included as Attachment 3.  

The INEEL CAB sent a request for information about the Supplement Analysis 
via e-mail on April 28, 1999. A copy of that e-mail message is included as 

Attachment 4. A response from Bert Stevenson explained that the Supplement 
Analysis would be sent in the near future to the same mailing list as used for the 

Draft EIS. He also stated that DOE would solicit public comment on the 

Supplement Analysis for a period of 45 days. A copy of Mr. Stevenson's message 
is included as Attachment 5.  

Because the INEEL CAB suspected that we might not yet be on the mailing list, a 

request for copies of the Supplement Analysis was submitted via e-mail on May 

28. 1999. A copy of that e-mail message is included as Attachment 6. Despite 

that request, copies of the Supplement Analysis have not been mailed to the 
INEEL CAB.

1

DOE regrets any inconvenience by the INEEL CAB in obtaining copies of 
the SPD Draft EIS and the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS and has taken 

measures to ensure documents will be sent in a timely fashion to individual 

members. Response to the consensus on a recommendation on the 

SPD Draft EIS by the INEEL CAB is provided in Volume mI, Chapter 3.  

Although it did not extend the comment period, DOE did consider all comments 

received after the close of that period for the Supplement. All comments 

were given equal consideration and responded to as presented in Volume III, 
Chapter 4.  

Since the inception of the U.S. fissile materials disposition program, DOE has 

supported a vigorous public participation policy. The office has provided 
the public with substantial information in the form of fact sheets, reports, 

exhibits, visual aids, and videos related to fissile materials disposition issues.  

It hosts frequent workshops, and senior staff members make presentations 

to local and national civic and social organizations on request. Additionally, 

various means of communication-mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, 

and a Web site (http://www.doe-md.com)--have been provided to facilitate 
public dialogue.

Jasont Associates Corporation - 477 Shoup Avenue. Suite 201 - Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Phone o (208) 522-1662 Fax • (208) 522-2531 
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Although Mr. Stevenson's message specified that the Supplement Analysis would be available on 

the Office of Fissile Materials Disposition homepage, we erred by attempting to locate it on DOE's 

NEPA homepage. We therefore did not find it until June 1I, 1999.  

On June 8, two postcards were rceived by the [HEEL CAB. Both were post-marked June 3, 1999.  

One indicates that DOE will hold a public meeting on the "Supplement to the Draft Surplus 

Plutonium Environmental Statement" (sic) on June 15,1999 in Washington, DC. The other 

indicates that DOE has issued the Supplement Analysis, describes how copies of the document may 

be obtained, and states that the comment period on the document will ran from May 14 to June 28, 

1999. Copies of the two postcards are included as Attachments 7 and 8.  

The INEEL CAB questions how a 45-day public comment period that is scheduled to end on June 

28, 1999 can be adequate iftinterested stakeholders are not notified until June 8, especially if copies 

of the document are not provided.  

The INEEL Citizens AdvisortyBoard hereby respectfully requests an extension in the public 

comment period. The INEEL CAB meets every other month for a period of two days. Our next 

meeting will be on July 20 and 21, 1999. As the INEEL CAB uses consensus-building processes to 

develop its recommendations, we would appreciate the opportunity to wait until our meeting to 

finalize our comments on the Supplement Analysis. That would require an extension in the 

comment period of 23 days.  

We are frustrated that DOE has yet to acknowledge our interest in disposition of surplus plutonium 

as documented by the fact that we have yet to be added to the distribution lists for the project.  

The Notice of intent to prepare a supplement to the Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft EIS 

published in the FederalRegister on April 6, 1999 indicates that the Supplement Analysis "will 

update the SPD EIS by examining the potential environmental impacts of using mixed oxide fuel in 

six specific commercial nuclear reactors at three sites for the disposition of surplus weapons grade 

plutonium." Without the benefit ofreviewing the Supplement Analysis, we nonetheless question the 

need ftr conducting such an analysis in advance of the Record of Decision fur the disposition of 

surplus plutonium. This perpetuates our concems, expressed in our recommendation on the Draft 

EIS (Attaclhsnnt 3), that DOE has "decided to pursue the MOX disposition option without the 

benefit ofadequate analysis." 

In addition, the INEEL CAB questions the adequacy and appropriateness of DOE's strategy for 

complying with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). As communicated in our 

recommendation on the draft EIS (Attachment 3), the [HEEL CAB felt DOE "conducted a less-than

rigorous analysis ofthe full immobilization altematives." We went on to recommend that "the total 

immobilization options be given full consideration and rigorous discussion in this EIS." 

Finally, the [NEEL CAB is genuinely concerned about DOE Headquarters' (DOE-HQ) commitment 

to public involvement in general, and specifically the commitment to the meaningful involvement of 

the SSABs, in this and other significant issues. The [MEEL CAB is still not on the mailing list for 

the Surplus Plutonium Disposition EIS despite two consensus recommendations and three e-mail 

messages.  

Jason Associates Corporation ,-477 Shoup Avenue, Suite 201 0 Idaho Falls, Idaho g3402 
Phone - (208) 522-1662 Fax - (208) 522-2531 

http-//www.ida.nei/urs'Sab
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DOE conducted a procurement process in accordance with DOE NEPA 
regulations 10 CFR 1021.216. The selected team, DCS, would design, request 

a license, construct, operate, and deactivate the MOX facility as well as 

irradiate the MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. However, these 

activities are subject to the completion of the NEPA process. The purpose of 

the Supplement was to give the public the opportunity to comment on the 

reactor-specific information thatwas not available at the time the SPD Draft EIS 

was published. The Supplement also included information from DCS. As 

stipulated in DOE's phased contract with DCS, until and depending on the 

decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 

disposition are made and announced in the SPD EIS ROD, no substantive 

design work or construction can be started by DCS on the MOX facility.  

Should DOE decide to pursue the No Action Alternative or the immobilization

only approach, the contract with DCS would end. The contract is phased so 

that only nonsite-specific base contract studies and plans can be completed 
before the ROD is issued, and options that would allow construction and 

other work would be exercised by DOE if, and only if, the decision is made to 
pursue the MOX approach.  

Both the draft and final SPD EIS analyze immobilization-only alternatives 

where all 50 t (55 tons) of surplus plutonium would be immobilized at either 

Hanford or SRS, with pit disassembly and conversion taking place at either 

Hanford, Pantex or SRS. A total of four immobilization-only alternatives 

(Alternatives 11A, 11B, 12A, and 12B) are analyzed, all of which will be given 

full consideration prior to making a decision on the approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.  

At this time, DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach.  

Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the 

United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 

implementing either approach by itself, The hybrid approach also provides 

the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 

similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 

sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 

reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner

FROO1-2 Alternatives
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Recently, DOE failed to respond to repeated requests for information regarding the April 1999 

shipment of transuranic waste from [NEEL to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. (Specifics of that 

experience are addressed in Attachments 9 and 10.) The INEEL CAB is not blaming the Office of 

Fissile Materials Disposition for this latter situation- Both nonetheless fall within the responsibility 

of the DOE-HQ.  

Considered together, the two appear to establish a most disturbing trend ofa failure to provide the 

2nEEL CAB with timely information. They evidence a tack of genuine openness and responsiveness 

within the Department as a whole.  

The undersigned will attend the public meeting in Washington, DC on Tuesday, June 15, 1999 to 

communicate our conceens in person. Please make every effort to ensure he is afforded an 

opportunity to speak during the morning session of the public meeting so that he may return to Idaho 

promptly.  

Sincerely, 

Chuck Rice 
Chair, INEEL CAB 

Attachments: 

1. BNEEL CAB Letter (97-CAB-1I12) dated November 30. 1997 and INEEL CAB 

Recommendation #31: Issues for Consideration in the Draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition 

Environmental Impact Statement, dated November 19, 1997.  

2. E-mail message dated August 6, 1999 from Wendy Green Lowe (INEEL CAB Facilitator) to 

Bert Stevenson.  

3. INEEL CAB Letter (98-CAB-206) dated September 16, 1998 and INEEL CAB 

Recommendation #46: Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact 

Statement. dated September 15, 1998.  

4. E-mail message dated April 28, 1998 from Wendy Green Lowe to Bert Stevenson.  

5. E-mail message dated April 29, 1998 from Bert Stevenson to Wendy Green Lowe.  

6. E-mail message dated May 28,1998 from Wendy Green Lowe to Bert Stevenson.  

7. Postcard regarding public meeting.  

8. Postcard regarding release of the supplement to the Draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition 

Environmental Impact Statement.  

Jason Associates Corporation "477 Shoup A.venue. Suite 201 * Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 

Phone,- (208) 522-1662 Fax - (208) 522-2531 
httpJ//ww.ida.netffers/cab 
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that would make ittechnically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons 
again. Because the Russians have expressed concern that immobilization 

would not destroy any plutonium, it is conceivable that the Russians would 

not disposition their surplus plutonium stockpile if the United States were to 

implement an immobilization-only approach. Sensitive negotiations between 

the two countries have indicated that the Russian government accepts the 

technology of immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing 

materials, but that the MOX approach would be considered for higher-purity 

feed materials.
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9. INEEL CAB Letter (99-CAB-034) dated March 19,1999 and INEEL CAB Recommendation 
#57: The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory Citizens Advisory 
Board's Position on the Potential Violation of the April 300 Milestone under the Idaho 
Settlement Agreement, dated March 17, 1999. 53 

10. KNEEL CAB Letter (99-CAB-008) dated January 27,1999 to Secretary William B.  
Richardson.  

cw: Stanley Hobson, INEEL CAB Plutonium Committee Chair 
Beverly Cook, DOE-ID 
Laura Holgate, DOE-HQ 
Carol Borgstrom DOE-HQ 
James M. Owendoff, DOE-HQ 
Martha Crosland, DOE-HQ 
Fred Butterfield, DOE-HQ 
Other SSAB Chairs 
Larry Craig, U.S. Senate 
Mike Crapo, U.S. Senate 
Mike Simpson, U.S. House of Representatives 
Helen Chenowith, U.S. House of Representatives 
Laird Noh, Chair, Idaho Senate Resources and Environment Committee 
Golden C. Linford. Chair, Idaho House of Reprscentatives Resources and Conservation 

Committee 
Jack Barraclough, Idaho House of Representatives Environmental Affairs Committee 
Gerald Bowman, DOE-ID 
Kathleen Trever, State of Idaho INEEL Oversight 
Wayne Pierre, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region X

FRO01

Jason Associates Corporation - 477 Shoup Avenue, Suite 201 • Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
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Citizens Advisory Board 
.oIdaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION IN THE 
DRAFT SURPLUS PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

RECOMMENDATION 

The INEEL CAB acknowledges that the scoping period for the Surplus Plutonium Disposition EIS has 

ended. Our interest in the issue is ongoing, and we respectfully submit this list of concerns in hopes thats 

they may be addressed in the Draft EIS when it is released. Board members have concerns regarding: 

SThe need fforand safety related to transportation of the plutonium across the Fort Hall Indian 

Reservation and elsewhere in the nation, 
* Comparative analyses of environmental impacts and costs at each of the four alternative sites, 

s Safe handling,.storage. and transportation of all materials, 

* Disposition plans for any and all wastes that will result, 
* Security plans, . , 

* Plans fur where and how the mixed-oxide fuel will be used (including a demonstration of 

marketability), "* Environmental protection, 
" Woarer and public health and safety, 
"* Operation of all related facilities in full compliance with all relevant environmental regulations, 

including the Idaho Settlement Agreement, "Whether the mission would bring funding to Idaho (to help support the existing infrastructure) 
without detracting from the site's ability to meet compliance schedules, and 

" iThe costs associated with handling spent mixed-oxide nuclear fuel (e.g., storage and disposal).  

The Board feels that DOE could do a better job at demonstrating the rationale for its decision to pursue 

mixed-oxide uel ftabricationaistead of vitrification. In particular, tde Board feels DOE must offer a 

complete and sound comparison between mixed oxide fuel fabrication and vitrification that substantiates 

DOEs proposed path forward in the Programmatic EIS ROD, including whether.  

- mixed-oxide fuel fabrication is superior to vitrification at achieving nonproliferation, 

- mixed-oxide fuel fabrication can be implemented cost-effectively.  

- mixed-oxide fuel fabrication renders the plutonium into a form that cannot be utilized in the future 

for weapons production.  

RECOMMENDATION a5 1 NOVEMBER 19, 1997

FRO01
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Citizens Advisory Board 

Idaho National Engiorering and Environmenital Laboratory 

SURPLUS pLUTONIUM DISPOSITION DRAFr 

ENVIXONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) Citizens Advisory Board 

(CAB) reviewed the U.S. Department of Energy (DOEYs Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), although it was difficult to obtain copies to support our review.  

We regret that the INEEL CAB was not on the distribution list for the docuanent--dlepiie the fact that 

we submitted a recommendation addressing the ongoing IS in the fall of 1997. Our request for copies 

of the Draft'£1S (sent via the DOE's National Environmental Policy Act Internet homepage) similtrly 

did not affect a response.  

We submit the following recommendations and comments to suppert DOE's efforts to develop legally 

defensible environmental documentation for decision making related to the nonproliferation mission.  

We recommend that the Department respond to all comments On the Draft IS received during 

this comment period in order to ensure that the Final 3IS will be able to support a decision by the 

Secretary of Energy on this important mission.  

GENERAL COMMENTS 

The INEEL CAB notes that Chapter One of the Surplus Plutonium Disposition DraftE21 includes the 

following quotation: 

"The Record of Decision for the Storage and Disposition Programmatic Environmental 

ImpactSottement (PEtS) issued January 14, 1997 outlines DOE's decision to pursue an 

approach to plutonium disposition that would make surplus weapons-usable plitonium 

inaccessibhe and unattractive for weapons use. DOE's disposition strategy, consistent 
with the preferred aternative analyzed in the Storage and Disposition PElS, allows for 

both the immobilization of some (and potentially all) of the surplus plutonium and use of 
with the prferedo b rastuti ve n alzdi h rrtcadDsuinPtalw o 

some of the surplus plutonium as mixed oxide (MOX) furl in existing domestic, 

commercial renotors." 

The statement suggests that DOE believes that both approaches would render surplus plutonium 

(weapons-asable plutonium that has been deemed surplus) inaccessible and unattractive for weapons 

use, therebyachieving DOE's objectives.  

Our analysis of the information presented in the Draft E cS leads us to a conclusion that DOE conducted 

a less•than-rigorous analysis ofthe fall immohilization alternatives. We note that DOE conducted more 

extensive analysis for all of the hybrid alternatives (those that would involve implementation 
of both 

approaches). This leaves the reader with an impression that DOE decided to pursue the MaX 

disposition option without the benefit of adequate analysis.  

Similarly, the INEEL CAB notes that the description of the alternatives is unclear regarding how 

immobilization would achieve the standards set the National Academy of Sciences. It has not been 

demonstrated, for example, that high-level waste can be used in the can and canister immobilization 
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method to achieve a radiation barrier. The UYEEL CAB recommends that the total immobilization 
options be given full consideration and rigorous discussion in this ERI. Such an analysis will make C, 

the Final EIS less vulnerable to legal challenge and allow the Secretary of Energy greater leeway in 
selecting the most appropriate path forward for the disposition of surplus plutonium. Q) 

The members of the INEEL CAB are divided on whether national and/or international interests would 
be better served by selection of the total immobilization or the hybrid approach, partly because we lack 
confiden• in the adequacy of the analysis. Improved analysis may reveal that the hybrid approaches 
will resual in greater impacts on the environment, human health, and security. The hybrid alternative 
could also take a much longer period of time, require more transportation of radioactive materials, and 
produce greater quantities of wastes. We note that some of the alternatives propose using a 1954 
facility for plutonium conversion and immobilization, which could involve permitting challenges that 
are not adequately addressed in the EHS.  

Because our review of the Draft HIS left us without answers to questions about the true impacts of the 
various alternatives, we concluded that the Draft EIS does not allow comparison of the two approaches.  
much less comparison of the full range of alternatives. The INEEL CAB recommends that the Final 
EIS resolve these major issues by conducting udditiosal analysis.  

The Draft hIS and presentations by DOE related to the document imply that the international 
community will not be satisfied with U.S: nonproliferation efforts in the absence of MOX In light of 
the fluid political situation in Russia, the INEEL CAB recommends that the assumptions (that the 
U.S. has no choice but to pursue the MOX alternative in order to ensure that Russia will take 
reciprocid action) should be periodically confirmed. The ]lEER CAB further recommends that 
implementation of U.S. actions, regardless of which alternative is selected, should proceed 

nnocurreutly with implementation of comparable actions in Russia.  

While the entire INEEL CAB wholeheariedly supports DOE's efforts to achieve nonproliferation 
objectives and would not argue In favor of a decision that would jeopardize Russian cooperation, 
the INEEL CAB recommends that DOE base its decisions on complete information and sound 
analysis. In the spirit of the National Environmental Policy Act, this EIS must document the decision 
insa publicly defensible manner.  

COMMENTS ON THE COSTANALYSIS INBSUPPORT OFSITE SELECnTON 
FOR SURPLUS WEAPONS-USABLE PLUTONWMDISPOSITIONDOCUMENT 

The inoEE CAB regrets that the cost analysis ofathe various alternatives presented in the Draft EIS was 
provided in a separate document that wsas relatively unavailable. The absence of cost information in the 
Draft EIS itself leaves, the reader to a conclusion that either (I) the costs of implementing the 
alternatives do not differ or (2) DOE will not consider costs in selecting from the various alternatives.  
Neither conclusion seems realistic or appropriate. The INEEL CAB recommends the inclusion of 
more information about costs in the body of the Final EtS.  

Review of the cost analysis document allows an improved understanding of the costs associated with 
implementation of the surplus plutonium disposition decision. The INEEL CAB believes the cost 
analysis is based on a questionable methodology, as it appears that the costs were not fully evaluated.  
We question why the estimates of total costs do not appear to include certain categories of costs 
(nuclear reactor modifications and irradiation services, for example) based on an assumption that they 
will apply uniformly across all alternatives. It is hard to believe that nuclear reactor modifications will 
be required under the full immobilization alternasives, however. Calculation of fuel offsets and 
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inclusion.of those offsets in the estimates of total costs is questionable and the definition of those 

offsets is not clear, which further complicates the render's ability to understand the analysis of costs for 

the various alternatives.  

Similarly. we have concerns about the adequacy of cost estimates fur immobilization as they are based 

on less thorough process design and experience than the MOX option. We also noted dtis they do not 

include cost estimates for several undetermitned aspects of the plutonium ceramic fabrication process.  

Potentially significant costs that would be required to ensure that the glass product can meet the 

National Academy bf Sciences 'spent fuel standard" for making weapons plutonium "sufficiently 

unattracive to proliferation." Finally, recent developments at the Savannah River Site indicate that it 

could be significantly more expensive to mert nonproliferation standards using the immobilization 

approach than with one of the hybrid approaches.  

The INEEL CAB recommends that the coot analysis indude calculation of all expected costs 

associated with each of the alternatives-.ndruding appropriate offsets (those that result in real 

reductions In the costs to the U.S. government). The tNEEL CAB further recommends an 

independent review of the cost estimates by competent enst analysts following the suggested 

recalculatioa. Improved cost estimates are imperative to support selection of the most appropriate 

alternative foe inclusion in the Record of Decision following completion of the Final EIS.  

COMMENTS REGARDING THE SrTING OF THE LEAD TEST ASSEMBLY 

FABRICATION AND POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION PHASES 

If DOE decides to pursue a hybrid approach, review of the analysis of the candidate sites for the lead 

test assembly phase, reveals that Argonne National Laboratory - West (ANL-W) is well qualified. We 

noted that ANL-W was the only site that did not fall short in at least one of the site selection criteria 

considered.  

With regardto the post-irradiation examination of the lead test assemnblies the INEEL CAB believes 

tha NLW is uniquely qualifiest fo conducting the needed examinations. The Hot Fuel Examination 

Facility has successfully completed similar missions andh h appropsrie Wities to handle all aspects 
of the work. 

Z.  

The INEEL CAB recognizes that fiabricarion of lead test asse.mblies will involve transportation of 

plutonium to the INEEL and fabricated fuel rods to the commercial power plant where irradiation will 

occur. In addition, we recognize that the isst-irradiation evaluation phase will involve shipment of 
"m 

irradiated fuel rods to and from the site. The shipments to and from ANL-W, ifthe facility is selected 

to conduct either phase, will likely cross the Fait Hall Indian Reservation.  

The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE-WD develop an agreemeot with the Shoshone-Baanock 

Tribes to allow and appropriately manage the transport of plutonium and other radioactive 

4, 

materials acroa the reservation- We further recommend that such an agreement be achieved 

before decisions are made on the sitiag of the lead test assembly fabrication and the post

irradiation evalsation phases.  

With regard to the potential siting of both the lead test assembly and the post-irrodiation examination 

phases at ANL-W. the INEEL CAB makes the following r commendations to help ensure that neiher 

will jeopardize compliance with the Idaho Settlement Agreement 
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1. The INEEL CAB understanids that the plutonium involved in both of the phases can meet residence 
limitations imposed by the Settlement. Agreement. We recommend that DOE confirm that 
interpretation with Governor Batt's offtce.  

2. Thee NEEL CAB recommends that the timing and quantities of plutonium shipments to and 
from ANL-W for the lead tent assembly fabrication and the post-irradiation examination phases 
should be clearly defined in the final EIS.  

3. The Board recommends that disposition plans should be in place for all waste streams from all 
activitid before the Record of Decision is signed to ensure that the decision will be consistent 
with the Idaho Settlement Agreement. The Draft EIS reports that the fabrication of lead test 
assemblies would produce 132 cubic meters of transuranic waste, 736 cubic meters of low-level 
waste, and4 cubic meters of mixed low-level waste. No estimates of waste streams produced were" 
included for the post-irradiation examination mission; the fint hIS should specify that information.  
In addition, the INEEL CAB recommends that DOE provide a clear exit path and timetable for 
all waste streams, a well as residual plutonium, before It enters Idaho If ANL-W is selected for 
either phase.  

4. With regard to the disposal of the lead test assemblies after the post-irradiation examination has been 
completed, how will the irradiated and archived fuel rods be managed and disposed? Will the INEEL 
be expected to store the rods until Yucca Mountain opens? What will happen if Yucca Mountain 
doesn't open? The Board recommends that the Final EIS answer these questions.
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Citizens Advisory Board 
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

99.CAB-034 

March 19,1999 

William B. Richardson 

US. Depameot of Energy, Headquarters 
1000 IraAvpendence Aueing, S.W., MS 7E-079 
Washingtoo. DC 20585 
Dear SecretaryRichardson, 

tM kMRio On January 27, 1999. the Idaho National E n g dEnvimntal 
Laboratory Citizens Advisory Board (INEEL CAB) soot a letter to you requesting 

Vice Chair. information regarding an issue of graveonce to our Board. Wchaveyetto 

Maxyc 13a receive a response.  

At our March 1999 meetng, the foil merberitip of the INEEL CAB reached 
consensus on the attachd recotmendoion. It was a difficult recommendation to 

Bob Bobe develop as our members had widely diverse opinions on the subject it addresses.  
arnes Bonbdur We were able to End areas of agreement, however, and they form the basis for the 

Beu F. Cottim recommendation.  
Bilt lbvoidso 
S-loey Hob We await your response to this recommendation.  
DiefteAL Knede C 

De -Mneey Sincerely.  I"D" M~p" 

F. Dave Rydald 
EJ. Smis Charles M. Rice 
Mooe Vilton Chair, INEEL CAB 

Settc Stan Hobson, INEEL CAB Transuranic Waste Committee Chair 
K•hdemnTrever Warren Br•rgholz, DOE-ID 
VWydmPine sJames Owendoff DOE-HQ 
Cer t .CB , Martha Crosland, DOE-HQ 

Fred Buttefield, DOE-HQ 
Larry Craig, U.S. Senate 

Cao__ Mike Crapo, U.S. Senate 
Lai Co-eMike Simpson. U.S. House of Represeutatives 
Arad.10 deHelen Chenowith, U.S. House of Representatives 
Armd. io d Laird Nob, Chair, Idaho Senate Resources and Environment Committee 
Wendy e Lose Golden C. Lioford, Chair, Idaho House of Representatives Resources and 
Kecin Hanis Conservation Committee 

Jack Barraclough, Idaho House of Representatives Environmental Affairs 
Committee 
Gerald Bowman, DOE-ID 
Kathleen Trever, State of Idaho INEEL Oversight Wayne Pierre, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region X 

Jason Associates Cororotion •-477 Shoup Avenue, Suite 201 - Idaho Fallo. Idaho 93402 
Phone - (208) 522-1662 Fan -(203) 522-2531 

httpsJ/www.ido.neduscr.Jcab 
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Ceidens Advisory Bond 

Idaho National Engineering andd Envitomental Laboratory 

The Idaho Natiounl Egineerndg and EnvironmentIl Laborotory 

Cilien- s Advisory Board's Posoitin on the Potential Vitina ofthe 

April 30 Milestone under the Idaho Settlement Agreemenl 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Idaho Noatios] Engineering and Envirenmentat Laboratory (VNEEL) CkittSs Advisory Board (CAB) sees only 

t0 - -possible outets tom a st approaching deadline under the idaho Settletnent Agreement Either the U.S.  

Delpumme of Energy (DOE) is on the brink of violating a significant. legally binding milestone or the Department 

is aboetm ship otsuranic waste omemwhe•e without tise benefit of public nivolvement in its decision to do so.  

The Setlutenet Agreement was signed mt October 16.1995 under the auspices of the United Staus Distict Co•rt 

fer thie District of Idaho. Signatures on the Settlement Agreement hrtde those ofThomas P. Grumbly (on behalef 

of DOE)n Admiral Bruce DeMart (fer the U.S. Navy). and Idaho Governor Philip E. Bas. Among the various 

peovisieos in the Settlement Ageemstent, DOE comtitted to begin shipping aernssari¢ waste Out of Idaho by April 

30.1999. DOE's preferred strategy for meeting thee milestone w"to sship n-sarsunic waste from the [NEEL to dhe 

WEsteisolation Pilot Ptnet (W1PP) nearCarlsbad. New Mexico. At the MNEEL CAB'SJanuary 1999 meeting, 

DOE- firmed that DOE has made essentially o effort to identify altenmatives toits preferred Stategy. As a 

cons•equence.continuing dtallengen tothe nmuch-wrAited opening of W1PP will Miely preclude DOE's ability to 

e ffes its peefettegd y before April 30, 1999.  

we believe tn DOE's potential failure s meet an important milestone under the Settlement Agreement is a 

development of gra locnal sod significaoce and one that des-ves our atnton and consideration. Ass 

lttiully •smtesaed cminexts advisor hboarde me fect it is oturre opoesibility to both DOE and oun fellow ctizens ino 

Idaho to makes. recostmendation to the feidenl agency we serve. On the mve of this potential violation, bmwvee, 

die members of the INEEL CAB find oerselves unable to fulill what we belteve to be our function.  

The INEEL CAB is cwosed to provide advice to DOE from various perspectives held by the citizens of Idaho. In 

fdlfilling our char, ow fetequenty requtreeinformationt from DOE to npport mrdelibonti0O5 This circutance 

iseno exceeptio. The Boad sent atotter to Secretary Billt tiombon January 27. 1999 that des•ribed our 

dilemma andriequensd infotmation regarding alternativeS trategies for complying with the April 30 rmileosine. We/ 

hawe received noresponese 

Despite its effos to open WIPP. DOE has made me gatve mistalke. The Department has repeatedly misunderstood 

-.  

and ondder-valhed the importnce of public involvmemn- Preventing meaniengoftl involvement by the INEEL 

CAB on this topic demonstrates that DOE persist in its failure to emtbrne the .co. p
t 

that public 

involvement is . legitimit e ad appropriate mechanim for informing its dreision-making 
processe within a 

democrtin poPoltical system. It also reveals an orgasi•izaisal inability to tIence from past mistakes.  

DOE's unwillignesso to r ndpsodto our eest for information has crippled our ability to advise the Depamtmen

Although -ae d ippoinsed thot DOE has chosen to preclude the possibility of mote meaningful participation for 

the CAB, n stand -ioed in making several observations about the present sisnation. We offer the following 

observations in pesrial fulfillment of our duoy to DOE and to our fellow citizens.  

T 1EEL CAB raly Suppors DOES efforts to op.. WIPP and we beleve thst DOE hbo demonstrated that 

the facility wilt allow for sare disposal oftransuranio wast es.We also respectthe rights of the citizens of ew 

Mexico to massage a periring process Ooistnt with federal law andd the insteres of the stme.  
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The ItIEEL CAB has consistently advised DOE to develop contingency plans for programs that carry 

signllcant programmatic risk. DOE has responded to our numerous recommendations to that effect by stating 

thatsdevelopment of detailed contingey plans would be too expensive under tight budgetary constraints.  

For example, our recommendation on the Draft Accelerating Cleantup: Paths to Closure document, dated Aprtl 30. 

-

1998. noted several conditions that we perceived as vulnerabilities in INEEL's transuranic waste program. DOE's 

apparent reliance on timely resolution of legal actions and issuance of a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 

permit to support shipment of INEEL waste to WIPP prompted a recommendation that DOE develop contingency 

plans to ensure ins ability to comply with the Settlement Agreement. DOE dismissed the recommendation as a 

choice "not ao expend the considerable resources that would be necessary to develop detailed contingency plans." 

We conclude that DOE's unwillingness to develop contingency plans contributed to the potential violation or 

the April 30,1999 milestone. The present situation was simply too predictable for it to be acceptable.  

The Settlement Agreement does not require shipment to WIPP. We believe the choice of wording that would 

allow shipment to an "other such facility" was deliberate.  

The Setsement Agreement fell under scrutiny when its opponents argued that DOE would not uphold its 

coemmltmentsThose opponents successfully petitioned to put it before Idaho voters in the fall of 1996. In a 

statewide refernum. Idaho citizens demonstrated overwhelming support for the Settlement Agreement, 

thereby confirming the Governor's position and demonstrating their trust that DOE would not renege, 

Assa federally chartered citizens advisory board striving to represent a rangeof perspectives held by Idaho citizens, 

we cannot support DOE's failure an comply with the Settlement Agreement. DOE has failed to meet too many of its 

past comminrmts to Idaho for that to be a defensible position. The LNEEL CAB cannot condone or advocate 

nonrcompliance with the legally binding Settlement Agreement.  

At its January 1999 meeting. the INEEL CAB considered developing a recommendation that DOE 0hould 

implement an alternative strategy for meeting the April 30 deadline. Specifically, we discuasd the possibhiity of 

reomomending that DOE make a shipment of transuranic waste for interim storage until WIPP opens. We noted 

Rocky Flats. Los Alamos NationNsl Laboratory, and a Waste Control Specialists facility in Andrews County, Texos, 

as possible options. Although we noted these possible options, we have not been able to learn from DOE if 

they, or any other alternatives, are indeed being considered or are viable.  

The INEEL CAB believes that the waste that would be eligible for shipment to an interim facility is presently stored 

in a safe ahd responsible manner. It is possible that altenntive facilities exist that can store transuranic waste safely 

and responsibly. In the absence of additional infom•ation about viable alternative sites and assurances that at least 

one option presents no more risk to human health and the environment than that posed by leaving the waste where it 

is presently stored. however, the INEEL CAB cannot consider supporting an alternative strategy. We are unwilling 

to support imposition of an onsafe situation on another eommunity, just to get it out of Idaho.  

Implementaioni ofa contingency stuategy woeld require shipment of the mwate twice, rather than once, no get it from 

I.NEEL to WIPP. potentially resulting in higher shipping and handling tosts, more radiation exposure. and greater 

transpoetatin hazards to woirkers and the general public.  

Some of our members fear the remaining roadblocks to the opening of WIPP could prevent the facility from ever 

openin&. These members fel that it would be negligent for the INEEL CAB to support shipment to a storage 

facility that might become a defoato disposal facility over time. especially if that facility is not appropriate for long 

teen stewardship.  

The INEEL CAB ca.not condone or advocate an alternative strategy for complying with the April 30" 

milestone without additional information.  
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Citizens Advisory Board 
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Lalsornatooy 

99-CAB-008 

I IJanuay27,1999 

William B. Richardson 
Secetsary of Energy T 
U.S. DeportmentofEnergy, Headquarters 
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W. MS 7E-079 Zhgto. DC 20585 

Dear Secretary Richardson: 

Cha• ~The Idaho NationalI Engineering and Environmental Labox•ratory (.INEEL) Citizens 
• 

harles K. Rice Advisory Board (CAB) understands that consideraotionis being given to alternative 
aretegies for meeting the requiments of the Idaho.Settlement Ageentemot. In particular, 

Vich ahaira •a told thatconer opeon would involve shippirem ' urani. ( RU) waste rim 

aman Idan EELeto th l oat he than the WatsteIlation Pilot lant (W7.pP). As I antsumeyou 
a .re awareS the t egally bindint Idaho Settlement Agreement rquires the U.S. Department 
ofSeagy to nuke a shipment of TRU waste out of Idaho by April 30,1999.  

DierA Ottot 

Bob Bobo The uncertainty of WIPP opening in time to receive Idaho's initial shipment gives rise to 

JamesWBoearmt eon atro o that DOE's Idaho Opertions p Office ( iOE-n ,will not be able to meet that o 

B. S.t enticaloohmp Rancedeedli ve. Such a failnur to meet the commtments o n the Idaho f; 
B~eW l thaton-Settlement Agreement withsthe l3.with the Idaho citizens. The I pEEL CAB 
.I a t recognizes the magnitude ofthe dilmma DOE faces should WI P ditsallow or delay the 

U.StaleyFr, d~os penitEt shipment past the AprilN30,999 deadl ine.  Dicer• A. Knecht 

Sean ho we are alsno alert to DOE's plans for i e e reeip endan ig o researchr=lod spent nuclearofuol 

MtteRatnren tfrom Samnh oRder Siteoe the ntSO mmeovertg999 pdthe tact 
.that non-compliace with the April 30,1999 mileCstone will preclude orceipn of tha e 

Lindadaate shipment a goth eoIEEL.  P.y Kfik 
F. Dave Ry.dalch Th EE CAB m•ognizes the additional and pe rh~aps significant lev erag p• 

EJ. Smith prohibiting t cipt ol fthe FRR SNF would add to e r i vg pressurs nto=ompet. • 

Monate Wison etiindeed, we tontemp ated makingta CAg rmeen.dateos to rpeclude onsideratno n ot anydvr 

M tdC.Botes n jternoatives no WIPP in order tonkeep the pieasure on DOE toddo every.ig possible to pt 

WTp open. In light othe dInEEL CAB'spnumerous expeningons ofstrong support for the 
.xoficX Idaho Settlement Agreement, how~ever, we found ourselves in a dilemma, We concluded 
Kaldien Trevts, tdit it would be irresponsible for the CAR to condone or advocate noo-compliance with the 

war. e Pen legally binding Idaho Settlement Agreernent Doubtless such a position would severely 

Gerald C. Bowman jeopardize our integrity as a citizen advisory, board.  

Jaso Stlf. The INEEL C~A E has ardently supported the opening a1" W[PP based on cons iderable 

deliberation, and we wont to do what we can to support efforts to open the facility. We 

Carol Cole recognize that the Idaho Settlement Agrecment does not requir ashipment to•WIPP. but 

Loirn Deuca allows shipping to an "other such facdilty." Despite a presentation hy DOE-tD at our 

Jtotda to=Edebratnor oney. 1999 Board meeting (whichwehbelieve conveyed z much informationoas DOE-ID 
wastffl lt mos appropriate), we find that we know too little about any oaternative strategies 

Kevin hbelb for complying with the Idaho Settlement Agreement. We believe that any shipment of 

nuclear materials to any location should not increase risks to human health or the 
environment during -trsportation andfor subsequent interim storage. Said another way.  

we believe that shipment and storage risks at an alternative site should provide advantages 
to eontinued in-place temporary storage at the (NEEL.  

The INEEL CAB has yet to achieve consensus thot any alternative to WIPP is acceptable.  
We will not even attempt trying to achieve consensus on an alternative site again untiltasch 

Jason Associates Corporation - 477 Shoup Avenue, Suite 201t- Idaho Faots, Idaho 83402 

Phone •05) 5"2-1662 FaPx "(20')522-25-1 
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I
time asMwe have received additional information about viable alternative site(s) and assurances that the 

sites) oul prsen somoreris tohumn halt audtheersir~nset run he risk posed by leaving the 
maera whereit is presetlytemporarilyysored. 

I maddiio,- sm urmmer osha h 

mas oadockstocce�" at W I nallhtow a cofcuson that it might never open. At least 

efrW to om lyowithtoe Iahn pano S t lementAge e the-squence 

sm of ..... m bsappfineelthatw ecan ouldbe negligant forhet o`DEEL CAB to accept shipment to a storage 

ciltoe tofht m igh t b.coeme ado• fer d .ips -atility ;i time, esecia if that facility is not appropriate 
fue long term stewardship.  

we awm respectfullytrequest a presen t ha t would involve shipping even a small quantity ofeRU 

lo suns, we are.nueyes .. ble nst DOEt r.ea rcomnsensus in supthort of an alternative to WIFP we 

to an altereative site. Until such time as we ,pensWe dua-t.et 

willmtersnedsforacontioainuefoorgDOtomakin efoevweryenfort to rachclrt Fopsensu ngwhandwesohmakDEevr 

oldft ..t. c ply wivt the idaho p -enttemnet Agreement. it lght of th s equected sequence ofead _ees, e arwe 

frustrated and dealppO that w _ .......mca piov dceat to DnooE o thiE s issue. Veryb few c alge s a 

by DOE are of this magimtude, and weowo uld heu negsigeat to r -ign situation.h f i le 

Wpe theefort ratiopYcoul request a pr estrultiono at our March meeting ,providea use ewit an enhancedf 

underwstan -ow thetopionlude that DOE might consider for comptyinb withothe idn.so Semttlem u 

Augreeentsosming a•oth W.Pf• wll .n.oeopen in•- -t neal term. We need such aipr tion nt meet our 

Amfbrs eed .oraitalotio 
b w ma to h consnsus on what we think DOE 

shoulddoeoresolve thisapparehtnot diema.lyweantoreadvicetingthis rendiu ecstionDO. We rdquaethrastwe 

believe we have already received as much winormaton a frm DOE-dhtomecwill be ableotoiget.  

We inte 'pt our c. eui geynt to consemsus asrequnirqg actie consideration of the informatios available to 

suppor a i eiantinforatonclsaiotn.A ao rulenwe d notoensaprov DOEdecidioce intesseneofinformea ind 

comfortable they are with each option

multtue of political and tocial pressures will come to bear andtat tbe. decsio ma alousdh 

sogmal- intended-as • an"- mdependent body of citizens shut provide adtvice on issoes of[t• relvacean 

importance.  

We await your reply and stand ready to accommodate the needs of the presenter of your choosing.  

Sincerely, 

Charles M. Rice 
Chair, I EB, CAB 

cc: John Wilcymski, DOE-ID 
James Owendoff, DOE-HQ 
Stm nHobson, INEEL CAB Transuranic Waste Commite 
Marsha Crosland. DOE-HQ 
Fred Butterfield, DOE-HQ 
Jerry Bowmsan, DOE-ID 
Woody Russell. DOE-ID 
Party Natoni. DOE-ID 
WendyOGrmen Lowe, INEEL CAB Facilitator 

JasonAssociatC r- 4 ,77 Sup Avenue, Suite 201 Idaho Fails, Idaho 83402 

Phone - (203) 522-1662 Fan'-(208) 522-2531 
hntp:,/www.ida.net/usrs/cab
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I
Citizens Advisory Board 

Idaho National Enginceding and Environwntal LaboW-osY 

Supplement to the Surplus Plutonlum Disposition 
Draft Erlironwcutal Impact Stltent 

Thu SlplusPlUtliumw DispoitioO TnO)EvirmnDaS Impact Statcmcnt (EIS) is hIng 
pinpre to suppot the US. Dcpartment of t .:rEnc s (DOE) decisions clatto the manageet 
ard disposition of mstpbs plutonium. The Idaho National Engine-ing and nvii*n"•asl 

Laboratoy ONM) CiesAvisorytBoas d (CAll) has persiscutlyrequeasted copies of'the 
SPD MIS and dtedocnme atist. including tlhe SuppCement to the dTaft EIS that was reested 

ftpablic eomment on May 14.1999. In addition, the CAB has submitted two consensus 

,eeoanufndatfons to da•te n he i•t S

DOEls sluct2aMe tdProvide adcquaie numbes and timely distibution ofthe Supplement leads 

this Board to conclude that the DO1 is disinteestod in commets gamated bytcitizen groups.  

Additiomdly, it is this Board's distinct impression that the Omce ofFissile Matcerals Disposition 2 

i at bet nonchaleti about ti CenC of a Sitc Specific Adviso!YBoard heed .n d flmded 
under te U.S. Dean oPfEneg s (DOE) Esnvironmental Management Program. The 
INfEL is .o udcpd as r me lwt for two ofthe- thrce facilitics evhiated in t • I tS, 

uicldng a facUlity to d, bl pits ad mamth to rabia plut hwn dioxide.NELisnot 

nidd.rd a preferred site for m h e r facility at this pointintime. We are nonethl-St inteested 

in tms imporlant decision.  

We indcrstad that or pin-ow reiornm 'cnaions on the EIS may be reflected in the comment 

response documtant t at will be included with the finale IS. We Wre disappointed, howeve, to 

find no evidc uin t•e Supplcment that ourpriorTcomedations t bingt c-sidcrd. We 

had rcommended that th EIS povide vigorou analysis (equtivalet to that provided for the3 
oil= smctnativsa) of a fisl immoblizatiotl alftsnativc involving immobilization0 ofthentire 

invWntory (50 tons) ofwespons-usablhePhtonim Our specdfic comment on thDreftl JS1 was 

"The n4 C recommcends that the total immobilization optionsbe given full considezation 

aid li0goous discussion in this E-" 

The Supplement oes ff=finde cvidence that DOE prercts the "hybrid" altenat (those 

invlvngftArication of someic nventory as mixed oxid feloi MoX.D. despite t1-e fact that the 

Draft MS did not include analysis of the rUl immobilizationalternai DOE's aard-ing of" 
$130 nillioi contact to 'T, her develop the MOX options" (involving actions that would be 4 

completely nimcessisy under the full immobiliation aiemative) p ids f evdence that 

a doeision has already been made. In addition, th conwtractor h a suggested modifications of 
processes within tl alternatives and DOE has made those modificsttins.  

d t6lJ o. 1t59 
FR019

FRO19-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

Since the inception of the fissile materials disposition program, DOE has 

supported avigorous public participation policy. Approximately 1,300 copies 

of the Supplement were mailed, and Notice of Availability postcards were 

mailed to an additional 5,800 members of the public. Various means of 

communication-public hearing, mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and a 

Web site (http://www.doe-md.com)-were provided to facilitate the public 

dialogue. The channels of communication were open to all interested 

individuals and organizations.

FRO19-3
The purpose of the Supplement was to give the public the opportunity to 
comment on the reactor-specific information that was not available at the 

time the SPD Draft EIS was published. The Supplement included the 

Environmental Synopsis (prepared on the basis of the Environmental Critique 

which DOE also prepared for the source selection board to consider prior to 

the award of the MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services contract), a 

description of the affected environment around the three proposed reactor 

sites, and analyses of the potential environmental impacts of operating these 

reactors using MOX fuel (Appendix P and Sections 3.7 and 4.28 of this 

SPD EIS, respectively). Comments on the SPD Draft EIS and their responses 

are presented in Volume III, Chapter 3.  

Both the draft and final SPD EIS analyze "full immobilization alternatives" 

where all 50 t (55 tons) of surplus plutonium would be immobilized at either 

Hanford or SRS, with pit disassembly and conversion taking place at either 

Pantex or SRS. In this SPD EIS, a total offour"full immobilization alternatives" 

(Alternatives I IA, 1I1B, 12A, and 12B) are analyzed, all of which have been 

given full consideration.

FRO19-4
DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions ofNEPA 
(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 

regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021, respectively). The 

primary objective of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition actions and alternatives and their potential
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The 1NEEL CAB understood that the National Efnvironmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires 

jedwal agencies to (1) evaluate the impacts of a full range ofreasonable alternatives and (2) 

provide the public an opportunity to review and comment on the results of that analysis before 

vnaktn a decision that might have signiilcantt environlmenta Impacts. Rt appears that DOE chose 

its preferred course of action behind closed doors, prior to completing its analysis of a full range 

ofalcsnatives and without the benefit of public participation. hIence, the IMF.EL CAB suggests 

that DOE's strategy for compliance with NEPA is flawed.  

The Supplement states that the facilities and associated work forces will be much larger than had 

been indicated in the draft EIM Such adjustmnents mybe proper and appropriate. We question.  

however. how a doubling of floor space and a significant increase in the woek forv, would have.  

no effect on the rate of treament or on the rate of total output. The INEEL CAB recommends 

that the Final UIS provide additional explanation as to why DOE believes the Increases are 

necessarty. The CAB also recommends the addition ofan explanation asito why the 

Increases would not result in any increase in the rate of treatmentt nor the rate of total 

output of treatment.  

The INEEL CAB recmmends th at The float LIS Include a thorough presentation of all 

coats assodated with malcDsg the MOX fuel (that would b.. fabricated under the hybrId 

altermnattves) tabte for use by the private power industry. Such costs could include 1) 

r itrofiniofreactors (ifnecded). 2) relicensing of reactors (when necessary), and 3) providing 

inm•sial incentives to encourage the power indu.tly to bran MOX fuel instead of other, less 

expensive fuels. Such infbrmtation. is needed to allow the public to compare among the 

alternativs considered and avaluated.

4

6

or

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, increased space requirements were incorporated 
into this SPD EIS to accommodate several refinements to the immobilization 

and MOX facilities designs analyzed in the SPD Draft EIS. Changes to the 

immobilization facility design include lengthening the process gloveboxes; 

doubling the material conveyor length; changing to a vertical ceramification 

stack; increasing the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems and 

electrical support to correspond with the increased process space; enlarging

environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area 
in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 

among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for the proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition facilities. As discussed in Section 2.1, the 

disposition facility alternatives, immobilization technology alternatives, and 

MOX fuel fabrication alternatives evaluated are consistent with the decisions 

given in the ROD for the Storage and Disposition PEIS. Impacts for both 

technologies and all alternatives are summarized in Section 2.18 and Chapter 4 

of Volume I, and complete analyses are provided in the appendixes.  

Alternatives 11 and 12, the 50-t (55-tons) immobilization cases, are 

fully analyzed.  

DOE conducted a procurement process in accordance with DOE NEPA 

regulations 10 CFR 1021.216. The selectedteam, DCS, would design, request 

a license, construct, operate, and deactivate the MOX facility as well as 

irradiate the MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. However, these 

activities are subject to the completion of the NEPA process. As stipulated 

in DOE's phased contract with DCS, until and depending on the decisions 

regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition are 

made and announced in the SPD EIS ROD, no substantive design work or 

construction can be started by DCS on the MOX facility. Should DOE decide 

to pursue the No Action Alternative or the immobilization-only approach, 

the contract with DCS would end. The contract is phased so that only 

nonsite-specific base contract studies and plans can be completed before 

the ROD is issued, and options that would allow construction and other 

work would be exercised by DOE if, and only if, the decision is made to 

pursue the MOX approach.

Immnobilization
FR019-5
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the space required for maintenance activities; and increasing the size of the 
canister loading facility. These design changes correspond with increased 
operating workforce requirements of approximately 24 to 33 percent, on 
average, at Hanford and SRS.  
The increased space requirements associated with the revised MOX facility 
design reflect additional space proposed by DCS; incorporation of a 
plutonium-polishing capability; and incorporation of administrative space 
that had been proposed within separate support facilities in the SPD Draft EIS.  
Although the size of the MOX facility has increased, DCS proposes to operate 
the facility with approximately 11 percent fewer workers.  

None of these modifications are associated with increasing (or decreasing) 
the total capacity or throughput of either facility; rather, they simply reflect 
refinements to each facility's proposed dimensions, process design, and 
associated workforce. As stated in Section 2.4, the immobilization facility 
would still disposition up to 5 t (5.5 tons) per year over a ten-year period to 
accommodate alternatives for immobilizing all 50 t (55 tons) of plutonium.  
The same facility would immobilize an average of 1.7 t (1.9 tons) per year 
over a ten-year period under the hybrid alternatives. Similarly, the MOX 
facility would still process an average of 3.3 t (3.6 tons) per year over a 
ten-year period under all hybrid alternatives.  

FRO19-6 Cost 

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.
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Coalition 21 has previously whole heartedly supported the 

MOX strategy for disposing of surplus-weapons-useable 

plutonium. Nothing in the Supplement to the DEIS causes us 

to waver in that support. MOX not a bomb project but a true 

example of the Atoms for Peace concept visualized by 

President Eisenhower. Of all forms of plutonium, surplus 

weapons-useable plutonium presents a threat to proliferation 

of nuclear weapons second only to theft of existing nuclear 

weapons by terrorists. The nuclear fuel produced by the 

MOX process would be used "once-through" in commercial 

nuclear power reactors. This step would eliminate much of 

the plutonium. The remainder would achieve the standard 

recommended by the National Academy of Science to make 

plutonium unattractive for use in weapons. The end product 

from this use would merely replace an equivalent amount of 

spent nuclear fuel that meets the same standard. The 

argument by MOX opponents that this strategy furthers a 

"plutonium economy" is at the least overblown. Russian 

scientists argue that immobilization (the alternative preferred 

by MOX opponents) leaves the plutonium in a weapons

useable form that can be chemically retrieved. Simply put, 

immobilization might deter terrorists from attempting to 

retrieve the plutonium but it would not discourage a 

government (including our own in Russia's eye) from doing 

so. We see merit in that argument.  

WROO8 

00

WRO08-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's full support of the MOX approach.  

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 

both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 

important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 

approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 

for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 

reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 

possi-ble signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 

surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 

technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

NAS is currently conducting studies to confirm the ability of the ceramic 

can-in-canister immobilization approach to meet the Spent Fuel Standard.  

DOE is confidentthat immobilization remains a viable alternative for meeting 

the nonproliferation goals of the surplus plutonium disposition program.
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General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Subject: Plutonium disposition via electric power reactor 
Comments: In over thirty years of environmental activism as 
a private citizen (in probably a hundred formal public hearings 
in the Western U.S.) I have learned several almost immutable 
facts. Bear in mind these hearings were primarily on natural 
resource issues regarding dams, timber cuts, mining, fish and 
game issues, etc. but a small percentage were also DOE 
hearings.  

1) There are those whose call themselves 
"environmentalists," and assume this fasle identity when 
attending DOE hearings. They apparently cloak themselves 
in this assumed identity to provide a false a false mantle of 
respectability and responsibility. The rest of the time they 
refer to themselves in such terms as "nuclear watchdogs" or 
"peace and. advocates.  

2) In these hundred or so hearings, NOT ONCE did I hear 
even one representative of these ad hoc "environmental" 
groups appear, and provide a statement when natural 
resource issues were the subject of the hearing. These ad 
hoc "environmentalists" only seem to "come out of the wood 
works" to belabor the DOE whenever the Department has 
proposals to accomplish something.  

3) Although some representatives of these groups are expert 
at pointing picayune details and minor flaws in DOE plans 
(which some might consider a useful service) I have yet to 
hear them provide even ONE significant constructive 
comment that would help resolve the issue being discussed.  

WR

1 

R005

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the MOX approach.  

It is DOE policy to encourage public input into these matters of national and 
international importance. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

I
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IUBEM RI4) There are a few of these groups that apparently have any 

people with credentials in the issues being discussed; the 

representatives are long on rhetoric and pitifully meager in 

specifics or in related facts. I have been a representative of a 

venerable (since 1932) environmental organization at recent 

regional and national "stakeholder" meetings on nuclear 

waste sponsored by the League of Women Voters. Although 

the LOWV meetings were well organized, I found few 

attendees of the "environmentalists/nuclear watchdog" 

variety who wanted to even hear facts about nuclear wastes, 

much less discuss them.  

5) I understand that a coalition of some 100 international 

non-government groups have gone on record opposing the 

plans to convert former weapons-grade plutonium into 

nuclear reactor fuel for commercial nuclear nuclear power 

plants. When viewed objectively, as well as from a realistic 

environmental perspective, the opposition to such plans that 

directly support international peace objectives is mystifying.  

I do not understand why such construction plans are 

opposed by any rational person or group.  

In view of the above facts and observations, I recommend 

that the DOE respectfully review the statements of those 

opposed to ridding the world of weapons grade plutonium in 

nuclear reactors, then dismiss them for the demagoguery and 

untruths that they truly are.  
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MOX Approach

Subject: Solve the Problem

Comments: The use of surplus weapons grade PU in the 
production of MOX and the burning of that MOX fuel in 

commercial reactors is the only proposed alternative that rids 

the earth of weapons grade PU. Vitrified weapons grade PU 

can safely be converted back to a weapons usable PU in a 

bath tub. Thus, the non MOX alternatives require storage 
and heavy security protection for thousands of years. I and 

all my family, associates, and friends strongly support the 
MOX alternative.

1

WRO09

DOE acknowledges the commentor's full support of the MOX approach.  
NAS is currently conducting studies to confirm the ability of the ceramic 

can-in-canister immobilization approach to meet the Spent Fuel Standard.  
DOE is confident that immobilization remains a viable alternative for meeting 

the nonproliferation goals of the surplus plutonium disposition program.
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's preference for the No Action Alternative 
and concern about the shipment of nuclear material and waste. Continued 
onsite storage would only defer a decision regarding the disposition of surplus 
plutonium, and therefore would only defer the impacts of plutonium disposition 
activities. Eventually, these materials would have to be disposed of. In 
addition, continued storage of surplus plutonium at the sites where it is 
currently located could delay site cleanup and closure.  

Section 2.18 and Table L-6 summarizes the transportation impacts associated 
with all the alternatives. These estimates show that additional fatalities are 
unlikely. As stated in Appendix L.3.2, DOE has accumulated more than 
151 million km (94 million mi) of over-the-road experience transporting 
DOE-owned cargo, including plutonium, with no accidents that resulted in a 
fatality or release of radioactive material. The transportation of routine 
shipments of wastes are discussed in Appendix L.6.4.  

FRO11-2 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. Use 
of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 
advocate a plutonium economy. Rather, the purpose of this proposed action 
is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent 
Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified 
by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible 
and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of 
plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  

Chapter 4 of Volume I provide the results of detailed impact analyses of the 
proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities and reactors. Risks and 
consequences are addressed. The impacts on workers and the general 
population associated with normal operations and postulated accidents are 
included in these analyses, as well as the potential impacts on the environment.  
The impacts associated with each alternative are summarized in Section 2.18.

FRO11-1 Alternatives
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FRO11-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's view that communities near the 

proposed reactor sites that would use the MOX fuel have the right to express 

their wishes. During the 45-day public comment period on the Supplement 

to the SPD Draft EIS, DOE held a public hearing in Washington, D.C., on 

June 15, 1999, and invited comments. For those interested parties who could 
not attend the hearing on the Supplement, DOE provided various other 
means for the public to express their concerns and provide comments: mail, a 
toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Also, at the invitation 

of South Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE attended and participated 
in a public hearing held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina.  
Moreover, interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit 

additional comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD.  

Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on 

environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.  

FRO11-4 Alternatives 

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach which 
includes both immobilization and MOX fuel. As shown in the cost report, 

Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable 
Plutonium Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, July 1998), it is expected that the 

hybrid approach would be more expensive than the immobilization-only 
approach. However, pursuing the hybrid approach provides the United 
States important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing 

either approach by itself The hybrid approach also provides the best 

opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar 

options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends 
the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce 

stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that 
would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 
weapons again.
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Although no U.S. commercial reactors are licensed to use plutonium-based 

fuel, several are designed to use MOX fuel, and others can easily and safely 
accommodate a partial MOX core. These commercial reactors are capable of 

safely using MOX fuel. Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the environmental 

impacts of operating the reactors that would use MOX fuel.  

I ' 
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Comments of Lisa Ledwidge, Institute for Energy and Environmental 

Research, at the U.S. Department of Energy public hearing on the supplement 

to the~urplus Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact Statement, 
,,a•+June 15, 1999 

My name is Lisa Ledwidge. I am the Outreach Coordinator at the Institute for Energy and 

Environmental Research, a non-profit organization in Takoma Park, Maryland. I coordinate a 

project that provides technical assistance to grassroots groups around the country on nuclear 

issues.  

I have direr questions and a comment for the Dcpartnment of Energy (DOE) regarding the 
supplement to theSurplus Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact Statement.  

I. When will the DOE grant the public access to the home-country environmental and public 
and worker health record of Cogema (the French company that is a member of the consortium 
that DOE contracted for mixed-oxide [MOX] fuel fabrication and irradiation)? The American 
people have a right to access this information on the same basis that DOE documents would be 
available to the public here in the U.S.  

2. Who holds the liability for potential accidents with or failures of the MUX program in 
Russia? This question has not been addressed in any DOE public document as far as I am aware.  
However, it is a very important one, given the economic situation in Russia, the questionable 
safety status of Russian reactors, and the current or potential role of the US in financing or 
otherwise promoting the joint U.S.-Russian MOX disposition plan. This is an especially 2 

important question in light of the fact that the Russian MOX program will use light water 
reactors, a plan the Russian government is adopting at the urging of the U.S. Minatom (DOEs 
Russian counterpart) would actually prefer to use breeder reactors.

3. How does the DOE justify the militarization ofcivilian nuclear power plants in which it 

proposes to irradiate MOX fuel? (By militarization, I refer to the transportation and storage of 

MOX fuel, made with military plutonium, to and at commercial nuclear power plants. Some may 

think this too strong a term, but in reality what DOE is proposing to do is locate fuel made with 

military plutonium at civilian sites.) In addition, what provisions are planned for the significant 

change in status of civilian nuclear power plants to military or quasi-military sites, since they 

will at least temporarily be storing unirradiated MOX fuel which can, relatively readily, be 

converted to weapons-usable material?

3

One final comment. It is beyond my understanding why the DOE would deny, after repeated 

requests, public hearings in the communities around the North Anna, Catawba and M Giri 

reactors. The DOE has responded to this with something like, More than 80 hearings have bees 

held on this EIS, and people can comment in other ways. If DOE has held 80 hearings, then why 

were not a few of them held in reactor cormunitics? Alternatively, if DOE has held 80 hearings, 

how much trouble could have been three more? 

I look forward to answers to these questions in the near future. Thank you very much for this 

opportunity to comment.  

DCRO16

DCRO16-1 MOX RFP 

DOE considered past environmental perfqrmance of COGEMA in awarding 

the contract for MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services. The operating 

experience at MELOX is being factored into the MOX facility design and was 

used to update information in this SPD EIS as discussed in Appendix P.  

More information on COGEMA's environmental record can be found on their 

Web site at http://www.cogema.com or by contacting Ms. Christi A. Byerly.  

Her address is: 7401 Wisconsin Avenue; Bethesda, MD 20814. She may also 

be contactedby telephone at (301) 941-8367. Herfax numberis (301) 652-5690, 

and her email address is cbyerly@ cogema-inc.com.  

DCRO16-2 Nonproliferation 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding the liability for 

potential accidents or failures of the MOX program in Russia, although 

programmatic and policy issues such as U.S. policies toward plutonium 

disposition in Russia are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS. The scope of 

this SPD EIS is focused on analysis of alternatives on whether and how 

much U.S. surplus plutonium should be used as MOX fuel, which technology 

should be used for immobilization, where to construct the proposed surplus 

plutonium disposition facilities that are needed, and where to perform lead 

assembly fabrication and testing.  

The Joint Statement of Principles signed by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin 

in September 1998 provide general guidance for achieving the objectives of 

a future bilateral agreement to disposition surplus plutonium in the United 

States and Russia. Sensitive negotiations between the two countries have 

indicated that the Russian government accepts the technology of 

immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but that 

the MOX approach would be considered for higher-purity feed materials.  

Understanding the economic dilemma in Russia, the U.S. Congress has 

appropriated funding for a series of small-scale tests and demonstrations of 

plutonium disposition technologies jointly conducted by the United States 

and Russia. For fiscal year 1999 (starting October 1998), Congress further 

appropriated funding to assist Russia in design and construction of a 

plutonium conversion facility and a MOX fuel fabrication facility. This funding4V
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would not be expended until the presidents of both countries signed a new 

agreement. Although the amount appropriated by Congress is not sufficient 

to fund the entire Russian surplus plutonium disposition program, the 

United States is working with Russia and other nations to resolve this issue.  

Breeder reactors are designed to create plutonium as they burn MOX fuel.  

The plutonium in the spent fuel is then separated for reuse (reprocessed) as 

new MOX fuel. Since using MOX fuel in breeder reactors would produce 

plutonium, DOE believes there are significant nonproliferation concerns 

regarding the use of breeder reactors for the disposition of surplus weapons

usable plutonium.  

DCRO16-3 DOE Policy 

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 

a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 

conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 

owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 

the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 

down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 

reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 

reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation 

would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.  

In order to address security against terrorist-related incidents, all intersite 

shipments of weapons-usable plutonium for the surplus plutonium 

disposition program would be made using DOE's SST/SGT system. This 

involves having couriers that are armed Federal officers, an armored tractor 

to protect the crew from attack, and specially designed escort vehicles 

containing advanced commnunications equipment and additional couriers.  

Further, DOE does not anticipate the need for any additional security measures 

at reactor sites, other than for the additional security applied for the receipt of 

flesh fuel. Commercial reactors currently have armed security forces, primarily 

to protect against perimeter intrusion. There would be increased security for 

the receipt and storage of fresh MOX fuel, as compared with that for fresh 

LEU fuel, for additional vigilance inside the perimeter. However, the increased 

security surveillance would be a small increment to the plant's existing security
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plan. After irradiation, the MOX fuel would be removed from the reactor and 
managed with the rest of the spent fuel from the reactor, eventually being 

disposed of at a geologic repository built in accordance with the NWPA.  

DCRO16-4 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern that DOE has denied repeated 
requests for public hearings near the proposed reactor sites that would use 
the MOX fuel. After careful consideration of its public involvement 
opportunities, including the availability of information and mechanisms to 
submit comments, DOE decided not to hold additional hearings on the 
Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. In addition to the public hearing on the 
Supplement held in Washington, D.C., DOE provided other means for the 
public to express their concerns and provide comments: mail, a toll-free 
telephone and fax line, and theMMD Web site. Also, at the invitation of South 
Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE attended and participated in a 
public hearing held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 
as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 
representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 
groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 
Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 
proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 
should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Further, 
interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 
comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process.
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This is Lisa Ledwidge with the Institute for Energy and 
Environmental Research. My telephone number is 
(301) 270-5500. I would like to register for the hearing on 
June 15th. I'm not sure if you need me to say whether I will 
go to the earlier or the later one. I'll probably go to the 9:00 
AM one. Also on a second point, I'd like to leave is a 
request for more hearings in the areas affected by the 
Supplemental, including the reactor communities and the 
transportation corridors. Thank you.

1

PRO01

PRO01-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's request for additional public hearings 

in areas affected by the use of MOX fuel, including the reactor and 
transportation corridor communities. After careful consideration of its public 

involvement opportunities, including the availability of information and 

mechanisms to submit comments, DOE decided not to hold additional hearings 

on the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. In addition to the public hearing 
on the Supplement held in Washington, D.C., DOE felt there were sufficient 

other means provided for the public to express their concerns and provide 
comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site.  

Also, at the invitation of South Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE 

attended and participated in a public hearing held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, 
South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 

as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 

representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 
groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 
Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 

proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Further, 
interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 
comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process.

I
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Comments ofdwe Institute for Energy and Envionmental Reseamch (IEER) on the on 
Supple m to the surplus Plutoniun Disposition Draft Environ o Impa• Stement 

(DOE[EIS-02B3-DS, April 1999) 

by 
Arjuno Makhiani 

28 June 1998

The Final EIS should include the features des•crbed in the comments below.  

I. According to various statements of the Dcprtocnt of Energy (DOE) and its 
conoactors. ife proposud use of mixed oxide fuel to disposition surplus plutonium 

from the US nuclear weapons program is based on tde experience ofthe use of MOX 

in European light watr reactors (LWRs). The DOE should explicitly analyze eactor 

control, cost, and nacidntm-probability ass duoqtumce issues with this in mind. It 

has not done so ilnthe Draft Supplemnental EIS. DOE should specify exactly what 

European experience isis relying on for making its decision on its MOX program 

what reactors use MOX in Europc end how they correspon to lte proposedr aetorn 

in the United States in term• of safety features, control rods, cm DOE should make 

this European data public as part of its Final ETIS. The DOE should provide a detailed 

comparison of the reactors of the proposed vendors Duke Power and Virginia Power 

with the French reactors in which MOX fuel is used in terms of their (i) osfety 

featurs (ii) control rod design and quantity as well as other reactor consrol reart•es; 

(iii) design aspect rrelated to emergency core cooling and containment of an occident.  

For instance, unlike tome US reactors, the reactors in France's MOX program do not 

rely on ice condensers as a safety feature.  

2. If DOE believes that the safety features of US and French andlor other European 
reactors arc materially the same it should so state, and provide dte jau.ification for it.  

If the DOE is relying on French or European reactor safety expeotence and design 

feaures, it should justify this. In that case the DOE should make an explicit 

commitment that whatever safety issues come up in the in the future in the French or 

European MOX progranms (respectively) would also be addressed in the US 

disposition program. The DOE should snke acoumnitment to seek approval from the 

NRC about its assumptions regarding the snislarities and differentos in the safety and 

control features of the French reactors relative to the six reactors now proposed to be 

included in the MOX program us well as any reactors that might be added in the 

Ilture.

FRO04

The proposed reactor utilities will use existing accident-probability and 
consequence analysis tools, techniques, and data in the development of 

their NRC license application amendments. These tools include approved 

PRA models and modeling techniques. Techniques include the assessment 

of various failure modes, root cause analysis, site-specific conditions and 

plant equipment, systems, and components. Data will include appropriate 

national and international information.  

The plant and site-specific information will include the analysis of the "defense 

in depth" methodologies which provide specific boundaries for the 

radionuclides. The first boundary is the fuel rod itself. The second is the 

reactor and steam supply system. The third is the reactor containment vessel.  

There are several fuel designs, reactor types, and containment types. The 

"ice condenser" containment is only one type.  

European reactors of various designs use MOX fuel. French and Belgian 

reactors are based on a Westinghouse design, and are similar to the McGuire, 

Catawba, and North Anna reactors. European nuclear regulatory authorities 

in France, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Switzerland have reviewed 

MOX fuel use in reactors of varying designs.  

Before any MOX fuel is used in U.S. reactors, NRC must perform a 

comprehensive and public safety review and issue a revision to the reactor 

operating licenses. Under NRC regulations, the utilities would have to provide 

information in their licensing submittals, which would prove their ability to 

operate within existing specifications.

FRO04-1 MOXRFP

4o 
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3. The Final Supplemental MIS should state that the percentageo fplutonium-239 in the 

core of the reactors proposed to be used in the disposition program will not exceed 

the typical conditions that have prevailed in the European MOX program and for 

which there is substmntial experience. These levels are about 5 percent total 

plutonium content (all isotopes), using reactor grade plutonium. which has about 60 

percent plutonium-7.39. a far lower fraction than weapons grade plutonium (about 94 

perent). This restriction is necessary for safety reasons, since (he proportion of 

delayed neutrons upon which reactor control depends is much lower for plutonium

239 fission that for uranium-235 fission. The table below shows two examples of 

how the restriction of equivalent plutonium-239 content in the core reduces the 

percentage of weapons-grade plutonium that can be used in the MOX fuel of the 

disposition program.

MOX 
Core 

loading 

fraction, 
%6 '

pu-total 
in MOXt.

Pu-239 core 
loading, %

Reactor grade 30 5.3 1.0 
MOX. France, 

typical 
Weapons- 30 3.4 1.0 
grade MOX 
Weapons- 40 2.5 1.0 
gradcl MOX 

Note: Calculations are based on a plutoniam-239 content of 60 percent for reactor-grade 

plutonium and 94 perccet for weapons grade plutonium.

In the rst example, for as30 percent MOX fuel core loading in the disposition program, 

the weapons-grade plutonium content in MOX fael would be restricted to 3.4 percent.  
For forty- percent core loading, it would be restricted to 2-5 percent plutonium, DOE 

should make these restrictions explicit in its Supplemental EIS. We snate that although 

Electricite de France has asked for authorization to increase the total plutoniun 

enrichment of reactor grade plutonium in MOX to about 7 percent, there is no substantial 

experience with this. This should not be used as the basis of the US disposition program.  

It would be contrary to repeated assurances that the US disposition program is based on 

extensive European experience.

2

There is no NRC restriction or limit concerning the amount of plutonium 239 
in the reactor core at this time. The DCS Team is proposing to accomplish 

DOE's plutonium disposition effort using a partial MOX core with 

approximately 4 percentplutonium 239. DOErecognizes that European MOX 

programs use different enrichment levels and reactor-grade plutonium. If 

any specific safety limits or restrictions on the proposed enrichment level are 

required, they would be identified by NRC during the license 

amendment process.

FRO04-3 MOXRFP

DCS has proposed a partial MOX core with approximately 40 percent MOX 
fuel. As discussed in response FROO4-2, there is no NRC restriction on 

plutonium 239 levels at this time. Since DOE does not anticipate NRC 

restrictions which would significantly affect the proposed plutonium 239 

levels or proposed MOX loading, DOE has not evaluated the cost and 

schedule implications of the commentor's suggestion. Should significant 

changes in the proposed plutonium 239 content be required by NRC, DOE 

would conduct additional NEPA, cost, and schedule analysis, as appropriate.

FROO4-4 
This comment is addressed in response FRO04-2.

Facility Accidents

4. The DOE should calculate the schedule and cost implictfions of the restrictions in the 

MOX loading and plutonium content as described shove. It should specifieally 3 
analyze at least the two examples in the table above.  

5. The DOE should provide detailed safety justification for any incrvase-in plutonium

239 content above one percent in the core (see table ahove), lfthe DOE's Record of 4 

Decision is to proceed with MOX (which IEER opposes), the DOE should require 
FR004

FRO04-2 MOXRFP

I
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reactor operators to seek explicit license approval on this specific issue, beside•s other 
licensing issues. The DOE should factor in increased risksofreactor aecidents for 
increases in plutonium-239 content beyond the typical European experience. The 
DOE should also provide a detailed analysis of the various scenarios it is proposing 
fur the plutonium-239 content in reactor cores in the US disposition programn relative 
to the European experience. This analysis should include details on what steps the 
DOE and its contractors plan to take to address safety issues if the plutonium-239 
content ofthe MOX cores in the disposition programs is greater than has been the 
ease in typical European experience.

4

6. Getting a disposition program in place in Russia is aLcentral reason that has repeatcdly 
been put forwari to justify the MOX program in the United States. The use of MOX 
in Russian tight water reactors is likely to have some US funding, since Russia insists 
that it will not carry out such a program without external funding, MOX use in Russia 
will also have non-proliferation consequences for the United States especially givcn 
that, unlike the United States, Russia plans at some time in the future to reprocess 5 

MOX spent ftel. Further, some of Ihe radioactive fallout from a severe accident in a 
Russian rector using DOX, should one occur, may affect the Untied States, as did 
the fallout from the Chermobyl. Therefore, the Supplemental EIS should analyze the 
environmental consequcs of MOX use in Russia.  

FRO04

FRO04-5 Nonproliferation 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding the disposition of 
surplus Russian plutonium as MOX fuel, although programmatic and policy 

issues such as U.S. policies toward plutonium disposition in Russia are beyond 

the scope of this SPD EIS. The scope of this SPD EIS is focused on analysis 

of alternatives on whether and how much U.S. surplus plutonium should be 
used as MOX fuel, which technology should be used for immobilization, 
where to construct the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities that 

are needed, and where to perform lead assembly fabrication and testing.  

Understanding the economic dilemma in Russia, the U.S. Congress has 
appropriated funding for a series of small-scale tests and demonstrations of 

plutonium disposition technologies jointly conducted by the United States 
and Russia. For fiscal year 1999 (starting October 1998), Congress further 

appropriated funding to assist Russia in design and construction of a 
plutonium conversion facility and a MOX fuel fabrication facility. This funding 
would not be expended until the presidents of both countries signed a new 
agreement. Although the amount appropriated by Congress is not sufficient 

to fund the entire Russian surplus plutonium disposition program, the 

United States is working with Russia and other nations to resolve this issue.

I
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May 10. 1999

Ms. Laura S- H Holgate 
Director 
Ofice of Fissile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Departmt I of Eergy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washiegton, DC 2CO26-3786 

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE REVIEW . SPECIAL 

Staft Application Identifier: MD990505-0416 
Project Deseriptlomi: Draft Envuiemnea Impact Statemerm.- Supplentent to the Surplus 

Pltonium Disposition (See MD980727-0797): an attatysis of 
commercial reactor sites int 1O mtes that are proposed to irradiate 
mixed oxide fuel 

State Cleartegorouse Comtct: Bob Roserbush 

DearlaMi. Holgao: 

This is to acknowledge reuript of thie rettfrented project. tyo py of ttao letter, wraoe providing upee ofue 
poemjetto appropriate agencies. ard requesting that they contact year aaency-dirml seth anr•y iota•els or 
ctoterr• by Jue01.•Ll•. and that they fovnuird a completed respoase form and arty comaments to the 

Peaseecorpletetheattached aforste ad reetrasit tothe Stat Clearinghoaseeupe receipteornotificationl that 
the projectahas been approved ort ot approved.

Please ib assured that after Jua 01.1999 all ittrgorerent review requietmets will have brn met in 
arordUre with the Maryland hxer-•,o-mnal Review and Cordination Process (COMAR 14.24.04).

I

MR001-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

The Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS describes the potential environmental 
impacts of using MOX fuel in the six reactors selected in three States: Catawba 
Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 in South Carolina, McGuire Nuclear Station 
Units 1 and 2 in North Carolina, and North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2 
in Virginia. The Supplement also describes other program changes made 
since the SPD Draft EIS was published.  

DOE acknowledges the State's receipt of the Supplement and entry into the 
Maryland Intergovernmental Review and Coordination Process. DOE will 
submit the form provided upon publication of the ROD.
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o: MDE- Ste Bieber 
CDHCD - [Lindirt tests 
*MDSP -Cad "]Baass-wski

Linda C. Jany. I.D.  
Managr, Clearinghotu& Plan Ra view Unit 

:DNR -hRay DOira a *OPC -Mary Abhst 
MDOTf -Rosald Spold M -OPM - Bob Rosenhbad 

.MEMA - Rmht SMtarri
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Facility Accidents

Conment on Supplement to the Surplus Plutonium Disposition 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Dii/EIS-C283-Db) 

From: Robin Mills, Director of the Marylend Safe Energy Coalition 

Mail: P.O0.Da 33111, Baltimore, Merylaad 211118 

Phones (410) 862-8483 

Lamt (410) 235-5325 

Residence: 1443 Gorsuch Ave., Baltimore, haryland 21218 

E-mail: rmil le4Sbcpl .net 

To: Department of. Energy, Office of riaslle Materials Dispomition 

c/o SuppLement to the SP) E1S 

P.O. Box 23786, ashlongon DC, 20026 

Phone I1-800-820-5156 

Fax: 1-800-820-5156 

M-ma•i http://www.doe-md.cWm 

Date: 28 June 1999 

Dear Bureaucrats, 

I request that the Supplement (DOE/ElS 0283-DS) be withdrawn 

and rewritten due to errors and omissions in the document which 

prevent the public from accurately meassoing environmental risk.  

Details of those errors and omissions follow.  

1. Earthquakes 

The environmental synopsis section of the report, page 7, says 

"*The frequency of an earthquake of this magnitude is eatimeted 

to be between I in 100,000 and I in 1.0000,000 per year." No 

reference or supporting material is supplied to support this felse 

claim. In fact, Charleston has suffered two devastating esrthquakes 

since the city was founded in 1670. Charleston is approximately 

one hundred miles from the Svannah River site (SRS). Because both 

earthquakes occurred before modern methods for measurement were 

developed in 1903 or the Modiflud Mercslli Intensity goal eans 

developed (1931), the exact magnitude of these quakes is unknown.

T
MR012

The earthquake that damaged or destroyed the majority of structures in 
Charleston, South Carolina occurredon August 31, 1886, and measuredt6.6 on 

the Richter scale. Sixty people lost their lives and property damage was 

estimated at 5 to 6 million dollars. Effects in the epicentral region included 

about 80 km (50 mi) of severely damaged railroad tracks and more than 

1,300 km2 (502 mi2) of extensive cratering and fissuring. Structural damage 

was reported several hundred kilometers from Charleston (including central 

Alabama, central Ohio, eastern Kentucky, southern Virginia, and western 

West Virginia).  

DOE Standards 1020-94, Natural Phenomena Hazards Design and 

Evaluation Criteria for Department of Energy Facilities (April 1994), 

and 1022-94, Natural Phenomena Hazards Characterization Criteria 

(Change 1, January 1996), discuss the need to assess construction design 

requirements against maximum historical earthquakes in a given region or in 

tectonically analogous regions. The proposed surplus plutonium disposition 

facilities would be designed against seismic loading associated with a return 

period of 2,000 years (Performance Category PC-3).  

The commentor is incorrect in presuming an equivalence between earthquake 

magnitudes that may be considered historically significant and those that 

would collapse the proposed MOX facility. As discussed in Appendix K.1.5.1, 

Accident Scenario Consistency, the frequency of seismic-induced total 

building collapse is developed as a margin below the frequency of seismic 

event against which the facility would be designed and constructed. The 

design-basis performance goal is that occupant safety, continued operation, 

and hazard confinement is assured for earthquakes with an annual probability 

exceeding approximately 1.Ox 101 per year. The transition from this criteria to 

a condition of total facility collapse has been qualitatively estimated using 

expert judgement to span at least an order of magnitude in frequency, resulting 

in an upper-bound estimate of 1.0x10-5 per year for total facility collapse.  

Given the large uncertainties in seismic behavior at such high magnitudes, 

accommodation has been made for the reasonable possibility that the 

frequency of total collapse may be significantly lower, hence the 1.Ox 1071 per 

year lower bound.

MR012-1

1
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I offer two references. -Earthquskes" by George A. Eiby, 

1980, L=CN 1 80-10786. by Publisher Van nostrand Reinhold Co., 

New York City, p aew18.  

"Another part of the United States not usually considered 

liabsle to earthquakes is South Carolina, but Charleston was badly 

damaged in 1886. This shock was one of the first to be the subject 

of an extended geological report, and there are osoe excellwent 

photographs." I add that no pages 89 this book lists the 

earthquake as having occurred no August 31, 1806.  

"Historic Charleeton" by Shirley Abbott, L988 published by 

Ownor House Inc., Birsinghm. Al. 35201. 00 page5 7, says, 

"garthquakee have caoe with terrible regularity, the worst 

perhaps ia 1812 and LtSS;..." On page 8 this book lists the 

founding of Cherlieston as 1670.  

Two a"jor earthquakes in 329 years of recorded history 

is the area. This evidence seems to indibsts whet the risk of 

future earthquakes might be, so average of one * e-or quake 

every 165 years. If the 1OX facility is to operate for 25 years, 

then the risk should be 25 in 165 or about oge chance in seven.  

The supplement states, "an earthquake of sufficient magnitude 

to collapse the MOS facility." No data or re~ence is supplied 

to support the contention that the risk is -s stated, but the 

historical record indicatee the frequency might be much higher 

than the supplement admits.  

The supplements stated risk of i/LOO,000 to 1/1O million 

per year should be stated in ter"s the public can understand, 

by smultiplying by the estimsted facility Lifetime, 25 years (1).  

Thus, the risk stated could be as low as one in four thousand 

that the MCK facility will collapse from an earthquake.  

The whole treatment of the risk from earthquakes in the 

supplement Is inadequate, obscures the risk to the public, does 

not supply proof or refences for its ascertatioos, and must, 

in my opinioni be withdrawn and rewritten.

1

0 
MRO1 2

The commentor is correct in stating that, for an assumed 25-year facility 
lifetime, the risk could be as high as 1 in 4,000 using the above factors.  

However, the MOX facility is projected to operate between 10 and 15 years.  

Therefore, the lifetime risk would be between 1in 6,666and 1 in 1 million. Per 

DOE NEPA guidance, frequencies are reported on a per year basis because 

the duration of one year is the basis most commonly used for comparing 

accident frequencies.
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MR012-2 Facility Accidents

2. Omissions in Core inventory Isotopic Ratios 

The table K-2, on page K-3 in the Facility Accidents 

Appendli contains errors or omla-1o-1 shirh do net altie the 

public to correctly A"seem the risk the proposed action requests.  

The table Lists Curio 244 ratio at .94, which is incorrect.  

The table correctly lists higher core - eventorics for all the 

traneauraic elements, Pu 239, 240, 241, Am 241, and Curium 242.  

This makes cenad as MOc .starting at 4 atmoic msa units letrger 

than uranium 235 fuel, and having a larger capture cross section 

(Po 239 capture cross section c 269 barns where Uranium 238 capture 

cross asetiona- 99 barns) would tend to form more large trasouranic 

isotope.is itke ore inventory. For Curios 244 to ;b less abundant 

in Mt fuel as compared to uraniut fuel eouid defy the bees of 

probability. I add, that the auppLoosat supplies no reference for 

"where this table X-2 case from or how it was datermlned, thus 

adding to the ilegitssacy of Ita information.  

This table is very important to understanding the safety 

of MOX fuel, and omissions in this table do sot aLlow a correct 

.assssment. The quantity of delayed neutronas produced by plutonium, 

is much lower than the quantity produced by uranium fuol. This 

dearth of delayed neutrons would be apparent to the public if the 

core inventory ratios were made avallabbs ftr delayed neutron 

precursore (those isotope. that produce tdelayed neutrons).  

The primary sources of delayed neutronsmor& the isotopes of 

Bromine 87, 88f 89, 90 and 91 and Iodine 137, 138, 139, i40 and 141.  

None ef these isotopes is included in table 2-21. The .DO can not 

argue that the omission is duo to the short half Lives of theme 

isotopes, beoacae they list other isotopes ef short half Uite, Ind 

these particular isotope& are crutiat to reactor safety. Their omssaion 

invealidates the ehole report in my opinion.  

I even suggest that failure to include the Bromine isotopes 

sight have been done on purpose because the results eight throw 

the whole safety of the 14C program into jeopardy.

2
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The curium 244 inventories shown in Appendix K were extracted from the 
output for the ORNL Isotope Generation and Depletion Code (ORIGEN) 

cases. Because the rate of curium 244 production is strongly dependent on 

bumup, it has a higher inventory level in LEU assemblies that are left in the 

reactor for three cycles than MOX assemblies that are left in the reactor for a 

maximum of two cycles. As a result, at the end of a cycle the ratio of curium 244 

in a 40 percent MOX core would be about 6 percent lower than the ratio of 

curium 244 in aLEU core because more of the LEU core would be made up of 

assemblies that have been used for three cycles (33 percent of the core 

versus 20 percent of the core for the proposed MOX core).  

It is true that bumups of 40 GWD/t or more result in higher fission gas 

production than LEU fuel at the same bumup. However, this does not 

automatically result in higher doses from reactors operating with MOX fuel.  

MOX fuel assemblies are engineered to accommodate this additional gas. In 

the event of a leaker, the gas is released into the reactor coolant and scrubbed 

through a series of filters that capture nearly all of the radionuclides so that 

any impact on dose would be expected to be small. Appropriate MOX fuel 

bumup limits will be established in concert with the NRC following a thorough 

safety review. It should be noted that reactors in Belgium and Germany 

typically use MOX fuel to bumups between 45 and 50 GWD/t and that while 

current French bumup limits are lower than that, French bumup limits for 

LEU fuel are also lower than those for U.S. reactors.  

This SPD EIS analyzes offsite consequences and risks in terms of LCFs and/ 

or prompt fatalities. Previous studies have determined that certain 

radioisotopes are primary contributors to offsite consequences due to their 

effects on humans and the environment. These radioisotopes are included 

in Table K-27. Radioisotopes bromine 87 through bromine 91 and iodine 137 

through iodine 141 are not included in Table K-27 because they are not 

significant contributors to offsite consequences. Bromine 87 through 

bromine 91 and iodine 137 through iodine 141 are delayed neutron precursors 

with half-lives of less than 1 minute. They were included along with the 

hundreds of other isotopes in the ORIGEN analysis done to support this 

SPD EIS.
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I reference Chart of the Isotopes by Knolls Atomic Proer 

Laboratory, 13th edition July 1983. rhis chart shoes the relative 

abundance of isotopea of particular atomic weight resulting from 

both the fission of uranium 238 and plutonium 239. From that chart,

U-235 fission vrod pu-239 fission prod.

Percent r87 nAu 22.356% 9 

Percent w 88 Amu 3.63% 1.36%.  

percent a 89 sou 4.88% 1.71?%.  

Because the plutonium 239 &too is 4 atomic mesa units (fou) 

larger than uranium 235, the average fission products are as1o 

larger. In foct, that maller of the. two ee ul fission products 

from plutonium 239 is on average B aau twarger tham the smaller of 

the two fission products from uranium 235 fission. This results In 

a much smaller production of bromine isotopes which produce 

delayed neutrons.  

The Knolls Atomic power Lob chart referenced above does not 

give the amount of Bromine delayed neutron precursors% but Only 

gives the abundance of all isotopes of that particular ecight. The 

failure of table K-2 is that a more accurate assessment of the 

reduction of delayed neutrons is made impossible by the exclusion 

of crutial Information from the table.  

Another omission from the table is of even more significance.  

Tritium production in excluded. And any assessment of total 

fiaslon product gas production is also totally absent from the 

supplement. Page II of the Environmental Synopsis provided by the 

reactor owner and MCKtvendors states that the annual dose to the 

public could be the same with LEU fuel and NO fuel. I dispute 

that.  

I reference Irradiation Behavior of U0OPuO 2 
Fuel in Light 

Water Reactors by 0. Gotl, H.P. Fuchs, R. Manzel and F. Schlemmer 

appearing in Nuclear Technology, April 1993. page 29 and 

NOX Fuel Experience in French power Plants by P. Blanpain, 

X. Thibault aod M. Trotatee appearing in proceedings of the

m~in 

.38 

:37 
.38
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Tritium is a significant contributor to offsite consequences. The MOXILEU 
ratio for tritium was calculated to be 0.95. Since this value is lower for the 

MOX core than an LEU core, the current analysis is conservative with respect 

to tritium.  

Xenon 135, the most important reactor poison, with a thermal absorption 

cross-section 60 times greater than samarium 149, is included in Table K-27.  

Samarium 149, a stable (nonradioactive) isotope, is not included because it is 

not a significant contributor to offsite consequences.  

The assertion that "the radiation dose from normal operations to the 

surrounding population at the reactors is not expected to change" is supported 

by doses at the Electricit6 de France plants in France where the dose to the 

public has not increased since these plants started to use MOX fuel. While 

it is conventionally accepted that there are differences in fission product 

inventories and activation products between an LEU and MOX core during 

a fuel cycle, these differences would be small enough that essentially no 

dose differential could be observed to members of the public. It is necessary 

to recognize that even though the concentration of plutonium would be 

different in the two reactor cores during a given fuel cycle, the quantities of 

"key" radionuclides (i.e., radionuclides that typically account for the majority 

of public dose) released to the environment are expected to remain essentially 

the same; such radionuclides are: iodine 131, cobalt 60, cesium 137, 

and tritium.  

NRC Regulatory Dose Limits to the Public (as established per 10 CFR 50, 

Appendix I) are based on derived annual values (e.g., 3 mrem/yr from liquid 

effluent); to show compliance with these values, the calculated reactor doses 

are presented in a parallel (i.e., annual) format. In support of this approach, 

site environmental effluent reports are also published on an annual basis and 

accordingly provide annual dose values associated with reactor operations.
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MR012-3 Facility Accidents

1994 international Topic Meeting, Light water Reactor Fuel 

performance, page 718, both references which clearly point to 

a vastly greater fission product gas production Ifrw'HOK fuel 

as compared to LED fuel. If gas production is higher sith HCOC 

fuel, then the release of gas to the environment would also be 

higher, and thus the statement on page LI of the vendor supplied 

information is incorrect and must be withdrawn and reassessed.  

During the Chernobyl accident, the operators allowed reactor 

power to fall which increased the accumulation of reactor poisons.  

It was attempting to bring power back up, and overcome the poisons 

that caused the operators to withdrew control rods beyond design 

specificstions, causing the accident. As such, it is of interest.  

with regusrd to reactor safety and accidents, to know the produetimo 

of reactor poisons produced by MO1. fuel as compared to uranium fuel.  

The table g-2 again fails to inform the public of the true 

situation, especially by excluding Samarium production. The public 

is unable to assess the risk. or to even coment on the differences, 

because of this omission.  

In summary to objection #2, the supplement fails to include3 

Delayed neutron precursors production omitted 

Fission product gas production. especially omitting Tritium 

Fission product poison production omitted 

Curium 244 production incorrectly stated 

Source for the Core Inventory Isotopic Ratios info not stated.  

3. HMO Accident Frequency Data.  

(hO page 33 of the supplement the statement is made that, 

"Although it has been suggested that the frequency of these 

accidents would he higher with MOX fuel present, no empirical 

data is available to support this." It is my contention that 

there is emirical data which DOE is overlooking. presenting a 

clear case of bias by the DOE offIcials.  

I her list 12 specific aspects where MOX fuel Uowers safety.

2 

3
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The commentor makes a series of 12 statements that he uses to deduce that 
MOX fuel is less safe than LEU fuel. The specific comments are addressed 
as follows: 

The commentor's first through fourth and seventh through tenth statements 

discuss physical parameters that are different between LEU and MOX fuels 

and/or plutonium 239 and uranium 235 nuclei. The stated differences are 

correct: MOX fuel melts at a slightly lower temperature than LEU; plutonium 

does not conduct heat as well as uranium; fission gas release from pellets to 

the plenum is greater for MOX than LEU, at least for higher bumups (beyond 

35,000 MW-day/MTHM); control rod worths are reduced with MOX fuel; 

the moderator coefficients are different; the neutron spectra are different and 

the lifetimes differ, and MOX fuel decay power is greater than LEU fuel in the 

long term (i.e., well after reactor shutdown). All of these facts are known and 

are incorporated in nuclear design packages that have been used to design 

fuel for reactors that are operating in Europe.  

The fifth statement relates to power peaking. Power peaking can be an issue 

in partial MOX cores because of the neutron flux gradient between LEU and 

MOX assemblies. As noted by the commentor, the peaking issues in partial 

MOX cores are resolved by increasing the enrichment of uranium 235 at the 

edge of LEU assemblies that are adjacent to MOX assemblies and by 

decreasing the plutonium concentration at the edge of MOX fuel assemblies 

that are adjacent to LEU assemblies. These changes mitigate the flux gradient 

that would otherwise exist between adjacent LEU and MOX assemblies.  

DCS has proposed using graded enrichment fuel for the MOX assemblies 

only. The enrichment will vary by fuel rod within an assembly, not within 

individual fuel rods. DOE does not agree that this solution introduces 

opportunity for errors that would lead to an increase in accident risk.  

The sixth statement relates to the degree of mixing of plutonium and uranium 

in MOX fuel. Whereas LEU fuel is inherently homogeneous on a microscopic 

scale, MOX fuel is not. However, the degree of mixing that is required need 

only ensure that plutonium islands in the MOX fuel are sufficiently small that 

adequate heat rejection to the rest of the pellet may ensue. The Micronized
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1.) Lo-er melting point.  

The Plutonium Handbook, by O.J. Wick, editor, 1980 by the 

American Nucle:ar Society states on page 263, section (c)(l), 

"•elting Behavior. The melting point of U02 has been reported 

many times In the literature and values ranging from les, than 

2700 C to about 2825 C can be found. At Hanford a value of 

2730 + 30 C has been consistently observed for U02. Only four 

smlting points have been reported for PuO2 - 2240 C, 2295 C.  

2280 C, and 2400 C." 

This is empirical data showing plutonLum oxide has a bower 

melting point as compared to uranium oxide. This Lower meltng 

point does have an effect on safetyt am a meltdown will occur at 

Lower temperatures with fuel containing plutonium. When mixed 

vith U02. the melting point of the mixture should exhibit a 

melting point somewhere between the two elements, which means, 

the melting point of MO fuel wilt always be iower then the melting 

point of LZU fuel. This is a reduction in safety margin, and 

there is adequate empirical data available to prove this point.  

Furthermore, this lower melting point is impacted by other 

adverse safety features of OK fuel, such as corrosion attack on 

the cladding by plutonium at high temperatures, Increased fission 

product7Wsduction and power peaking at the OKK fuel boundaries.  

which taken together greatly increase the risk of release of 

plutonium and fisibn products into the coolant.  

2.) Lower heat conductivity.  

The Reactor Handbook, section Plutonium and Its Alioys 

C.R. Tipton editor. Volume 1. 2nd edition by Interacience Pub., 

1060. Nee ,ork, pages 280-1 found thot the thermal conductivity 

of plutonium-uranium alloya was somewhat Lower than that found 

for pure uranium. If so, and there is other evidence available 

to support this sacertatlon, then the temperature inside the 

OX fuel rods will be higher than in the LCU fuel reds, as the 

transfer of heat will be slo er. In concert with the increase

3
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Master (MiIMAS) fuel fabrication process assures a well-mixed inventory of 
plutonium and uranium on a scale that precludes islands of plutonium particles 
in the uranium matrix from exceeding established size limits. The mixing 
operations in the MIMAS process ensure adequate mixing of the oxides; in 
fact, the MIMAS process was developed commercially in Europe with exactly 
this issue in mind.  

In relation to the eleventh statement, worker exposure will increase marginally 
as reported in this SPD EIS. The increased dose, which is small and still well 
within NRC requirements, would result from handling and inspecting the 
fresh MOX fuel assemblies which are inherently more radioactive than fresh 
LEU fuel assemblies.  

As to the commentor's concern about reactor vessel embrittlement, analyses 
performed for DOE indicated that the core average fast flux in a partial MOX 
fuel core is comparable to (within 3 percent of) the core average fast flux for 
a uranium fuel core. All of the mission reactors have a comprehensive program 
of reactor vessel analysis and surveillance in place to ensure that NRC reactor 
vessel safety limits are not exceeded.  

The twelfth statement is an attempt to roll the previous statements together 
and conclude MOX fuel is not safe. The commentor mistakes design 
constraints and challenges for using MOX fuel as indicators of inherent 
decrements in safety. All of the differences between the two fuel types can 
be accommodated by proper engineering without any significant decrement 
in safety. Rigorous safety analyses and operational parameter assessments 
would be conducted, and a license amendment approved by NRC, prior to 
the use of MOX fuel in any U.S. reactor.
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in fission product gas production, the creation of a gee gap 

between the fuel and cladding combined with lower heat conductivity 

leads to a much larger risk for locelized fuel failure and 

melting.  

3.) Higher fission gas production 

Increased gas production threatens safety in at least three 

separate ways. The gas threatens the creation of a beat insulating 

gas gap between the fuel and cladding causing localized fuel 

melting, the gas creates pressure inside the fuel rods threatening 

cladding failure from bursting, and the gas threatens increased 

radioactive gas releases to the environment leading to an increase 

in local population exposures. The failure of DOE to admit to 

a doubling of Tritium production In HtL fuel, increased production 

of other gasses especially at higher burnups, and the threat this 

situation poses, should be a scandle.  

The plutonium Handbook (ibid) section on the Irradiation 

Behavior of UO-pO (section 20-3.2, pages 684-665) part (b) 
2 '2 

last sentence states, "ALL the irradiation specimens with the 3 
exception of two had a fission gas pienus to prevent excessive 

internal g.s pressures at the high burnups." I quote this to 

point out that nuclear engineers have known shout the fission gas 
production problem of plutonium fuels for a long time.  

40) Control Rods and Boron worth Reduction " 

Both uranium and plutonium can either fission or absorb 

neutrons. The likelyhood that either will occur is expressed 

by the unit barns, which technically is LO-28meters squared, 

or also, 0-
2 4 

centimeters squared, or a cross sectional area 

measuring a trillionth of a centimeter squared. Both uranium 

and plutonium have crowe sections for both fission and for 

capture. It turns out that plutonium is much more likely to 

absorb neutrons in the thermal energy region than uranium, 

or more precisely, the cross section for capture is 99 barns 

for uranium 235 and 269 barns for plutonium 239.

MR012
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Because plutonium absorbs so many thermal neutrons, the 

average energy (speed) of the remaining neutrons is higher (faster).  

The control rode are not as effective with faster neutrons, thus 

there is reduced control rod worth. There Is also reduced boron 

worth. Boron is often added to the reactor water to help control 

the reactor. (called a shim) As a result, it has been decided to 

add additional control rods to reactors using MOX fuel.  

A reduction in control rod effectiveness is eapirically 

provesbls and it definitely has an effect on reactor safety.  

This aspect is so important that it has already been decided to 

Increase theb umber of control rode in MCI fueled-reactors.  

The supplement should state that there Is indeed a safety problesm, 

and should state what exactly the LIVE plans to do to reduce this 

safety hasard. It is my contention that even with additional 

control rods, the reduction of control rod and boron worth will 

make MCX fueled reactors inherently less safe.  

5.) Power Peaking Problems 

Due to intense absorbtlon of thermal neutrons by plutonlum, 3 
there Is a tendency that an irregular power distribution results 

inside the core, producing a large power peak at the water-MOX 

fuel interface. This effect of Pick's Low can be stated that the 

rate of flow of the solute is proportional to the negative gradient 

of the solute concentration. In simply terms, because plutonium 

absorbs so many neutrons, there is a flow from uranium elements 

towards MCI elements (of neutrons) creating higher power levels 

around the NMI fuel elements.  

I do not argue that this problem is unsolvable, but rather 

that solving this problem introduces a factor into the lCMf fuel 

calculation which Increases the risk of an accident. The solution 

is to create zones within each fuel rods which have differing 

grades of plutonium concentration to offset the power peaking 

problem. The complexity of this solution introduces the possibility 

of errors in fuel construction, labeling, shipping and loading.  

@k 
"t MR012 
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6.) Stolchiometry of NtX Fuel 

The Plutonium Handbook (ibid) in the section on UO2-PuO2 

fuels states on page 665, ,'Unlfermsolid solution assures a 

short heat transfer time constant so that the negative Doppler 

effect of U-238 can offset the positive affect of Pu-239.".  

This is evidence that Pu-239 has a positive Doppler effect.  

The Doppler effect is the fuel temperature coefficient of 

reactivity* and is also ometimes called the prompt temperature 

coefficient. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires that 

the overall temperature coefficient be negative. The consequences 

of a positive coefficient are dire. If a coefficient i. positives 
then an increase in temperature causes an Incresse In reactivity 

which in turn increases temperature, producing a positive feedback 

loop that could cause rapid reactor disass-embly. By NRC requirements 

the combined temperature coefficients must be negative so that an 

increase in temperature causes a decrease in power thus limiting 

potentially dangerous transients.  

The above evidence quoted is that Plutonium 239 has a positive 3 
Doppler coefficient. This can be compensated for by properly mixing 

the plutonium oxide with uranium 238 oxide. According to the literature, 

grains of plutonium larger than about ten microns will cause Doppler 

coefficient problems. The problem is, an increase in temperature 

leading to an increase in reactivity. This is a safety problem.  

The problem Is stated, the evidence is clear, there is a 

solution, but there It an increased risk that a batch of NOX fuel 

won't be properly mixed. The word stoichiometry refers to whether 

s solution is completely uniform in mixture. NOX fuele mut be.  

7.) Moderator Coefficient 

Nuclear Redctor Engineering by S. Glaestone and A. Sesonske, t994 

Pub. by Chapman & Hail. nays on page 280. section 5.103, "Hence, 

there will be a tendency for the initial negative contribution to 

df/dT (from uranium-235) to become positive (from plutonium-239)." 

In english that mensn tro,ýble.  

8.) Decay Heat 

n) 
MR012
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9.) Delayed Neutron.  

Nuclear Reactor Engineering (ibid) page 110 puts the fraction 

delayed at Uranium 235 = .006% versus plutonium 239 = .00209.  

Uranium fission produces over three times as many delayed neutrons.  

Delayed neutrons control the reactor period. the speed with which 

changes in power can be made. A reactor with only prompt neutrons 

could not be controlled the reactor period would be too short, 

a matter of mitliseconds. The reduction from MOX fuel causes the 

DO and other countries to rely on only one third MHa reactor cores.  

Thus, there has already been some concession that this is a problem.  

The reduction of delayed neutrons smenan that one third N(t cores 

will always have fewer delayed neutrons. by several percent. This 

difference is not explored in any way in the supplement and this 

difference would tend to make the distance to an accident closer.  

10.) Prompt Neutron Lifetime 

The faster neutrons in MOX fuel already explained in #4.) have 

another effect. The average time it takes for a neutron to be 

emitted until it is absorbed or causes fission is the prompt 

neutron lifetime, typically about 24 millionths of a second for 3 
uranium fuel. The omission of the reduced safety margin from 

a shorter neutron lifetime should be included in the supplement.  

I say the increase in generations per second will be from 

about 41,000 generations per second of prompt neutrons to 

49,000 generations per second for NOX fuel, an estimated 1W% 

increase in generations per second. This eill decrease reaction 

times slightly during transients, thereby decreasing the safety 

margin to an accident.  

11.) mhbrittlement and Exposures 

Paster neutrons travel through more shielding. The supplement 

fails to account for the increased exposure to workers and Increases 

in neutron embrittlement to reactor components.  

12.) The Synergy Effect 

Just one-of the proceeding problems might not cause an accident, 

or significantly increase "the frequency of these accidents", but 

together: 

MR012
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Summary of the ways Mi fuel is Laees safe In reactors 

1. Plutonium h" a Lower melting point.  

2. plutonium does not conduct heat as well.  

3. Fission product gas production is higher.  

4. Control rod and boron worth is reduced.  

5. power peeking is wore difficult to control.  

6. Mixture of the fuel must be perfect.  

7. The much different moderator coefficient is troublesome.  

S. Decay heat production complicates shutdowns.and disposal.  

9. Delayed neutron reduction reduces safety margin.  

10. Noes prompt neutron liretimesr educes the safety margin.  

Ll. Worker exposure Increases and reactor embrittlement increase.  

12. Taken together there is a preponderance of evidence that 

MiX fuel might not be an safe as us-anium fuel.  

I therefore challenge the categorical statement made on page 

33 of the supplement that, "there is no empirical data available to 

support this." I have presented several expert sources of the subject 

to show that there are concerns about these problem. among exports.  

One aspect of the plutonium disposition process that can not be 

brought before experts is superstition, the thirteenth reason MOX 

is less safe. Plutonium in named after the god of the underworld 

Pluto. an object of fear and death. I fear that the greed of the 

nuclear industry will cause a huge catastrophe if they proceed.  

Mixing profit motive with ptutonium is unlucky. 1-m not afraid 

to use any arguement that happens to favor my position.  

To summarize my main points about the supplements the risk of 

earthquakes is lacking, the table of fission product ratios is 

lacking, and the categorical statement about accident frequency 

needs to be reexamined.

MR012
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DCRO02

The earthquake that damaged or destroyed the majority of structures in 
Charleston, South Carolina occurredlon August 31, 1886, and measured 6.6 on 
the Richter scale. Sixty people lost their lives and property damage was 
estimated at 5 to 6 million dollars. Effects in the epicentral region included 
about 80 km (50 mi) of severely damaged railroad tracks and more than 
1,300 krn2 (502 mi2) of extensive cratering and fissuring. Structural damage 
was reported several hundred kilometers from Charleston (including central 
Alabama, central Ohio, eastern Kentucky, southern Virginia, and western 
West Virginia).  

DOE Standards 1020-94, Natural Phenomena Hazards Design and 
Evaluation Criteria for Department of Energy Facilities (April 1994), 
and 1022-94, Natural Phenomena Hazards Characterization Criteria 
(Change 1, January 1996), discuss the need to assess construction design 
requirements against maximum historical earthquakes in a given region or in 
tectonically analogous regions. The proposed surplus plutonium disposition 
facilities would be designed against seismic loading associated with a return 
period of 2,000 years (Performance Category PC-3). In addition, there is a 
deterministic element to the process which also requires evaluation against 
maximum historical events. Other new facilities at SRS have been assessed 
against the Charleston earthquake for design adequacy and the proposed 
facilities at SRS would undergo the same assessment.
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DCRO01

DCRO01-1 MOX Approach 

Initial evaluations indicate that partial MOX fuel cores have a more negative 
fuel Doppler coefficient at hot zero power and hot full power, relative to LEU 
fuel cores for all times during the full cycle. These evaluations also indicate 
that partial MOX cores have a more negative moderator coefficient at hot 
zero power and hot full power, relative to LEU fuel cores for all times during 
the full cycle. These more negative temperature coefficients would act to 
shut the reactor down more rapidly during a heatup transient.

--I
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The fabrication of MOX fuel and its use in commercial reactors has been 
accomplished in Western Europe. This experience would be used for 

disposition of the U.S. surplus plutonium. The environmental, safety and 

health consequences of the MOX approach at the proposed reactors are 

addressed in Section 4.28. In addition, NRC would evaluate license 

applications and monitor the operations of both the MOX facility and domestic, 

commercial reactors selected to use MOX fuel, to ensure adequate margins 

of safety.  

DCRO06-2 Waste Management 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to WIPP and all generation 

of new plutonium waste. Only TRU wastes generated by the proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition facilities would be shipped to WIPP. DOE 

alternatives for TRU waste management are evaluated in the Final Waste 

Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statementfor Managing 

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 

(DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

Supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). As described in 

Appendix F.8. 1, and the Waste Management sections of Chapter 4, it is 

conservatively assumed that TRU waste would be stored at the candidate 

sites until 2016, at which time it would be shipped to WIPP in accordance 
with DOE's plans.  

As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 

produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial 

reactors. Spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected 

to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some 

of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very 

small fraction of the total that would be managed at the potential 

geologic repository.  

This SPD EIS assumes, for the purposes of analysis, that Yucca Mountain, 

Nevada, would be the final disposal site for all immobilized plutonium and 

MOX spent fuel. As directed by the U.S. Congress through the NWPA, as 

amended, Yucca Mountain is the only candidate site currently being

DCRO06-1 MOX Approach
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characterized as a potential geologic repository for HLW and spent fuel.  
DOE has prepared a separate EIS, Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
fora Geologic Repository for the Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High
Level Radioactive Waste at Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada 
(DOEUEIS-0250D, July 1999), which analyzes the environmental impacts from 
construction, operation and monitoring, related transportation, and eventual 
closure of a potential geologic repository. The immobilized plutonium and 
MOX spent fuel are included in the inventory analyzed in that draft EIS.

DCRO06-3 Waste Management

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding contamination of 
water resources in the vicinity of WIPP, although this issue is beyond the 
scope of this SPD EIS.  

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 
subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 
proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 
meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 
NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclearfuel from commercial 
power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 
displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective 
value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 
the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 
by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response DCRO06-2.

UK
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1. MOX is a bad idea 
2. DOE should hold hearings in all affected communities 
especially those near the chosen sites.  

PSR, along with many environmental and non-proliferation 
groups, supports the immobilization option and oppose the 

MOX option. For more see PSR's web site at: htp.// 
www.psr.org/cleanuppage.htm
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I WRO02-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach.  
DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach.  

Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the 

United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 

implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 

the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to 
implement similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in 

parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to the world of 

U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly 

as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to use 

the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

WRO02-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's request for public hearings in all 

communities affected by the use of MOX fuel, especially those near the 
proposed reactor sites. After careful consideration of its public 
involvement opportunities, including the availability of information and 

mechanisms to submit comments, DOE decided not to hold additional 
hearings on the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. In addition to the 

public hearing on the Supplement held in Washington, D.C., DOE provided 

other means for the public to express their concerns and provide 
comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site.  

Also, at the invitation of South Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE 

attended and participated in a public hearing held on June 24, 1999, in 
Columbia, South Carolina. Moreover, interested parties would likely have 
the opportunity to submit additional comments during the NRC reactor 

license amendment process should the MOX approach be pursued per 

the SPD EIS ROD.  

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of the immobilization-only 
approach. As discussed in response WR002-1, DOE has identified as its 
preferred alternative the hybrid approach.

I
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June 28, 1999 

United States Departnent of Ener•y 
Off n of Fisssile aterials Dispostion 
P.O. oB 23786 
I•hashi n, D.C. 20026-3786 
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fresh-t•ub souce.  

Restr my ples and" act accordingly. For thin I shall 
be truly gostefol.  

China Charter Toýnship 1arvisor 

1 trprosntctio Datid Boniur 
Tro Puitnan, Sn. Clhri Courty Adn• -tloraur 
Troey•m Igr. 6prsssnnstive

FRO07

Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel from LANL to Canada were part 
of a separate proposed action. DOE has prepared an Environmental 

Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment 

(DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed August 13, 1999, on 

fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to Canada. Because the 

Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be under renovation during 

the time of the proposed shipment, the route using that bridge was removed 
from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be viewed on the MD Web site 
at http://www.doe-md.com.

FRO07-1
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comments on the Suppement to the Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft 

Enviornmental EIlpact Statement (DO0/EIS-0283-DS) 
To the DOE, 

At the very least, the EIS should not be finalized UNTIL hearings are 

held in the communities close to the reactors that will be using M0X in the 

U.S.. It is unbelievable that the DOE would refuse to hold hearings in the 

communities that would be most affected.  

I am strongly opposed to the use of MOX in reactors, as it does nothing 

to stop the production of plutonium. It will be used as fuel to PRODUCE 

MORE plutonium. It also will end any pretense the U.S. has had for 

stopping the global proliferation of bomb-grade materials. It is also being 

done without the knowlege of most taxpayers in this country. We after all 

are the ones who will pay for clean-up, for additional cancers and 

leukemias, for an increased arms race, for the heightened spread of nuclear 

power throughout an ecologically fragile world. We are the ones who will be 

left with poisoned groundwater, and soils, as well as having to dedicate 

not only our time and money hut that of forseeable future generations to 

guarding the end "products- and endlessly repackacking them, when they leak 

(if that is indeed possible) lest all of the Earth's waters and soils and 

air become a toxic ruin.  
The International Joint Commission of the Great Lakes has stated that 

there are some substances that are so toxic they should not be produced in 

the Great Lakes. They call those substances persistant toxins. Plutonium 
easily mects the criteria - toxic substances with a half-life of 8 weeks 

in water, that bioaccumulate. plutonium also becomes 1,500 times more 

soluble to the human body if mixed with chlorine, according to Water Pit to 

Drink, a book found in most libraries in the state of Michigan. The 

International Joint Commission stated that the U.S. and Canadian 

governemests should begin phase-out of radioactive substances that fit this 

criteria, and they add that plutonium is indeed a radionuclide of concern.  

The U.S. DUE should heed these words from the International Joint 

Commission. It is one world. Toxins move by air, by water, through the 

soil. We should not use plutonium to make more plutonium, when there is no 

safe way to dispose of it. and when using it subjects workers to its 

possible toxicity. What a legacy we leave for the generations to comet 

What is worse is that this is done without taxpayers knowlege of the 

true costs, and with making a sham of democratic process. To deny hearings 

to residents around the three nuclear plants that would use MOX in the U.S.  

is a travesty of justice. To award contracts for production of MOX and 

irradiation of MOX fuel before the ElS is finalized and a record of 

decision is made. shows clearly that the DOE has rendered the NEPA process 

meaningless - that they are just going through the motions, and they do not 

even respect the taxpayers enough to go through all of then.

Cmotamination

.... Kay Cumbow 
Board Member. Citizens For Alternatives to Chemical 

Co-Founder, Citizens For a Healthy Planet

My address is 15184 Dudley Road, Brown City MI, 48416 

I will send a written copy, signed in the mail.

WRO10

1

WR010-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's view that DOE has refused to hold 

public hearings in the communities of the potential reactor sites that would 

use the MOX fuel. During the 45-day public comment period on the 

Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS, DOE held a public hearing in 

Washington, D.C., on June 15, 1999, and invited comments. After careful 
consideration of its public involvement opportunities, including the availability 

of information and mechanisms to submit comments, DOE decided not to 

hold additional hearings on the Supplement. DOE provided other means for 

the public to express their concerns and provide comments: mail, a toll-free 

telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Also, at the invitation of South 

Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE attended and participated in a 

public hearing held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina. Moreover, 

interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 
comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process should the 

MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD.  

As stipulated in DOE's phased contract with DCS, until and depending on 

the decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition are made and announced in the SPD EIS ROD, no substantive 

design work or construction can be started by DCS on the MOX facility.  

Should DOE decide to pursue the No Action Alternative or the immobilization

only approach, the contract with DCS would end. The contract is phased so 

that only nonsite-specific base contract studies and plans can be completed 

before the ROD is issued, and options that would allow construction and 

other work would be exercised by DOE if, and only if, the decision is made to 

pursue the MOX approach.  

WR010-2 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. The 

goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat of 

nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus 

plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner.  

Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, 

commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. To this end, 

surplus plutonium would be subject to stringent control, and the MOX facility
mmummmmommi
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would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 
construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 
U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 

of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 
completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For reactor 

irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating reactors 
to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation would 
be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.  

The environmental, safety and health consequences of the MOX approach 

in the proposed reactors are addressed in Section 4.28. Analyses in Chapter 4 
of Volume I for construction and normal operation of the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at the DOE candidate sites indicate there 
would be no discernible contamination to drinking water, either from the 
deposition of minute quantities of airborne contaminants into small water 

bodies or from potential wastewater releases. Therefore, it is estimated that 
no measurable component of the public dose would be attributable to liquid 

pathways. Further, because the candidate sites are located in Idaho, South 
Carolina, Texas, and Washington, the chances of the Great Lakes being 
affected are remote.
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach.  
Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United 
States important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing 

either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best 

opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar 

options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends 
the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce 

stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that 
would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 
weapons again.  

The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials through Michigan is 

beyond the scope of the proposed action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments 

of a small quantity of MOX fuel from LANL to Canada were part of a separate 
proposed action. DOE has prepared an Environmental Assessment for the 
Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, 

January 1999) andFONSI, signed August 13, 1999, on fabrication ofthe MOX 
fuel and its transportation to Canada. This EA and FONSI can be viewed on 
the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.  

The commercial reactors selected for the MOX approach include only those 
reactors whose operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the 

surplus plutonium disposition program. Furthermore, although no 
U.S. commercial reactors are licensed to use plutonium-based fuel, several 

are designed to use MOX fuel, and others can easily and safely accommodate 
a partial MOX core.  

The environmental, safety and health consequences of the MOX approach 
at the proposed reactors are addressed in Section 4.28. In addition, NRC 
would evaluate license applications and monitor the operations of both the 

MOX facility and domestic, commercial reactors selected to use MOX fuel, 
to ensure adequate margins of safety.

DCRO15-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE acknowledges the commentor's request regarding public hearings in 
the Michigan region. The irradiation of MOX fuel as discussed in the 
Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS involves proposed reactors located in

DCRO15-1
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North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia, and not the use of the Canadian 
Bruce reactors. DOE held a public hearing in Washington, D.C., on 

June 15, 1999, and invited comments. After careful consideration of its public 
involvement opportunities, including the availability of information and 

mechanisms to submit comments, DOE decided not to hold additional hearings 

on the Supplement. DOE provided other means for the public to express 

their concerns and provide comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, 
and the MD Web site.  

In the Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD, DOE retained the option to use 

some of the surplus plutonium as MOX fuel in reactors (e.g., the Bruce 
reactors), which would have only been undertaken in the event that a 
multilateral agreement were negotiated among Russia, Canada, and the United 

States. Since the SPD Draft EIS was issued, DOE determined that adequate 
reactor capacity is available in the United States to disposition the portion of 

the U.S. surplus plutonium that is suitable for MOX fuel and, therefore, while 
still reserving the CANDU option, DOE is not actively pursuing it. However, 

DOE, in cooperation with Canada and Russia, proposes to participate in a 

test and demonstration program using U.S. and Russian MOX fuel in a 

Canadian test reactor. This action is addressed in the Environmental 
Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment 

(DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) andFONSI, signed August 13,1999. IfRussia 

and Canada agree to disposition Russian surplus plutonium in CANDU 

reactors in order to augment Russia's disposition capability, shipments of 
the Russian MOX fuel would take place directly between Russia and Canada.  

4N
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April 29,1999 

Freorico Pena, Secretary 
Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Avenue SW 
Washington, D.C. 20585 

Dear Mr. Pena: 

I have enclosed Resolution #9 adopted by the City Counidl of the 
City of Port Huron, In oppos.tion to the transportation and use of warhead 
plutonium throughout the Great Lakes Basin.  

Please ensure this resolution of forwarded to the appropriate 
department so that our objection is officially noted.  

Sincerely, 

Steven G. Miller 

Mayor 

SGM/rch

MR002
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Resoltuion #9 
April 26, 1999 

Cocurnolember Sample-Wynn offered and moved the, adoption of the following 
resolution: 

WHEREAS, the United States Department of Energy has developed a plan to 
"dispose of a large portion of the Soviet and U. S. stoop'ie of fside materials (weapons
grade plutonium and highly enriched uranium) and, in particular, by producing MOX which 
is weapons grade plutonimn mixed with uranium oxide: and 

WHEREAS, the Department of Energy, along with Russia, plans to transport and 
test MOX at Chalk River, Canada, with the eventual plan to transportmuch iarger amounts 
for many years for use in CANDU reactors. induding the Bruce reactors on Lake Huron; 
and 

WHEREAS,.the Great Lakes Basin contains one-fifth oftie world's fresh waterand 
95% of the United States' fresh Water, provides drinking water to 40 million residents, 
provides a safe place to live, work and recreate, and provides a home to diverse and 
unique wildlife and plants; and 

WHEREAS, the unplanned release of plutonium as a result of a traflo or shipping 
accident or terrorist attack could have considerable consequences to the Great Lakes 
Basin; and 

WHEREAS, due to a publicoutcryin 1998, the Blue Water Bridge was successfully 
removed from the proposed MOX test routes; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED thatthe Port Huron City Council opposes 
any and all teats in the Great Lakes Basin of Russian and U. S. warhead plutonium 
converted to MOX that are planned by the United States Departnent of Energy; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Port Huron City Council opposes the 
transportation and use of warhead plutonium converted to MOX throughout the Great 
Lakes Basim; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the 
United States Department of Energy Office of lssaie Materials Disposition and each of our 
appropriate federal and state elected officials.  

ADOPTED/R•GiWR• UrUANIMOUSLY

1

I hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of a resolution 
adopted by the Port Huron City Council at its regular meeting of April 26, 1999.  

Pauline X. Repp. CRC/AAE 
City Clerk MROO2

MR002-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentors' opposition to the transportation and 
use of weapons-usable plutonium in MOX fuel. In the Storage and 

Disposition PEIS ROD, DOE retained the option to use some of the surplus 
plutonium as MOX fuel in CANDU reactors, which would have only been 

undertaken in the event that a multilateral agreement were negotiated among 
Russia, Canada, and the United States. Since the SPD Draft EIS was issued, 
DOE determined that adequate reactor capacity is available in the United 

States to disposition the portion of the U.S. surplus plutonium that is suitable 
for MOX fuel and, therefore, while still reserving the CANDU option, DOE is 
not actively pursuing it. However, DOE, in cooperation with Canada and 
Russia, proposes to participate in a test and demonstration program using 

U.S. and Russian MOX fuel in a Canadian test reactor. This action is addressed 
in the EnvironmentaI Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture 

and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999. If Russia and Canada agree to disposition Russian surplus 
plutonium in CANDU reactors in order to augment Russia's disposition 

capability, shipments of the Russian MOX fuel would take place directly 
between Russia and Canada.

LA
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I am alarmed at the idea of using surplus weapons plutonium 

in fuel for nuclear reactors (known as mixed-oxide or MOX 

fuel). A better method of disposition would be to immobilize 

the plutonium - that is, to mix it with ceramic or glass and to 

provide a radioactive barrier to further prevent theft and 

diversion. This would solve some problems without as many 

safety risks.  

It is not demonstrably safe to use MOX fuel in existing 

reactors, almost none of which are designed to run on 

plutonium fuel. According to a study released by the 

Nuclear Control Institute in January, the use of a one-third 

core of warhead plutonium fuel in U.S. nuclear reactors could 

result in up to a 37% increase in cancer risk to the public in 

the event of a severe accident. That is irresponsible and 

unacceptable, and furthermore, no citizen especially wants 

the government to give him cancer.  

In addition, it is unconscionable to implement such a 

program without involving the public on more than the 

present superficial level.  

Minatom officials claim that plutonium is a valuable energy 

resource. Yet by their own estimates, plutonium-based 

nuclear energy will be more expensive than uranium-based 

nuclear energy for at least several decades. US officials say 

that MOX is not being pursued for its energy value but 

rather that it has been chosen to facilitate quick disposition 

of plutonium in Russia. However, immobilization is likely to 

be a much faster and cheaper method of plutonium 
disposition than MOX.  
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I WRO07-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the use of surplus 
weapons-grade plutonium in MOX fuel and irradiating it in nuclear reactors.  
DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 

both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 
important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 

approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 
for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 

technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

DOE does not agree that the MOX approach is inherently more dangerous 
than the immobilization approach. DOE and NAS have conducted studies to 
compare risks, including the nuclear material security and proliferation risks 
of alternatives analyzed in this SPD EIS. These studies include the 
Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile 

Material Storage and Excess Plutonium Disposition Alternatives 

(DOE/NN-0007, January 1997), Proliferation Vulnerability Red Team Report 

(SAND97-8203, October 1996), Management and Disposition of Excess 

Weapons Plutonium (NAS, 1994), andManagement andDisposition of Excess 

Weapons Plutonium, Reactor-Related Options (NAS, 1995). As discussed 

in Section 4.28.2.5, studies by NAS have led it to the following conclusion: 
"no important overall adverse impact of MOX use on the accident 
probabilities of the LWRs involved will occur, if there are adequate reactivity 

and thermal margins in the fuel, as licensing review should ensure, the main 
remaining determinants of accident probabilities will involve factors not related 
to fuel composition and hence unaffected by the use of MOX rather than 
LEU fuel." 

The environmental, safety and health consequences of the MOX approach 
at the proposed reactors are addressed in Section 4.28. In addition, NRC 
would evaluate license applications and monitor the operations of both the 

MOX facility and domestic, commercial reactors selected to use MOX fuel, 
to ensure adequate margins of safety.
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WRO07-2 Facility Accidents 

While it is understood that there are differences from the use of MOX fuel 
versus LEU fuel, these differences are not expected to result in substantial 
changes in the frequency of severe accidents in MOX-fueled reactors. Because 
differences between MOX fuel and uranium fuel are well characterized, they 
can be accommodated through fuel and core design. The fabrication of 
MOX fuel and its use in commercial reactors has been accomplished in 
Western Europe. This experience would be used for disposition of the 
U.S. surplus plutonium. Before any MOX fuel is used in the United States, 
NRC would have to perform a comprehensive safety review that would include 
information prepared by the reactor plant operators as part of their license 
amendment applications.  

This SPD EIS analyzed several reactor accidents, including both design basis 
and beyond-design-basis accidents. For MOX fuel, as compared to LEU 
fuel, there is an increase in risk, about 3 percent, for the large-break 
loss-of-coolant accident (the bounding design basis accident). The largest 
increase in risk for beyond-design-basis accidents is approximately 14 percent 
for an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident at North Anna. In the 
unlikely event this beyond-design-basis accident were to occur, the expected 
number of LCFs would increase from 2,980 to 3,390 with a partial MOX core 
and prompt fatalities would increase from 54 to 60. Both of these accidents 
have an extremely low probability of occurrence. At North Anna, the likelihood 
of a large-break loss-of-coolant accident occurring is 1 chance in 48 thousand 
per year and the likelihood of an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident 
occurring is 1 chance in 4.2 million per year.  

WRO07-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

The SPD Final EIS was not issued until specific reactors had been identified 
and the public had an opportunity to comment on the reactor-specific 
information. As part of the procurement process, bidders were asked to 
provide environmental information to support their proposals. This 
information was analyzed in an Environmental Critique prepared for the DOE 
source selection board prior to award of the MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services contract. DOE then prepared an Environmental Synopsis 
on the basis of the Environmental Critique, which was released to the public 
as Appendix P of the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in April 1999. This 
Supplement included a description of the affected environment around the 
three proposed reactor sites, and analyses of the potential environmental 
impacts of operating these reactors using MOX fuel (Sections 3.7 and 4.28 of 
this SPD EIS, respectively). During the 45-day period for public comment on
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the Supplement, DOE held a public hearing in Washington, D.C., on 
June 15, 1999, and invited comments. For those interested parties who could 
not attend the hearing, DOE provided various other means for the public to 

express their concerns and provide comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and 
fax line, and the MD Web site. Further, interested parties would likely have 

the opportunity to submit additional comments during the NRC reactor license 

amendment process should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS 
ROD.  

WRO07-4 Cost 

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com. These documents, as well as data reports and 

documents used in the preparation of this EIS, are available in the public 

reading rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and 
Washington, D.C.  

Operation of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities is expected 

to take approximately the same amount of time for either the immobilization

only approach or the hybrid approach. The difference in timing for the 

hybrid approach is associated with the amount of time that MOX fuel would 

be irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors.  

As shown in the cost report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for 
Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), 

it is expected that the hybrid approach, which includes both immobilization 

and MOX fuel, would be more expensive than the immobilization-only 

approach. However, pursuing the hybrid approach provides the United 

States important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing 
either approach by itself as discussed in response WR007-1.
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Nonproliferation

Fresh MOX fuel in commerce presents a proliferation threat as 

the plutonium in it can be removed and used for weapons 

purposes. A 1997 DOE non-proliferation assessment of 

plutonium disposition found "that fresh MOX fuel remains a 

material in the most sensitive safeguards category, because 

plutonium suitable for use in weapons could be separated 

from it relatively quickly and easily." 

Instead of solving the problem of placing plutonium into safe 

and secure forms, a MOX program is likely to promote further 

plutonium processing and use, something that is undesirable 

on environmental, safety, economic, and non-proliferation 

grounds.  

Plutonium disposition programs must include significant and 

meaningful public input, including access to all information, 

including costs and operating records of the various actors 

involved in a disposition program. The public in the 

communities most directly affected should have ample 

opportunity for meaningful input into the decision-making 

process. All US funding of Russian programs should be 

contingent on compliance with the appropriate environmental 

and public process laws.
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In order to address security against terrorist-related incidents, all intersite 
shipments of plutonium for the surplus plutonium disposition program would 

be made using DOE's SST/SGT system. This involves having couriers that 

are armed Federal officers, an armored tractor to protect the crew from attack, 

and specially designed escort vehicles containing advanced communications 

equipment and additional couriers. Further, DOE does not anticipate the 

need for any additional security measures at reactor sites, other than for the 

additional security applied for the receipt of fresh fuel. Commercial reactors 

currently have armed security forces, primarily to protect against perimeter 

intrusion. There would be increased security for the receipt and storage of 

fresh MOX fuel, as compared with that for fresh LEU fuel, for additional 

vigilance inside the perimeter. However, the increased security surveillance 

would be a small increment to the plant's existing security plan. After 

irradiation, the MOX fuel would be removed from the reactor and managed 

with the rest of the spent fuel from the reactor, eventually being disposed of 

at a potential geologic repository built in accordance with the NWPA.  

WRO07-6 Nonproliferation 

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 

a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 

conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 

owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 

the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 

down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 

reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 

reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation 

would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.

General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

This comment is addressed in response WR007-3.

WRO07-8 DOE Policy

For fiscal year 1999 (starting October 1998), theU.S. Congress appropriated 
funding to assist Russia in design and construction of a plutonium conversion 

facility and a MOX fuel fabrication facility. This fimding would not be 

expended until the presidents of both countries signed a new agreement.

WRO07-5
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In July 1998, Vice President Gore and former Russian Prime Minister Sergei 
Kiriyenko negotiated the Agreement on Scientific and Technical Cooperation 
in the Management of Plutonium that enables the two countries to explore 
mutually acceptable strategies for disposing of surplus weapons-usable 
plutonium. The U.S. and Russian governments are currently working on 
their respective plutonium disposition programs under a Joint Statement of 
Principles which was signed by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin on 
September 2, 1998, in Moscow. The two presidents agreed on principles to 
guide implementation of this program by building industrial-scale facilities in 
both countries. In 1999, negotiations are proceeding for a Bilateral Plutonium 
Disposition Agreement to enable the United States and Russia to work 
together to ensure that the disposition facilities are technically viable and 
that progress is made on implementing the selected approaches. Through 
these agreements and others that may be negotiated, the United States is 
attempting to work with Russia to safely disposition its surplus plutonium.
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June 15, 1999 

United States Department of Energy Office ofFissile Materials Disposition Washington, DC 

Re: Supplement to the Draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact Statement 

My name is Louis Zeller. I am on the staff of the Blue Ridge Environmental Defense 

League where I have studied and commented on nuclear issues since 1986. [1have read the 
documents provided by the DOE including the Supplement Draft SPD EIS, Appendices K & M, 
the Environmental Synopsis, and materials from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and others.

We oppose the use of plutonium fuel in commercial power reactors. The planned use of 
mixed oxide, or MOX fuel, in the reactors operated by Duke Power and Virgina Power sets a 
dangerous precedent in the nuclear industry by needlessly exposing many people to the risk of 
additional radiation exposure from a plutonium fuel-powered plant accident. Safety hazards in 
nuclear plants are a combination of human and technical errors. Both types of error are noted in 
the Nuclear Regulatory Cumnission's most recent Plant Perforrmance Review of the McGuire, 
Catawba, and North Anna reactors. The nuclear dice are loaded because of the inherent hazards 
in these plants. DOE will be engaging in a crap shoot if it moves forward with the MOX plan.  

First, I must say that the DOE's Environmental Synopsis is at least two steps removed 
from the original data which the DOE required offerers to submit in its Request For Proposal 
(#DE-RP02-98CH10888). Third-hand information does not provide a sufficient level of detail 
required for a thorough independent analysis. I hereby request that DOE make all information on 
the MOX project submitted by DCS (Duke Engineering & Services, COGEMA Inc., and Stone 
& Webster) available for review to members of the affected public. Also, I request that the data 
be provided before the close ofthe written public comment period. These data include: 
"* DOE's Environmental Critique 
"* DCS environmental data and analyses for design, licensing, construction, operation, and 

eventual decontamination and decommissioning of a MOX facility, 
"* DCS environmental data and analyses for irradiation of MOX fuel in existing domestic, 

commercial reactors, 
"* DOE projections of populations surrounding the proposed reactor sites and evaluations of air 

dispersal patterns, 
"* Oak Ridge National Laboratory data on the expected radionuclide activities in MOX fuel 

compared to that in low enriched uranium fuel used in reactor accident analyses, and 
"* DCS data used in computer models for determining radiation doses from normal operations 

and accident scenarios.  

Second, the Environmental Synopsis contains an NRC Systematic Assessment of 
Licensee Performance (page 4) for the Catawba, MeGuire, and North Anna nuclear power 
stations. The SALP rates the reactors as good to superior. However, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission has suspended the SALP program in favor of Plant Performance Reviews.  
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DCRO05-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the use of weapons
grade plutonium in MOX fuel and irradiating it in commercial reactors. DOE 
has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing both 
immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important 

insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 
by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for 

U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 

possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the potential environmental impacts of 

operating Catawba, McGuire, and North Anna, the reactors that would use 
the MOX fuel. There would be no expected releases of plutonium from the 
proposed reactors occurring from normal operating conditions. Furthermore, 
annual doses to an MEI at each of the plants are estimated to be small
i.e., McGuire, 0.31 mrem; Catawba, 0.73 mnrem; and North Anna, 0.37 mrem.  

All of these doses fall within stringent NRC 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 50 
regulatory requirements and are much lower than radiation annually received 
from natural background sources.  

This SPD EIS also analyzed several reactor accidents, including both design 
basis and beyond-design-basis accidents. For MOX fuel, as compared to 
LEU fuel, there is an increase in risk, about 3 percent, for the large-break 
loss-of-coolant accident (the bounding design basis accident). The largest 
increase in risk for beyond-design-basis accidents is approximately 14 percent 
for an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident at North Anna. Both of 
these accidents have an extremely low probability of occurrence. In the 
unlikely event this beyond-design-basis accident were to occur, the expected 
number of LCFs would increase from 2,980 to 3,390 with a partial MOX core 
and prompt fatalities would increase from 54 to 60. At North Anna, the 

likelihood of a large-break loss-of-coolant accident occurring is 1 chance in 
48 thousand per year and the likelihood of an interfacing systems 
loss-of-coolant accident occurring is I chance in 4.2 million per year.t 
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PPR's were completed in March 1999 for these reactors and rate all three merely "acceptable." 
The PPR's note shortcomings in ice condenser maintenance and inspection in McGuire and 
Catawba reactors and corrosion of service water pipes and auxiliary feedwater pipes (the only 
source of water for steam generators when the main feedwater system fails), and examples of 
poor engineering perfornance at North Anna and Catawba.  

McGulre NRC Plant Performance Review March?25 1999 

These Duke Power plants in North Carolina began operation in 1981 and 1983. The 
following exerpts are from the NRC's PPR: 

"...shortcomings in oversight of diesel generator vendors were noted." 

"Several human performance errors during routine plant evolutions were identified..." 

"Minor program and procedure problems still indicate room for improvement. In addition to 
core inspections, a regional initiative inspection is planned for ice condenser inspections during 
the. Unit 2 refueling..." 

"An area for improvement was engineering programs and processes such as ... procedures and 
work instructions for maintenance and calibration of instrumentation.  

"... some fire protection system maintenance material conditions weaknesses have been noted..." 

"Self-identified problems with fire barrier penetration seals were reported to the NRC and 
improvements are being made." 

Catawba NRC Plant Performance Review March 25 1999 

These Duke Power reactors began operation in 1985 and 1986. The following exerpts are 
from the NRC's PPR: 

"Unit I experienced a forced outage of approximately three weeks in duration due to blocked 
flow channels in portions of the ice condenser." 

"Engineering performance continued to be acceptable but declined since the last assessment as a 
result of emergent issues rooted in shortcomings in engineering's performance." 

"Exarmnples of poorly supported or non-conservative operability or root cause determinations 
were noted." 

"Problems in maintenance programs and processes included examples of surveillance 
deficiencies for ventilation systems and ice condensers."

DCRO05
Case qutarnvilere

Section 4.28 was revised to include information on the latest Plant Performance 
Reviews for each reactor. This information was not available at the time the 
Environmental Synopsis was prepared. As noted by the commentor, the 
reactor operations at each of the plants were assessed by NRC to be 
acceptable. (In 1999, NRC began to perform plant performance reviews instead 
of the systematic assessments of licensee performance. At that time, NRC 
changed its rating system from adjectives of acceptable, good or superior, to 
one of acceptable or unacceptable.) 

While it is acknowledged that there were shortcomings at the proposed 
reactors noted in NRC's Plant Performance Reviews, these shortcomings 
have been evaluated and corrective actions are in place to avoid future 
concerns. As part of the plants' continuous improvement programs, the 
results of NRC reviews, and other evaluations, audits and inspections are 
continuously reviewed and used to improve plant performance.  

DCRO05-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

The SPD Final EIS was not issued until specific reactors had been identified 
and the public had an opportunity to comment on the reactor-specific 
information. As part of the procurement process, bidders were asked to 
provide environmental information to support their proposals. This 
information was analyzed in an Environmental Critique prepared for the DOE 
source selection board prior to award of the MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services contract. DOE then prepared an Environmental Synopsis 
on the basis of the Environmental Critique, which was released to the public 
as Appendix P of the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in April 1999. This 
Supplement included a description of the affected environment around the 
three proposed reactor sites, and analyses of the potential environmental 
impacts of operating these reactors using MOX fuel (Sections 3.7 and 4.28 of 
this SPD EIS, respectively). During the 45-day period for public comment on 
the Supplement, DOE held a public hearing in Washington, D.C., on 
June 15, 1999, and invited comments. Responses to those comments are 
provided in Volume III, Chapter 4.

With regard to the information requested, all of the Environmental Critique 
information is included in the Environmental Synopsis in Appendix P. The
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"The engineering performance decline was the result of deficiencies in auxiliary building 

ventilation system testing, an overheating event of the upper surge tank, and degraded conditions 

in the Unit I ice condenser. While the issues were ultimately resolved properly, each had roots 

in poor engineering performance." 

North Acnn NRC Plant Performance Review March 24 1999 

The North Anna reactors operated by Virginia Electric and Power Company started up in 

1978 and 1980. The following exerpts are from the NRC's PPR: 

"...several examples of inadequate or untimely problem resolution were noted." 

"A number of human performance problems, especially during refueling outages, indicates a 

decline in operations performance during infrequently performed evolutions." 

"...poor material conditions of the auxiliary feedwater pipe tunnels and continued problems with 

microbiological induced corrosion in the service water system,..." 

"...however a negative trend was noted in the area of problem resolution. There were 

performance-based examples of inadequate corrective actions where equipment problems were

not aggressively pursued and corrected. The initial proposed corrective action for a violation 

involving pipe supports not installed in accordance with the drawings was inadequate. Only after 

NRC involvement was adequate corrective action initiated. Corrective actions to resolve 

corrosion of the auxiliary feedwater tunnel pipe supports which had been identified in September 

1996 were also inadequate. An AFW safety system engineering inspection (SSE[) conducted in 

July 1998 concluded that the system met the design basis requirements, however, mechanical 

calculations had numerous discrepancies." 

The Department of Energy's selection of DCS and the planned utilization of'Virginia 

Power and Duke Power reactors must be opened to fall public scrutiny. Are these the best 

reactors in the nation? If so, the MOX program is already on shaky ground. Additional 

information is required to fully assess the safety of this program.  

Finally, please consider additional public hearings in the vicinity of the turee, reactor sites 

before closing the public comment period. I enclose as part of my testimony a videotape of 

speakers who attended a grassroots-sponsored People's Hearing in Charlotte, NC on February 22, 

1999. Please include their remarks in your decision-making.  

Thank you for the opportunity to present these remarks today. We plan to submit 

additional information before the end of the comment period.

Lees, Zeller
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projections of population around each of the reactor sites are included in 
Appendix K along with a comparison of the amount of each radionuclide in 

MOX fuel versus LEU fuel. The data used in determining doses from normal 

operation is discussed in Sections 3.7 and 4.28 and can be found in publicly 

available Final Safety Analysis Reports published by Duke Power and Virginia 

Power and referenced in this SPD EIS. Additional data can be found in the 

MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility and Nuclear Power Reactor Data Report 

(DOE/MD-00 15, August 1999). This report is available by contacting DOE 

through its Web site at http://www.doe-md.com, by phone or fax at 

1-800-820-5156, or through DOE's public reading rooms.  

Before any MOX fuel is used in the United States, NRC would have to 

perform a comprehensive safety review that would include detailed 

environmental information submitted by DCS and the reactor plant operators 

as part of their license applications. The fabrication of MOX fuel and its use 

in commercial reactors has been accomplished in Western Europe. This 

experience would be used for disposition of the U.S. surplus plutonium.  

Further, interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit 

additional comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD and the 

community near the proposed MOX facility would be able to submit comments 

during the 10 CFR 70 licensing process.  

DCRO05-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's request for additional hearings in the 

vicinity of the proposed reactor sites. After careful consideration of its 

public involvement opportunities, including the availability of information 

and mechanisms to submit comments, DOE decided not to hold additional 

hearings on the Supplement. DOE provided other means for the public to 

express their concerns and provide comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and 

fax line, and the MD Web site. Also, at the invitation of South Carolina State 

Senator Phil Leventis, DOE attended and participated in a public meeting 

held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 

as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional
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representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 

groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 

Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 
proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. As stated in 

response DCRO05-2, interested parties would likely have the opportunity to 

submit additional comments during the NRC reactor license amendment 
process. The comments from the videotape of two public hearings are 

addressed in the responses identified as DCRO05A and DCR005B.
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Attachment 1: Transcript of Blue Ridge Environmental Defense 
League Videotape of March 12, 1999 

My organization is Women's International League for Peace and 
Freedom, and it is an organization that has branches all over the 
world including in Russia, and I hope that maybe we can have a 
chance to talk maybe a little about connecting through our 
organizations. Now I'm going to take no more time and turn to 
Lou Patrie who is with Physicians for Social Responsibility and he 
will talk for just a minute about his organization.  

Lou Patrie:....including the members who are here to take part in 
the evening's meeting. We have chapters that are nationwide and 
we think we have one of the smaller more active chapters in the 
country. We are also affiliates with the international organization, 
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War, so 
we've been involved in many aspects of anti-nuclear campaigns 
from the initial claim that there's no defense against nuclear warfare, 
there's only prevention and I think many of the things we're here 
tonight [to discuss] have to do with that same issue. So we 
welcome you all and I turn the meeting over to Fran Macey who is 
with Earth Island Institute and take over from here.  

Along with Enid Shriver, my colleague, at the Earth Island Institute 
in San Francisco, some of you may have heard or seen David 
Brower, a great environmentalist and he founded the Earth Island 
Institute and at 85 is still very actively President of it and speaking 
everywhere. I was happy to be in Atlanta a few years ago and do 
a presentation on nuclear guardianship that some of you might 
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have been participating in. Because I've been concerned with 14 
nuclear issues for a long time. For 10 years I've been working with 
Russian environmental activists, including a number who are 

guests tonight, so what we're [doing] this evening is part of a 
long program of collaboration between America, Russian, Ukranian, 
Jordan environmental activists. It started before the dissolution 
of the Soviet Union. We were very inspired that citizens of the 
Soviet Union started their own environmental organizations when 
it was still dangerous to have independent organizations there. Y 
These were the perestroika days of Modema Choc [sp?] and that 
movement has grown and you're going to meet some of the leaders 
of that movement tonight. We have people from 6 different cities 
in Russia stretching from Siberia to St. Petersburg and they all are 
heading organizations that are in cities in the shadow of nuclear 
power plants. And in one case a very important nuclear weapons 
complex. So there are big issues for them of radioactive 
contamination and the danger of nuclear facilities. These issues 
have become particularly sharp recently as the Russian and 
American governments have discussed the use of plutonium from 
dismantled weapons, warheads, the use of the plutonium in civilian 
reactors for the generator of electricity. And we're very happy 
that we have Mary Olson with us tonight who is one of our 
country's experts on this subject of the use of plutonium in reactors.  
Which is called MOX fuel, mixed oxide fuel or MOX fuel, and 
she'll next be talking about that and how it affects your particular 
region, your particular neighborhood. So this is a very timely 
evening, this is a very current issue, both in Russia and in America 
and particularly in North Carolina and South Carolina, and Georgia, 
and in Virginia where we're going next for reasons you'll soon 
hear but I have a feeling you already know by the nods I see in the 
audience, because you're well informed of the subject obviously.  
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So I want to briefly introduce our Russian guests who have come 
so far and who have spent with us some days in Washington 
meeting with many citizen groups and specialists and will be 
returning there to meet with members of Congress and their staff 
on Thursday the 181h and some White House officials on Friday 
the 19h, particularly people engaged in negotiations at the 
government level. We've been engaged at the citizens level in 
international collaboration particularly with the leader of this 
delegation Lydia Popova, would you hold up your hand....and 
she worked for many years in the nuclear industry as a researcher 
and a scientist in the Soviet Union, and I consider her a whistle 
blower. She decided to leave, and she can tell you the reasons, I 
hope you will, the nuclear industry, which is a very elite, was in 
her case, a very elite high status position and she began working 
with a non-governmental organization like so many represented 
in this room tonight and she now heads the center for nuclear 
ecology which I find a fascinating phrase, [it] suggests all the 
implications, all the impacts and interactions. Ecology is about 
interaction isn't it? And inter-dependence. So nuclear ecology 
points us at all the interactions that the nuclear industry, nuclear 
activity can have. So it's the center for nuclear energy, nuclear 
ecology, and energy policy, and she had some network of activists 
who are educating the public in many cities around Russia and 
Ukraine about nuclear developments and particularly in their own 
backyards and most currently about MOX fuel, and plutonium 
use in reactors. We also have Oleg Bodrov [who] is a nuclear 
engineer, [a] physicist who also worked in an institution of a nuclear 
industry in Russia, near St. Petersburg, 50 miles only away in 
Sosnovyy Bor, and he is also a whistle blower, he decided that he 
wanted to leave, what was a very good research position, 
designing reactors for submarines and testing them in order to
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create an environmental organization called Green World which he 
has headed for years and he has been very active in using the 

Internet, the whole electronic communication opportunities and 

puts out a wonderful bulletin, both in English and Russian, on 

nuclear developments in northwest Russia and I am inspired 

because he has a vision of a nuclear free Baltic ocean basin, imagine 

a vast area like the Baltic involving so many different countries 

being without any nuclear weapons or facilities or dangers, in 

other words, for the local populations and our grandchildren. We 

also have Leonid Piskounov is a PhD physicist from the Ural 

mountains which has a very intense concentration of nuclear 

facilities. He lives in the city of Eketerinburg and has been studying 

with other scientists there on an independent basis, the radioactive 

contamination of a particular power plant there, which is the only 

one to use plutonium as fuel, at least in Russia. So he is very 

knowledgeable about potential consequences of using plutonium 

in reactors and he was able to tell the press about that this morning 
in a press briefing and did so very well. We have Olga Pitsunova 

[sp?]. Olga is from Saratov from the beautiful Volga River that I 

had the good opportunity of spending 10 days on one time. And 

she heads an environmental organization that's been working both 

on nuclear problems and on the problem of dismantling chemical 

weapons. Which they, the government chose to do in the Saratov 
area, and her organization has been opposing that. She will talk 

about the reactors in her region that are designated to be some of 

the V experiments with plutonium MOX fuel. We have Irina 

Reznikova [sp?] she is from the Don River area and Volgodonsk 

city and she has been fighting the construction and opening of a 
nuclear power plant for over 8 years and it's still not been opened, 

still not been completed, and she is working hard to get a 

referendum there to put that power plant to sleep. Finally we have
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Vladimir Belaev and he is in the Siberian city of Krasnoyarsk which 
is very famous for producing plutonium for nuclear weapons. They 
therefore have nuclear reactors there and some of them are still 
operating and producing plutonium. Among the only ones in the 
world that are still producing plutonium and he is a journalist, 
photographer, environmentalist, organizer. He's organized already 
3 international conferences on the environmental consequences 
of the nuclear industry. I've been able to participate in some of 
those and they've been very informative and inspiring. So I hope 
you feel with me, that it's a privilege to be able to meet with them 
tonight and to hear their stories and to hear your response to 
them. So I'll ask Mary Olson to brief you more on the substance 
of this delegation's trip.  

Mary Olson: I'm going to set my timer, because I want to be brief.  
But I want to mention to you that I work for a national organization 

based in Washington, DC that works with communities that are 
affected by nuclear program, specifically nuclear energy and the 
waste from nuclear power reactors. So we've had the honor and 
privilege of working with the people in North Carolina on so
called low-level waste issues and also the mobile Chernobyl 
proposals in Congress and now we have a new issue facing this 
region and this proposal will undoubtedly affect the south east.  
The question is, in what ways? And ultimately I think Ilam here to 
tell you a brief story. Because I'm happy to see people here who 
are probably hearing about this for the first time. So those of you 
who have heard this story before please understand that we all 
need to remember why we're talking tonight. Back at the time of 
the Manhattan Project in 1945 where the Trinity Bomb was tested, 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki were destroyed by nuclear weapons.  
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Russia, then the Soviet Union and the U.S. were allies. But as 
history would take us forward we entered into the Cold War, and 
during those years, like mad men and women, neither country 
considered what they would do with all the weapons if one side 
were to win the cold war. We kept making more, and more, and 
more plutonium, and more and more bombs out of the plutonium 
until we had not only hundreds of bombs, not only thousands of 
bombs, but tens of thousands of bombs. Now we must remember, 
we still have these bombs and we're even designing new ones, but 
it was a wonderful day when President Bush and President 
Gorbachov decided to start taking some of these weapons apart, 
and I personally am still celebrating that moment because I think it 
says something about human nature and our ability to choose life 
and the ability to cooperate and work together.  

And I think it's something we have to hold on to in this story now 
about the plutonium. Because this decision to take apart the 
weapons created a new problem and that problem is what do you 
do with the plutonium to keep it from becoming another weapon 
again. Many of you have heard that if we had some plutonium 
setting here, if it was in the metallic form, we would be very worried 
if it was going to explode, but it wouldn't be something we could 
inhale, we wouldn't be eating it, it wouldn't be coming inside our 
bodies and someone could pick it up and walk out the room and 
take it away and make a bomb out of it. So there's a lot of security 
issues around plutonium pits that are dismantled from the warheads.  
The problem is how do we take those pits and make them 
unavailable. I'm first going to tell you about the alternative that is 
only the lesser idea in the U.S. and it's not currently planned in 
Russia at all, but this program is called immobilizing plutonium and 
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by immobilizing it we are taking it and putting it in a form where 
someone can not steal it easily and where it will move in the 
environment less. I'm not going to say its going to be safe. I 
don't believe that, but immobilizing, impeding the motion in the 
environment. How would we do this? We would actually take the 
plutonium and turn it in to a ceramic form. It looks like a puck, it's 
called a puck, like a hockey puck, and those pucks are stacked 
inside a tennis can, it looks like a tennis can, it's actually stainless 
steel, but the same size and many of these cans would be put into 
a large 10 foot tall cannister which is also made of steel, and into 
this cannister would be loaded wastes left from making the bombs 
in the first place. It's almost like a re-marriage after a divorce, OK.  
We take the plutonium out of the irradiated fuel and we leave 
behind these highly radioactive wastes in large tanks at Savannah 
River Site and at Hanford in Washington State, Savannah River 
Site is in South Carolina. So these wastes are setting here. They 
are being currently put into glass form anyway. It is like Pyrex 
glass. They take the radioactivity out of the liquid and then they 
put into glass and its being put into large 10 foot tall canisters 
anyway. So the difference in this picture is we put the plutonium 
in ceramic and put it inside there. Now I think that there's problems 
with handling plutonium no matter what, and I work for an 
organization that will only report this to you. We will not jump up 
and down and say this is the program we should pursue, but I 
work with many organizations, including some in this room who 
do advocate this as the path forward. So now that's my halfway 
marker. What's the other plan? It's the one we're talking about 
tonight. This is the plan where the nuclear cartel, I will call them.  
Some are government, some of them are in quasi-private 
corporation, and some of them are in private corporations. This 
would be Duke Power, Virginia Power, Cogema from France, which 
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is a government corporation, British Nuclear Fuels from England, 

the Department of Energy, and Minatom from Russia. They are 

planning together, that the idea would be to take this plutonium 

from warheads and make reactors fuel out of it for commercial 

reactors. So in this picture we're processing the plutonium again, 

the goal is the same, were going to make it highly, highly radioactive 

by putting it in the reactor. But there are many steps that are not 

the same as immobilization. One of those is the transportation of 

MOX fuel from Savannah River Site, where it would be produced 

in SC, into NC, and into Virginia. This fuel is a proliferation risk 

because it is not highly radioactive yet, and it is weapons-grade 

plutonium. It would be on the roads and on the rails in North 

Carolina. The second issue is that when we put plutonium into 

reactors, these reactors were designed for uranium fuel. Uranium 

and plutonium have different physics. I'm not going to go through 

that right now, but in our discussion if you have questions about 

well what are those differences, I'd be happy to tell you about that.  

But, they are different, and we can document this and I can tell you 

that the differences increase the likelihood of a reactor accident.  

We're talking about the Catawba reactors, the McGuire reactors, 

and the North Anna reactors in Virginia. Go further, we're not only 

talking about increasing the possibility of an accident, but a recent 2 

study that was just published has shown that the consequences 
of an accident, that really was a severe accident and the fuel was 

vented, like at Chernobyl. The core with plutonium fuel has much 

more radioactivity inside, it has much more plutonium inside, it has 

much more heavier than plutonium elements, called actinides, 

inside, and if these are vented, the impacts on the population, on 

the people, on the communities that would be affected, are greater, 

in proportion to the amount of plutonium that is in there. If you 

have a full replacement of uranium fuel with plutonium fuel, it will 
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Weapons-grade plutonium, including plutonium being shipped to the 
immobilization facility, is considered aproliferation risk. It would be transported 

in DOE's SST/SGT system. As described in Section 2.4.4 and Appendix L, 

the SST/SGT is a specially designed component of an 18-wheel tractor-trailer 

vehicle. Although details of the vehicle enhancements are classified, key 

characteristics are not, and include: enhanced structural supports and highly 

reliable tie-down system to protect cargo from impact; heightened thermal 

resistance to protect the cargo in case of fire; deterrents to protect the 

unauthorized removal of cargo; couriers who are armed federal officers and 

receive rigorous training and are closely monitored through DOE's Personnel 

Assurance Program; an armored tractor to protect the crew from attack and 

advanced communications equipment; specially designed escort vehicles 

containing advance communications and additional couriers; 24 hour-a-day 

real-time monitoring of the location and status of the vehicle; and significantly 

more stringent maintenance standards.

DCRO05A-2 Facility Accidents

While it is understood that there are differences from the use of MOX fuel 
versus LEU fuel, these differences are not expected to result in substantial 

changes in the frequency of severe accidents in MOX-fueled reactors. Before 

any MOX fuel is used in the United States, NRC would have to perform a 

comprehensive safety review that would include information prepared by 

the reactor plant operators as part of their license amendment applications 

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.  

This SPD EIS analyzed several reactor accidents, including both design basis 

and beyond-design-basis accidents. For MOX fuel, as compared to LEU 

fuel, there is an increase in risk, about 3 percent, for the large-break 

loss-of-coolant accident (the bounding design basis accident). The largest 

increase in risk for beyond-design-basis accidents is approximately 14 percent 

for an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident at North Anna. In the 

unlikely event this beyond-design-basis accident were to occur, the expected 

number of LCFs would increase from 2,980 to 3,390 with a partial MOX core 

and prompt fatalities would increase from 54 to 60. Both of these accidents 

have an extremely lowprobability ofoccurrence. At North Anna, the likelihood
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be a doubling of cancers from such an accident. If it's a 1/3 

replacement, as the proposals are talking about, it would be a 33% 
increase, 1/3 more. So its in direct relation to how much plutonium 

is in the core. So this program will cost more money, because for 
one thing the U.S. is planning to pay not only the costs of utilities 

in this country with tax payer dollars, but also the entire Russian 

plutonium fuel program. And while helping with plutonium 
disposition in Russia is a good idea for some people, there is this 

alternative that could be pursued there, as well as here, called 
immobilization of plutonium. And we stand here telling North 

Carolina that you are an affected community by this program and 
that you need to know about this and you need to not leave this in 

the hands of the nuclear utilities because they are working with 
plutonium interests at the international level to promote this. Now 

the last thing I want to tell you is that soon you will hear that a 

major contract has been awarded and the only group that is trying 

to get this contract at this time is led by Duke Power and Virginia 
Power and Cogema and it would all happen at Savannah River Site 

in terms of making the plutonium fuel, and also processing the 

plutonium prior to that, and also the immobilization program is at 

the Savannah River Site. However, this contract is only an initial 

phase of the program, it does not have any money in it for large 

facility construction, it does not have money for changing the 
reactors for using plutonium fuel. That will come in a subsequent 

contract, and subsequent contract award. So while there'll be big 
news that the deal is done in fact, we are still in a research and 

design phase in the U.S. and we have not yet finished an agreement 
with the Russian government which is also a condition for that 

second contract. So I'm very excited that we have citizen-to
citizen contact with Russian people who have reactors in their 

communities just as you have the Duke Power reactors in your
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of a large-break loss-of-coolant accident occurring is 1 chance in 48 thousand 
per year and the likelihood of an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident 

occurring is 1 chance in 4.2 million per year.  

DCRO05A-3 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of alternatives that consider 

only immobilization. DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid 

approach. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides 
the United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 

implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 
the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 

similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 

sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 
reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 

that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 
weapons again.  

The United States is not paying utilities to use MOX fuel. The MOX facility 

would produce nuclear fuel that would displace LEU fuel that utilities would 

otherwise have purchased. If the effective value of the MOX fuel exceeds 

the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then the contract provides that 

money would be paid back to the U.S. Government by DCS based on a 

formula included in the DCS contract.  

The United States and the other G-8 nations (Group of Eight industrialized 

nations: Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Russia, and 

United States) are supporting plutonium disposition efforts, both financially 

and by providing technical assistance, in Russia because these countries 

consider it vitally important to ensure that weapons-usable nuclear material 

does not fall into the hands of terrorists or rogue states. Russia considers the 

plutonium a valuable resource that can be used for energy production.  
Sensitive negotiations between the two countries have indicated that the 

Russian government accepts the technology of immobilization for low

concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but that the MOX approach 
would be considered for higher-purity feed materials.
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state, that are also affected by this same program. And it's such a 
beautiful place here in Asheville and I'm thrilled to finally see it, So.  
Thank You.  

.........thank you for coming to meet with us today. Russian people 
who are concerned about the global environment and who found 
friends in the U.S. with whom they can share these concerns. So 
Fran and Mary so nicely introduced us, and described the program 
that I should probably better talk about Russian environmental 
movement and to tell my personal story, how I got involved, and 
what I'm doing now. For 21 years, I used to work for the Ministry 
of Atomic Power of the Soviet Union. We call it Minatom now.  
Earlier it had a very peculiar name, a secret name, the Ministry of 
Medium Machine Building, so no one could guess what they were 
doing. Like Manhattan Project, absolutely, and my job was 
analyzing nuclear fuel cycle, to look at different kinds of fuel, 
whether to use uranium or plutonium in the fuel, and what would be 
the impact on the economy and all this stuff. And unfortunately I 
could see that Minatom was not interested in the problems which 
were emerging in the world, I mean the problem of radioactive waste 
management, and the problem of dismantlement of aging nuclear 

power plants. I tried to pull this information, which I received from 
libraries, from the foreign magazines, from British and American 
which were published in English and then tried to draw attention to 
these problems and they were totally neglected. So I always loved 
nature. My ancestors are from countryside, they were peasants, 
and I have a deep affection to the countryside, the forest, to clean 
water in lakes, I love it very much and of course what I saw and 
what I heard from the experts, who also worked nuclear industry 
about contamination, and dangers, and accidents and they just 
were talking between themselves about this, got me more and more 
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The commentor is correct that DOE awarded a contract to the team of Duke 
Engineering & Services, COGEMA Inc., and Stone & Webster (known as 
DCS), in March 1999 to provide MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services, 

and that agreements between the United States and Russia will affect surplus 
plutonium disposition in the United States. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, 
the services to be provided include design, licensing, construction, operation, 
and eventual deactivation ofthe MOX facility, as well as irradiation of MOX 
fuel in six domestic, commercial nuclear reactors. The Request for Proposals 
for the contract defined the activities that could be performed prior to issuance 
of the SPD EIS ROD. These activities include nonsite-specific work primarily 
associated with the development of the initial conceptual design for the fuel 
fabrication facility; and plans (paper studies) for outreach, long lead-time 
procurements, regulatory management, facility quality assurance, safeguards, 
security, fuel qualification, and deactivation. No construction, fabrication, or 
irradiation of MOX fuel would occur until the SPD EIS ROD is issued. Such 
site-specific activities would depend on decisions in the ROD.  

In July 1998, Vice President Gore and former Russian Prime Minister Sergei 
Kiriyenko negotiated the Agreement on Scientific and Technical Cooperation 

in the Management of Plutonium that enables the two countries to explore 
mutually acceptable strategies for disposing of surplus weapons-usable 
plutonium. The U.S. and Russian governments are currently working on 
their respective plutonium disposition programs under a Joint Statement of 
Principles which was signed by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin on 
September 2, 1998, in Moscow. The two presidents agreed on principles to 
guide implementation of this program by building industrial-scale facilities in 
both countries. In 1999, negotiations are proceeding for a Bilateral Plutonium 
Disposition Agreement to enable the United States and Russia to work 
together to ensure that the disposition facilities are technically viable and 
that progress is made on implementing the selected approaches. The United 

States does not currently plan to implement a unilateral program; however, it 
will retain the option to begin certain surplus plutonium disposition activities 
in order to encourage the Russians and set an international example.
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frustrated and I started looking for the contacts with environmental 

organizations in Russia and I thought where there is anybody 

interested in the environment like with me. And once I saw an 

announcement about the socio-ecological union, an environmental 

organization, has a meeting and they invite people citizens in 

Moscow to come and to see them. So I went, and I was really very 

impressed by the presentations of these people, and by themselves, 

and when they asked people to give their coordinates if they want 

to somehow support the movement and help it, I sent my phone 

number and wrote that I am an expert on nuclear power and I'm 

very much interested in alternative energy and people contacted 

me in a while and I consulted them on the issues which were in my 

field of expertise. And then in 1990, the socio-ecological union 

received it's first grant from the W. Alton Jones Foundation and I 

was invited to come and work for that organization full time. And 

for me it was really very hard decision because I had to lose some 

good medical care, which I could get in the Ministry, for example, 

to lose in salary, totally change my life, to have some new job I was 

not quite aware of, so I had a lot of space for initiatives when I 

came to work for this organization. But my husband told me, you 

are so frustrated that just change your life, its time to change your 

life and I did it. And for me it was very new, very interesting 

experience and I met all the wonderful people first in, from the 

Soviet Union and in Russia and Ukraine and in middle Asia and 

some of these people are here. I met people, very courageous 

people, who live in Siberia in shadow of nuclear military facilities 

and they had very good contacts with whistle blowers, so for me 

it was a new and amazing transformation that was very closed, 

very secret facilities, where people reported who about discharges 

of radioactivity, and dumping of plutonium containing waste into 

the environment and I did my best to support such people to help 
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them and later on when environmental movement in Russian met 
their counterparts in the U.S. and I first met Fran Macey and then 
I met Dina Tribeman and there were many other Americans and I 
traveled in the U.S. more than 12 times since 1990, and I helped my 
Russian colleagues to make such contacts. Fran Macey and me, in 
1993, Fran receive grant from some American foundations and we 
organized this [team] of the Russian activists who were struggling 
[to stop?] production of materials which could be used in nuclear 
weapons to the U.S. and then a group of American activists the 
next year came to Russian. And this exchange of the delegates, of 
exchange of ideas of the delegates, was very, very productive.  
And now we saw that its time probably to activate such work 
because we saw that we believe that our governments are acting in 
not quite the right direction. The disarmament which gave so 
much inspiration to citizens was going the wrong way, that 
laboratories still continue on designing new weapons, as the 
governments are arguing about where the plutonium was smuggled 
in Russia, whether the nuclear scientists defected from Russia to 
Iran or not. And very little attention is given really to these 
dangerous stuff, how to handle it safely and securely, and we 
believe that their idea to use plutonium, dangerous material, as a 
source of energy, was very bad idea and we see that the nuclear 
industries in our countries, back-up each other, they want 
expansion, they want development, they want to survive, and so 
they innovated this new [Love Shares] Program. It's not [Love 
Shares]. Its danger for citizens, its danger for our children and for 
our grandchildren because plutonium, it always little by little goes 
thru the stacks of the MOX fabrication plants, of nuclear power 
plants. It sits in the environment for 250,000 years and until it 
decays totally and it effects human health, when it is accumulated 
and then inhaled or ingested. And we believe that if it's not quite

5
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DOE understands the environmental and health impacts of plutonium, and 
would design, build, and operate the proposed surplus plutonium disposition 
facilities using today's stringent environmental, safety and health 
requirements. This SPD EIS analyzes the potential environmental impacts 
associated with implementing the proposed activities at the candidate DOE 
and reactor sites. The results of these analyses are presented in Chapter 4 of 
Volume Iand summarized in Section 2.18.  

The Joint Statement of Principles signed by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin 
in September 1998 provide the general guidance for achieving the objectives 
of a future bilateral agreement to disposition surplus plutonium in the United 
States and Russia. Sensitive negotiations between the two countries have 
indicated that the Russian government accepts the technology of 
immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but that 
the MOX approach would be considered for high purity feed materials. Since 
it is vitally important to ensure that weapons-usable nuclear material does 
not fall into the hands of terrorists or rogue states, the United States has 
accepted Russia's position. Issues related to financing other projects in 
Russia are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS.
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a good element for production of electricity in our countries we 
believe that there are new, there are more other opportunities. In 
Russia 50% of energy is just lost in the environment [in leaks], in 
heat pipes, appliances, and Russia has very big potential for 
energy savings, energy conservation and energy efficiency. And 
Russia has big potential for renewables. There are areas where 
renewables, where windmills, could be used in the way they are 
being used in California for example. So the money that the 
government and the industry wants to direct onto the MOX 
program we believe could be used in a better way on completion 
of the construction of storage facilities for excess weapons 
plutonium, on energy conservation, energy efficiency, and 
renewables, and this will help to activate and to help the Russia 
economy, not MOX program. Because MOX program in Russia, 
it's not just burning excess weapons plutonium and forgetting 
about it. The nuclear industry will create infrastructure and it 
will be in the U.S. the same will create infrastructure for recycling, r) 
they call it recycling plutonium. Can you imaging any other t.  

industry which is allowed to recycle with the production of huge 
amounts of radioactive waste? This is only nuclear industry 
and we do not think that this is recycling. We think that this is 
destruction of the environment and that is why we came here, 
and we were very happy when we were invited to come here. It 
was not easy because you know that, when the governments 
have tense relationships it always reflects on citizens so for us it 
was not easy for us to get visa's to come here. American 
Embassy was not very friendly until Fran reached some top 
officials in the Embassy and just required that Russians get 
visa's to come to the U.S., but we did it, and we're here and we 
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met very interesting, experience people and we met citizens who are 
interested in the problem and who are friendly to their possible 
friends overseas. Thank you very much.  

I am scientific support for our delegation, we have Leonid Piskounov 
from Ekaterinburg. He is part of the organization which consists of 
retired and active scientists and engineers and they do monitoring 
of the environmental situation around the nuclear power plants 
with is just 35 kilometers or less than 20 miles away from the city of 
Ekaterinburg where Leonid lives and they are not only doing 
monitoring, they also do their own independent environmental 
impact assessment, and with the results they get, while operation 
of nuclear power plant, they manage to discover accidents which 
were concealed from the public and environmental hazards of these 
accidents, and they provided this information to the regional 
government, and government announced moratorium on the 
construction of a new unit, which the nuclear industry wanted to 
build on this site and Leonid will tell how they work themselves.  
Thank you.  

My name is Alice and I am translating.  

I represent a citizens organization called the Committee for Radiation 
Safety. The city is called Ekaterinburg, it's in the Ural mountains 
and we represent the Committee for Radiation Safety. We work on 
monitoring radioactivity that's released from the, even the so-called 
peaceful, working of the nuclear power plant there, and what we
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have discovered can be said to have immeasurable effects, not 
only on the present population, but on future generations. In the 
whole world, including in your country, a great amount of 
radioactivity has accumulated. There has still been no safe way 
found of protecting the people from the effects of exposure to the 
radiation and no way of storing this radioactive material for the 
next decades and over the next centuries. Using plutonium as 
MOX fuel will only contribute to increasing the radioactivity levels 
and not decreasing them. And this will bring about unforeseeable, 
horrible results. MOX fuel has already been tested in small amounts 
in the Krasnoyarsk reactor near Ekaterinburg where Leonid works.  
These experiments have resulted in raising the levels of 
contamination from radiation that already exists in the Ekaterinburg 
region of the Ural mountains, only this is a new kind of 
contamination, this is plutonium contamination. A few months 
ago we did research in the city of Ekaterinburg which is a city of 
one and a half million residents. We discovered plutonium 
contamination in the city. This is a result of the Beloyarsky power 
plants normal operation, and accidents which we were formerly 
unaware of. This plutonium contamination is two times higher 
than the global fall-out from testing of nuclear weapons. The fall
out in such countries as Italy, Great Britain and other countries.  
During the use of breeder reactors, of the type that we have in 
Beloyarsky which are not used anymore in the U.S. and the 
technology which the U.S. dismisses as a viable technology, is 
still being used across Krasnoyarsk as well as a new breeder reactor 
of even greater capacity, which is being constructed there. So the 
breeders in Beloyarsky are giving off radioactivity as a 
consequence of normal operation and even more in cases of 
accidents or incidents. There was another case which we still 
know only a little about. So this will mean that releases into the
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environment of tritium, which is even more dangerous than 
plutonium into the environment. In American reactors and Russian 
reactors there's no possibility yet of containing tritium and 
preventing releases of it. We discovered tritium last year in the 
drinking water of the citizens of Ekaterinburg. If we continue to use 
the breeder reactor there, and even another breeder reactor of greater 
capacity, then we could expect an increase in Down Syndrome among 
children. This has already occurred around certain reactors in 
Canada. You probably know about this pretty well already. We 
believe it's absolutely crucial for the citizens and scientists from all 
the countries of the world, especially those that have plutonium 
weapons, to work together to prevent using plutonium as reactor 
fuel, and to try to prevent further accidents from occurring. You all 
know about the catastrophe at Chernobyl and how it affected all the 
countries of the Northern hemisphere. If you imagine an accident 
of even ½ that scale, but using MOX fuel, plutonium fuel, it's difficult 
to even foresee what kind of results could occur. Many kinds of 
diseases, such as cancer and changes in genetic material could 
occur by the release of plutonium into the environment, into the 
water, into food. That's why our Committee for Radiation Safety is 
working and speaking out against the use of MOX fuel in the 
Beloyarsky breeder reactors. We have 2 scientists working on our 
staff who are designers of the Bilibino and Beloyarsky and another 
reactor and they perfectly were understand the dangers that such 
power plans can create for the people. That's exactly why they 
have come tojoin our citizens committee to try to protect the populace 
from such dangers. Thank you.
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I think we shall move to the activist part of the meeting delegation 
and we shall ask Olga Pitsunova [sp?] from Saratov from Volga 
River, it's really very beautiful river, to tell about her organization 
and the problems they meet and how they cope with the problems.  

Olga: Good evening dear friends. I'm very happy to see all of you 
at this meeting, and I will try to talk in English, but my English is 
not very well, and I hope that it will be understandable for you.  
My name is Olga Pitsunova [sp?] I am from Saratov it is a big city 
on the Volga River. It's about 1 million citizens and we have near 
Saratov a big nuclear power station 4 reactors with capacity of 
one thousands megawatts and I'll tell you a short story about my 
organization and our activities. We started our activities as an 
informal environmental group and 1998 - 1999.with the help and 
support of many other groups and individuals shutdown the 
chemical weapons disposal plant and now the main mission of our 
organization is to support [any of those] grass roots communities 
and citizens in the protection of their rights for health, environment, 
and [for future], Leonid and Mary already say to you why we 
confront the nuclear industry in using MOX fuel in civil reactors.  
Because nuclear industry and plutonium economy is development 
as [to ?] and because both of them are very dangerous for our 
environment, health and our future. In 1999, we stopped the 
construction of two reactors of Bluvonia station. It was a very, 
very successful time for environmental movement. We not only 
we, but other environmental activists have success in the activity 
and during this time we stopped fuel reactors and [?] against 
nuclear power stations. We right now, I mean environmental 
movement of Russia, not my organization only. But, now its very 
hard very difficult time for Russians and environmental [?] and for 
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Russian citizens because nuclear industry became very, increased 
their pressure for the citizens. They want to develop their plans of 
using MOX fuel or plutonium fuel in civil reactors. They know that 
they can get money from America for these plans and so we decided 
that we can confront successfully only when we all join together 
and we started a wake-up campaign in our region. We went to the 
citizens, to the communities and tried to explain to them why this 
plan is unacceptable for citizens, why they are dangerous and what 
nuclear industry [?] It was the V, time, last year, that we know about 
the plants of using MOX fuel in the Bluvonia power station reactors 
and nobody in our region knows about these plans. We know 
about these only from our American friends and it formed a bond in 
our region. And now we try to create a association of villages and, 
towns, and communities all villages, towns, communities around 
Bluvonia power stations. To confront successfully of nuclear [?] 
and I hope that you will joint efforts and for this. Thank you for 
your attention.  

We're going down to the South in Russia, we have an activist Irina 
Reznikova [sp?] from Volgodonsk which is maybe about 1,000 miles 
to the south of Moscow and she has an organization which for 10 
years held off completion of the construction and start up operation 
of nuclear reactors which were projected by the nuclear industry 
for the use of MOX fuel.  

Irina: Our organization, which I represent is 10 years old just as 
perestroika in Russia is 10 years old. One might say that at this 
moment 10 years ago the anti-nuclear movement in Russia began 
to be born. Radiation knows no boundaries, and radiation is ecology 
and not politics. I'm very pleased to have this opportunity to 
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communicate among the continents, which is an opportunity that 
has only arisen recently. So in Russia we say that we now have a 
mission as people's deputies, and non-governmental, non-profit 

organizations can now go ahead of politicians. That is the way it 
should be, and we must influence the politicians. Because in the 
modem world radiation has become politics, political. But all 
together we can manage to do quite a lot. In our region, the place 
where I come from, we are now preparing a great campaign for a 
regional anti-nuclear referendum, and of course this is a little bit 

more complex in Russia, than here, because in Russia there are 

laws, but they don't work very well, and when laws don't work 
very well, that's a scary thing. So this trip, here to visit you, must 
have an international resonance. The last words I'm going to say 
are the words of my 7 year old granddaughter when she saw me 
off on my trip here. She said grandma I believe that all together 
you will win over evil. Here we are on the threshold of the 2111 

century, we must bring out progress and not catastrophe.  

Lydia: ...... and then it will be a story about the weapons production 
facility. We have here Oleg Bodrov from Sosnovyy Bor and he's 
a physicist and nuclear engineer as Fran mentioned, but he left his 

institute, governmental organization and established, was a co

organizer of the non-governmental organization the Green World 
which basically deals with the problems of radiation safety in the 
region and this is really a very, very beautiful region on the shore 

of the Gulf of Finland and the shore is called [Grispines ?]and just 
maybe 1 hour drive from the nuclear power plant. There is a nature 

reserve where swans have to rest they fly to the north and there '
are thousands of swans and they will come just a month. The 
government had plans to expand the nuclear power plant there 
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and to build 6 more reactors designed specifically to be loaded 

100% of the core by MOX fuel. But Oleg will tell the story about 

the very bad shape of the nuclear power plant, of aging destroying 

the walls and equipment. He will show you some photographs 

and he will tell more.  

Oleg: Thank you Lydia. Ladies and Gentlemen, I arrive here from 

St. Petersburg region. This is as you can see the Baltic region, and 

this is place where the biggest nuclear power plant in the Baltic 

Sea region. There are about 4 nuclear reactors like in Chernobyl 

and they continue to produce electricity there, but I'd like to begin 

my story, my personal story. I was a physicist in research 

technological institute in this city, it is a small city Sosnovyy Bor if 

you translate to English it is Pine Forest or Pine Wood. It is a really 

nice place and at once when I went to my job to research 

technological institute to, we had planned to tests, nuclear reactor 

for submarine, but in this morning it was not my duty because at 

night was huge explosions and all building was destroyed. It was 

state secret 20 years ago, but now it is not any secret anymore. It 

was not nuclear accident, but some people was killed in this 

moment. It was signal for me that it was not possible to have 

absolutely safety nuclear reactors. And I went, and I changed my 

job and I began to investigate ecological situations in eco lab and 

we investigated environmental problems around the Leningrad 

nuclear power plant and around research technological institute 

where 3 nuclear reactors for submaries and during certain years, I 

was like researcher, like scientist, in this laboratory and after the 

Chernobyl, I understood that it was not environmental laboratory, 

not ecological laboratory, because we have a lot of information but 

it was not published of this information because this lab I receive
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money from Minotom of Russia and in this case I go away from 

this lab and begin to be active in Green World, non-governmental 

charity organization, and me and my colleague from Sosnovyy 
Bor and from St. Petersburg to focus public opinion in our region 

that the problem in Sosnovyy with four nuclear reactor like in 

Chernobyl and 3 nuclear reactors for submarine. It is not only 

local problem for Russia but for the whole Baltic region. There are 

in nine countries, about 90 million people and only one accident 

on one of the 27 reactors would be great problem for all these 

countries, but maybe you know in Sweden, was a referendum and 
they decided to close nuclear power plants in Sweden and the 

same decision made in Germany, but at the same time Siemens 

from Germany, support Russian atomists for the project, was very 
very hard [640] nuclear reactors and they plan to use 100% MOX 

fuel in this type of reactor and they decided to build this nuclear 

reactor in Sosnovyy Bor, too, so it will be really support for the 

export danger rules from Germany to Russia and the main reason 

for this to produce electricty in Russia and to export to German.  
And in the same time it is not only MOX problem, not only problem 

for the Baltic Sea region, because Russian atomists and nuclear 

specialist from U.S. suggested to use MOX fuel and in this case it 
will be problem not only for the Russians not only for the States 

but for our whole planet and I think we need to stop this process 
now. Because, if this plutonium economy will start, it will not be 

possible to stop this process. Thank you. The problem with the 

spent fuel storage in Sosnovyy Bor. During 25 years Leningrad 

power plants produced electricity, but they produced not only 

electricity, but spent fuel. It is high-level of radioactive waste.  

There is not any technology for repetition of this spent fuel and 

they collect the spent fuel to the building near the Baltic Sea. In 

this picture you will see and there are only 90 meters from this
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storage and the Baltic Sea and I will show you the condition of this 

building. There are many cracks you will see and this is leakages.  

Q: Is the building itself radioactive? 

Yes, all spent fuel, about 5,000 stones, it is about 15 [50?] Chemobyl 
accidents, like 80-90 meters from the Baltic Sea and in this case 

when we asked people to, we need to find solution for this problem, 

it is not possible to continue, it's terrible, but local authorities at 

the same time support it they have [no] money for this storage, but 

they have money to continue building 640 nuclear reactors with 

MOX fuels. So I think it terrible and there's this place where they "7 

began to build this MOX fuel reactor, a light water reactor. At the 

same time there are no panics in Sosnovyy Bor, this is nuclear 

power plant and these are people at the beach. WHY? Because all 

people in this city Sosnovyy Bor, about 60,000 people who are 

connected with nuclear industry, 80% percent of the city is nuclear 

money and they want to continue this way.  

Q: On the map, the little red things are those ...... ? [QUESTION 
CUT OFF] 

..... to the east now to Siberia, Vladimir will tell about the problems 

related to the production of nuclear weapons materials for nuclear 

bombs. He lives in the city of Krasnoyarsk which holds 1.5 million 

people and it is located 50 kilometers, about 30 miles, away from 

this huge plutonium production facility which was built just inside 

the mountain, underground. It is totally located underground and
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in one book I read that for construction of this facility the 
workers had to excavate the same amount of ground that has 
been excavated to produce Moscow Metro, Moscow Subway.  
So the story related to this facility is really horrible, but we 
have an energetic and optimistic activists who managed when 
he was just started, his activity as an environmentalist he 
began publishing a newsletter, Environmental Herald. And in 
the 1 V issue he published a map with silos of rockets in the 
Krasnoyarsk region so I didn't ask him how he managed to 
get his secret information, but he publicized it and KGB was 

searching for him, was looking for him and the print shops 
where copies of the newsletter were printed but this time 
Radgina [?] was lucky he was elected as a Deputy of the 
Regional Council so he had immunity and despite all these 

interest from KGB which I could also see when Radgina [sp?] 

organized the conferences on radiation and nuclear safety in 

Krasnoyarsk. But Radgina [sp?] continues his work, as a 

journalist, as a photographer, as very active environmentalist.  
Thank you.  

Radgina [sp?]: We used to have three reactors at our site, in 

1992, two of the reactors were closed, the 31d one continues to 

operate and produce weapons plutonium. I only know of 

three reactors in the world that are creating weapons-grade 

plutonium now, and all three are in Russia. Two in Tomsk and 

one in Krasnoyarsk. In 30 years of operations of the reactors 

in Krasnoyarsk there's been contamination of the Yenisey 

River of the North Sea to the Arctic Sea. The ministry of 

Atomic Energy wants to build the largest factory in the world 

for reprocessing for irradiated nuclear fuel. Radioactive wastes !" 

are also injected underground in Krasnoyarsk. If we account 00 
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for all of the radioactivity of the waste in Krasnoyarsk region, with 
all of the facilities there, it would amount to 70 Chemobyls. And 
Minatom still wants to build another storage facility for irradiate 
nuclear fuel, and if these crazy ideas of Minatom are brought into 
force then we will have something like 200 Chernobyls. So in our 
little visit here in America we have found out that the Americans 
also want to help bring theses waste to Krasnoyarsk, to develop 
plans, for examples for Japan nuclear waste to come to Krasnoyarsk, 
Taiwan and South Korea, as well. But I think this could never 
happen because our people are very proud and optimistic and our 
organization has been around for 10 years and we know how to 
fight against Minatom. For example, Minatom put a huge tunnel 
under the Yenisey River for carrying radioactive waste under the 
river, from one side of river to the other, and thanks to the protests 
by the citizens, we stopped this in 1990. So millions of dollars were 
thrown to the winds, and this tunnel is just lying there, it doesn't 
really serve anything. We made some new friends here in America 
this visit and I hope that we altogether can become even stronger 
our actions against the crazy plans of the U.S. Department of Energy 
and the Ministry of Atomic Energy in Russia. The bureaucrats in 
both American and in Russia think only about today and they 
don't care at all about the future, and where they're going to live 
and how it's going to be. We have one earth and we have to take 
care of it. Thanks for your attention.  

Speaker[?]: I'm all the more shocked at what governments lay 
upon us and upon our grandchildren. Can anyone of us imagine 
what 240,000 year is? Out written history is what 3,000-4,000 maybe 
5,000. It's just a little fraction, but plutonium, as we've heard, has 
a half-life of 24,000 year and radioactivity continues for 10 times
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the half-life. So this plutonium is going to be toxic for all living 
organisms, including humans, for 240,000 years. It's just 
unimaginable, its just in effect forever. When the Department of 
Energy for example was planning to bury underground radioactive 
wastes in New Mexico, all they could think of the longest term the 
could think of was 10,000 years. It was going to be dangerous for 
at least 10,000 years. So they let out a contract, invited people to 
provide warning signs for the nuclear waste depository. They 
said the assumption you have to make is that it would still be there 
in 10,000 years, that the English language will no longer be used or 
known by people living in that area, so your sign has to convey 
the danger without using the English language. We're just dealing 
with scales here that humanity has never dealt with before. The 
earth has dealt with it, but the human part of the earth has not. So 
this really stretches our imagination. But it also needs to inspire 
our will. It's been very dangerous in Russia, in earlier times, to not 
only distrust the government, but to speak skeptically about 
government policies. These people have been brave enough to 
do that before the dissolution of the Soviet Union before the end 
of dictatorial power. I must say I feel I'm not doing nearly as much 
as we have freedom to do, to stop this kind of nuclear tractor, 
steam roller, that we're confronted with. So, you may have some 
questions or comments and we'd love to hear them and love to 
turn this now into a dialogue and you can decide who of the 
Russians would be most appropriate to address comments or maybe 
Kitty or PSR.
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Speaker[?]: I'm here in American for 8 years, I lived in Ukraine, it's 
not far away from Chernobyl. So that's one reason also to be here 
in American because you want to go away and have no radiation, 
you know, [?] a big family and I believe that people who are doing 
that are doing a good job. That's what everybody has to do, 
because stuff like this kills people and in my opinion we have to 
help each other, not to kill, but to help to survive. I'm very glad to 
see people from my country come here and talk about problems 
like this and you know I'm proud of that, so they spend their time 
and money to do stuff like this and I hope that we can do something 
here in America to help here and there to stop it. I don't' know 
what else to say .....  

Speaker[?]: Of organizations that will stop MOX, stop plutonium 
fuels in this country, stop plutonium fuel in Russia and so I'm so 
pleased with the number of people here tonight but I'm a little 
shame faced that we didn't come away with enough hand-outs for 
you so if you have signed up on the sign-up sheet that went 
around, we will send you a follow-up packet. There is also some 
discussion about a declaration that individuals and member groups 
can get involved in. Certainly those of us who are in the Southeast 
can work together to break up the Duke Consortium because if we 
were able to break up, Duke, Virginia Power, Cogema and the other 
members of the consortium then we would strike a real blow to the 
plutonium fuels program and help not only ourselves in this 
country, but the communities in Russia as well. So we see this as 
the beginning of an international campaign and we want every 
person here to join in that, and we will continue to strategize 
together on how we can cooperate. Our website is going to be in 
the materials that you'll be getting in the mail and we will work out
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details before the delegation goes back home to share with you 

and get input from you in ways to solve this problem together.  

Watch in the news for the announcement of the design contract 

for the plutonium fuels program. Duke and the consortium are the 

only game in town, the only applicant for this, and so that means 

that we have responsibility here in the southeast and an 

opportunity to strike a hard blow. And Mary would you like to 

mention international next MOX day? 

Mary: Yes and I'm also going to put the Capital switch board 

number up, because I earnestly believe that even if there are no 

votes on this in Congress, which there aren't right now, your 

delegation needs to hear from you. I have seen three phone calls 

change a Senator's mind. And handwritten letters are like gold.  

That is how to reach your congressional delegations 202-225

3121, and they won't let you stay on the phone very long and 

you always feel nervous when you call the 11 time that you're 

going to have a lot to say. Believe me these are very busy people 

and they don't want you to talk long. So all you have to do is call 

up and tell them why you're calling that's really about all it takes.  

Q: What would you suggest we say? [answer cut off] 

Q: How is plutonium being manufactured now and how can we 

stop the manufacturing of plutonium? 

[TAPE CUTS OFF AND COMES BACK] 'a 
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We're going to have by the middle of next week if not early in the 

week addition action item, on our web page www.bredl.org Blue 

Ridge Environmental Defense League.  

May I make a suggestion, for your website, if you could publicize 

Duke's annual shareholder meeting date.  

Okay, April the 15', in Charlotte and we do have stockholders who 

are bringing a resolution on the elimination of the MOX or 

plutonium fuels program and we have plans to share information 

with the public in general, outside the stockholders meeting in 

Charlotte, so this is an event that is coming up soon in Charlotte 

and we need people to come. A small number of people will be 

inside and will focus on the economic impacts of insurance city 14 

and banking city, like Charlotte and also the economic impacts 

involving the questions of liability because those are absolutely 

totally unanswered.  

And I just want to stick in one little thing .....  

TAPE ENDS.
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Attachment 2: Transcript of Blue Ridge Environmental Defense 
League Videotape of February 22, 1999 Meeting

My name is Jess Reilly and a number of years ago I was active in 
opposition to the licensing of the McGuire Plant and later to the 
Catawba Plant, and when I first heard about the proposals to convert 
plutonium (military plutonium) to peaceful uses it sounded pretty 

good. I had no basis for saying whether the plutonium cycle would 
be worse than the enriched uranium cycle, knowing that plutonium 
forms in it, too. SECC has been very helpful to me with respect to 
pointing out that there is almost certainly a significant level 
(significantly different level) of risk in the two processes. First, we 
heard about the fuel pins burning hotter. Some years ago about 
10% of fuel pins were leakers. These leakers provide the radioactive 
materials that are picked up by ion exchange resins and filters. This 
is what primarily constitutes low-level radioactive waste. You may 
read about medical waste in papers and so forth and so on, now 
that's a lot of nonsense. About 95% of the radioactivity is in these 
ion exchange resins. That amount will apparently go up with the 
fuel pins running at a higher temperature. With respect to the 
embrittlement problem, as I'm sure you know the NRC calls for 
what they call coupons inside the reactor vessel and these coupons 

are small pieces of the same sort of metal as the reactor itself is 
made of and they are tested each time there is a refueling to see how 
much embrittlement has occurred. And so I sort of wonder is the 
increased embrittlement rate due to using MOX sufficiently great 
so that significantly greater than normal embrittlement takes place 
at a given period of operating time?

*1 
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DCRO05B-1 Facility Accidents

The percentage of fuel elements that would be expected to leak is much lower 
than expressed in the comment. FRAGEMA's (a subsidiary of COGEMA 
and FRAMATOME) experience with fabricating MOX fuel indicates a leakage 
rate of less than one-tenth of 1 percent. FRAGEMA alone has provided 
1,253 MOX fuel assemblies, with more than 300,000 fuel rods for commercial 
reactor use. There have been no failures and leaks have occurred in only 
3 assemblies (a total of 4 rods). All leaks occurred as a result of debris in the 
reactor coolant system and occurred in 1997 or earlier. French requirements 
for debris removal were changed in 1997 to alleviate these concerns. Since 
that time, there have been no leaks in MOX fuel rods.

DCRO05B-2 Facility Accidents

Differences between MOX fuel and uranium fuel are well characterized and 
can be accommodated through fuel and core design. Before any MOX fuel 
is used in the United States, NRC would have to perform a comprehensive 
safety review that would include information prepared by the reactor plant 
operators as part of their license amendment applications.  

Reactor vessel embrittlement is a condition in which the fast neutron fluence 
from the reactor core reduces the toughness (fracture resistance) of the 
reactor vessel metal. Analyses performed for DOE indicated that the core 
average fast flux in apartial MOX fuel core is comparable to (within 3 percent 
of) the core average fast flux for a uranium fuel core. All of the mission 
reactors have a comprehensive program of reactor vessel analysis and 
surveillance in place to ensure that NRC reactor vessel safety limits are 
not exceeded.
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(Unidentified speaker) Unless you take provisions to counter that, 

yes.  

Well, if, I've see certain controls on the embrittlement but if the 

situation significantly changes and embrittlement occurs much 

more rapidly during the operating cycle than it had in the past then 

I see the chances of reactor vessel failure going up. But over long 

term it seems to me that it's not in the utilities interest to use the 

MOX fuel because it means that the reactor life will be short. At 

least this seems like a sort of stupid thing to do. Not that the 

industry hasn't done a few stupid things already. So I don't want 

to stretch time too far here but I did want to say that I think it is 

worth expressing concern about going over to this particular change 

cycle. I'd hate to see what the economics look like. Are the utilities 

going to have to pay for the reactor fuel or are they going to be paid 

to use it, or are profits going to go up even higher than they are or 

(Unidentified speaker) Paid to use it.

2 

3

What have we got here? Well, I mean if you're not particularly 

happy about the prices of electricity and you tell the industry and 

you can tell the industry is making a pile this may provide a little 

additional motivation. But anyway when we consider the whole 

picture including the possibility of an accident, seeing transported 

fuel assemblies falling into water and perhaps reaching criticality 4 

I'd be just as happy to see the cycle not happen and instead to see 

the glassification process go ahead.

DCRO05B

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 
subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. The MOX facility would 

produce nuclear fuel that would displace LEU fuel that utilities would otherwise 

have purchased. If the effective value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of 

the LEU fuel that it displaced, then the contract provides that money would 

be paid back to the U.S. Government by DCS based on a formula included in 

the DCS contract.  

DCRO05B-4 Transportation 

Analyses in this SPD EIS have demonstrated that no LCFs from radiological 

exposures would be expected from transportation associated with 

implementation of any of the proposed alternatives. As described in 

Appendix L, MOX fuel assemblies would be shipped in DOE's specially 

designed SST/SGT system, inside Type B containers. Type B containers 

must be shown to withstand significant forces and temperatures without 

being breached. Additionally, SST/SGTs have been shown to have a 

significantly lower frequency of accidents than commercial trucks. In the 

extremely unlikely event that an accident severe enough to cause breeches in 

both the SST/SGT and the shipping cask, the MOX fuel rods still cannot 

become critical. NRC regulations 10 CFR 71 require that the maximum amount 

of material transported in a single shipment cannot become critical in the 

optimum (most reactive) configuration. This analysis would include 

configurations in which MOX fuel would be submerged in water.

t 
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Nonproliferation

My name is Bill Gay. My address is 7301 Leesburg Road, Charlotte 
and I'm also Professor of Philosophy and Chair the Department of 
Philosophy at UNC Charlotte. Since the early 1980's I've been 
researching, publishing, teaching and speaking on nuclear issues.  
Particularly about nuclear weapons. So it might be surprising that 
I'm concerned about what our local utility company is doing with 
nuclear reactors. But I really don't think it's all that surprising that 
some of what's been said tonight should make clear. I've long 
believed that we need to think globally and act locally and several 
times I've tried to speak out about what first Duke Power and now 
Duke Energy has been doing in compromising traditional separation 
between military uses of nuclear materials and commercial uses of 
nuclear materials. On September 5, 1998, an article appeared in the 
Observer about the plans of Duke Energy to use this mixed oxide 
fuel. I sent a letter to the Observer that was published on September 

9 t" and so far I've only received one response, it was on September 
30h. A staff member of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, who 
had the luxury of not one column inch as he did in the paper, but a 
seven page article in which he tried to set me straight. I also teach 
logic and know that everything in his article was true. It wouldn't 
imply that what I said in my letter was false. I think that the concern 
is still genuine and I'm going to pass over repeating many of the 
things that were said about particularly proliferation and my 
concerns with what's happening in Russia today and to raise a 
slightly different question. Why is Duke Energy so silent about 
this potential move? What we've seen tonight makes very clear 
that we are concerned. It's not a matter that we're not concerned.  
It's also clear that we're smart enough. It's not the case that we're 
not smart enough to talk about these issues. If we're smart enough 
and if we're concerned enough why is there the silence? And, I 
think there was one hint of this in some of the comments about

DCRO05B

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 
ofnuclear weapons worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus plutonium 
in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner. Converting 
the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial 
reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. This activity permanently 

removes nuclear materials from the military arena, and does not compromise 
the traditional separation between military and commercial uses of 
nuclear materials.

DCRO05B-6 MOX RFP

DOE is working with Duke and DCS on a public education program about the 
MOX program to better inform the public about the proposed activities.  
However, issues on Duke Power holding a public forum to discuss their 
thoughts are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS. It should be noted that Duke 
personnel participated and answered questions at the June 15, 1999, public 
hearing in Washington, D.C. on the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. They 
also participated in a meeting held by South Carolina State Senator Phil 
Leventis. DOE, DCS, and Duke Power personnel attended and participated 
in this meeting held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 
as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 
representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 
groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 
Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 
proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Further, 
interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 
comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process.

DCR005B-5
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deregulation. If you look at some of the contracts over the last 

several years of DESI (Duke Engineering Services, Inc.), a 

subsidiary of Duke Energy, we see even more of this kind of activity 

going on. An it would seem to me if we have a responsible public 

utility that the least they owe to us as the public is to have some 

open forums in which we can express our concerns and our 

intelligence, and, if they don't do that then the only conclusion 

that I can reach is that they're really guilty of hypocrisy. Thank 

you.  

My name is Shelley Blume and I live at 604 East Tremont Avenue in 

Charlotte. I want to follow up on that point. We lived through the 

Catawba and McGuire periods, Jess and I, and one thing that was 

real clear is that Duke Engineering is good, they run real efficient 

plants and they epitomize the quality of hubris. They think they 

can do it perfectly. Well, they don't take into account the guy who 

does it well alright. They don't take anything into account, anything 

like the floor buckling on the ice plants. They deliberately went to 

ice plants so they could save money on the containment, the total 

containment around the plants. The deliberate procedure followed 

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in licensing Catawba and 

McGuire that Jess and I were for, forced, Duke people have admitted 

to me just in passing at a lawyer's conference or whatever, has led 

to safer plants. We pointed out flaws, they corrected flaws. The 

deliberate process also led to the fact that they make movies at the 

Cherokee Nuclear Site, under sea movies instead of generating 

nuclear power there and there are about, I think, six reactors that 

were never built because they weren't needed as we pointed out 

because of the deliberative nature of the process and I think that's

6 

7
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Facility AccidentsDCRO05B-7
Before any MOX fuel was used in U.S. reactors, NRC would perform a 
comprehensive and public safety review and issue a revision to the reactor 

operating licenses. Duke Power (and Virginia Power) would submit individual 

reactor license amendment requests to NRC for each of their reactors in 

which the MOX fuel would be irradiated. The public would have an 

opportunity to review the license amendment requests and comment on 

issues of concern. TheNRC process of which the commentor speaks would 

not be circumvented in any way. All issues considered by NRC to be important 

to safety and the environment would be evaluated during the license 

amendment process, and resolved prior to issuance of the amendment.
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what we need is a thorough and slow going look at this before we 
trip over our own feet or shoot ourselves in the foot, or just whichever 
comes first.  

I'm Dr. Lou Patrie (sp?) from the Physicians for Social Responsibility 
in western North Carolina and my address is 99 Eastnore Drive, 
Asheville, NC 28805. My wife says that we need a ice cooler for the 
plant here and if not she's going to buckle. But, I've heard about 
MOX now for quite some time and I really don't understand the 
advantages of it, why it's justified other than to put money in 
somebody's pockets. I'm concerned about the production of it in 
the plants, where it's going to be produced, the duplication it seems 
is something that could be managed much more effectively through 
glassification. I'm concerned about the transportation of it, to it's 
plants where it's going to be used. I'm even mor& concerned about 
what happens when it gets to the plants. The problem....(tape went 
black) .... I don't understand the hypocrisy of our foreign policy 
that encourages the use of it worldwide when it's just going to 
increase proliferation or at least the opportunity for proliferation of 
nuclear weapons. It just seems as if it's a series of disasters about 
to happen.  

My name is Breta Clark, I live in Ashville, NC, and my address is 
Rural Route 1, Box 738, Candor, 28715. Ijust want to thank the 
people who have organized this conference, for having it. We don't 
have enough chances to really share information, to get out our 
own thoughts about things and as everybody knows people have

DCRO05B

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of alternatives that consider 
only immobilization. DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid 
approach. Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed 
in order to subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the 
purpose of this proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus 
plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as 
identified by NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons
usable plutonium as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the 
much larger and growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear 
fuel from commercial power reactors.

DCRO05B-9 Transportation

The plutonium and the fresh fuel would be transported in DOE's SST/SGT 
system that also provides the highest levels of security for the material.  
Section 2.4.4 and Appendix L discuss the transportation requirements for 
the materials that would be used in the proposed activities. Since the 
establishment of the DOE Transportation Safeguards Division in 1975, the 
SST/SGT system has transported DOE-owned cargo over more than 
151 million km (94 million mi) with no accidents causing a fatality or release of 
radioactive material.  

The goal of surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat of 
nuclear weapons worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus plutonium 
in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner. Converting 
the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial 
reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. DOE is not proposing to 
reprocess spent nuclear fuel. DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns 
regarding nonproliferation. The Joint Statement of Principles signed by 
Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin in September 1998 provide general guidance 
for achieving the objectives of a future bilateral agreement to disposition 
surplus plutonium in the United States and Russia. Sensitive negotiations 
between the two countries have indicated that the Russian government 
accepts the technology of immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium
bearing materials, but that the MOX approach would be considered for higher-

DCROO5B-8 Alternatives
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been working on this MOX issue, not the people who have been 

moving to stop it, but the people to move ahead and I've been 

trying to keep a really low profile. You can understand why, but 

it's important that we just don't let that happen. So I want to say 

thank you to everybody and I just wanted to add my own voice.  

Thanks.  

My name is Kitty Boniski (sp?) And I'm also from Ashville, NC. I 

live out in the woods in Arden, NC, my address is 1655 Beauvard 

Road, Arden, NC 28704. I'm here because I'm a very selfish person.  

I have 3 wonderful grandchildren and I think about their lives a lot.  

And, I think about the future I'd like to see for them, and I think 

that this is a really major moral question we're dealing with here.  

Nobody's really touched on that. I think that we have, in the 

world today, a lot of people who are pulling forward certain policies 

that are not in the best interest of the whole planet and I think that 

those of us who really have opened our eyes and seen this beast 

which is the nuclear creature. I think we have a real moral 
responsibility to stand up and to speak out for the sake of the 

children and for the sake of future generations. What this does to 

the gene pool is not discussed a whole lot. I mean we know that 

the children in Iraq, for instance, are suffering because of the 

depleted uranium left behind from the Gulf War. Our own soldiers 

over there have come back with illnesses that the government 

likes to pretend are the results of many other things, but that 

depleted uranium is certainly a part of the equation, I don't think 

there's anyway to get away from that. I lie awake at night a lot and 

listen to the BBC on the radio and I heard this thing about the 

children oflraqjust a couple of weeks ago where a British journalist 

had gone into a hospital over there and was talking about the

DCRO05B

purity feed materials. DOE will continue to discourage Russia from 
reprocessing its spent nuclear fuel and starting a plutonium cycle but this 

issue is beyond the scope of this SPD EIS.

DCR005B-10 
Comment noted.  

DCRO05B-11 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the use of weapons
grade plutonium in MOX fuel and irradiating it in commercial reactors. DOE 

has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing both 

immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important 

insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 

by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for 

U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 

reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 

possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 

surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 

technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Impacts to the U.S. and allied troops, and the people of Iraq in the Gulf War, 

as well as the children as a result of Chernobyl are beyond the scope of this 

SPD EIS. However, Section 4.28 was revised to provide reactor-specific 

analyses and discuss the potential environmental impacts of using a partial 

MOX core during routine operations and reactor accidents.
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number of children that are being born with very, very gross birth 
defects and they believe that it's a radiation caused problem. So I 
think that....  

(Unidentified speaker) Don't forget the children of Chemobyl either.  

(Kitty) Don't forget the children of Chernobyl exactly. I had planned 
tonight to stand up here and read a proclamation by our mayor in 
Asheville, NC, she had the courage as a mayor to come out with a 
proclamation against the use of MOX fuel and I would like to 
recommend to all of you the idea of going back to your own 
communities and talking to your mayors and seeing if you can get 
them to do this. I mean we have to be political and we have to be 
moral and if we have to go to our churches or our temples and talk 
to the religious community about this, this is something we all 
have a responsibility to do and that's it.  

I'm Wells Zimmerman and I'm a Staff Scientist in the North 
Carolina's Citizens' Research Group, 811 Yancey's Street, Durham, 
NC 27701. I want to throw out what I was starting to say and I was 
thinking instead, listening to Kitty, about the image that Kurt 
Vonneaght after he saw the fire bombing of Dresden in World War 
II. He wrote a science fiction book where he imagined time running 
backwards so that the bombs would rise up and the destruction 
would go away and the bombs would go back in the planes and 
then be very carefully taken out and then they'd be put on boats 
and taken back to where they were manufactured and then taken 
apart very carefully and people would take the components and 

bury them deep in the earth, he said, where they would never hurt 

-t DCRO05B 
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anybody again. Now plutonium is so dangerous, so horrendously 

dangerous, so radio toxic, poisonous, so able to cause and 

exacerbate accidents that it may be a little optimistic to think we 

could do that with the stuff. But it struck me that in this whole 

question of MOX nobody seems to be really asking, is this 

necessary? We don't need to do this to take the plutonium out of 

the ability to be a weapon. They've already got a glassification 

plant down at Savannah River that we've already built at taxpayer 

expense. Dr. Makhijani has described how this technology for 

immobilizing this plutonium in a form that they can't use for weapons 

is very advanced and somebody said there's no problem that you 

can't make worse and it strikes me that the nuclear industry as 

we've heard, a blank check of taxpayer expense and nobody knows 

how much it might cost and you can anticipate that they will use 

the argument that they are now National Security Facilities and 

we've got to pay up yet again to do this, this unnecessary thing.  

But, also it's like the nuclear industry seems to be sometimes just 

perfectly self-sabotaged. I mean think about it, if you've got a 

very bad reputation so what do they do, they adopt probably one 

of the few things that has a worse reputation than nuclear weapons 

plutonium and then they propose to use it in a way that - it's not 

that it just compounds their ordinary action at risks, but from 

everything I've heard tonight, and we've certainly heard from some 

very competent, and very good speakers, and everything else I've 

every learned about this stuff, the worst compounding comes with 

the potential for the worst accidents. If the fuel's running hotter it 

makes it easier for the reactor run away, it makes it easier for 

overpressure, it makes it easier for you to blow the lid off the 

reactor vessel, generate hydrogen, to do all these things that lead 

to very severe accidents. I mean when people talk about Chernobyl, 

you know the U.S. nuclear industry always says it can't happen

12 
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DCRO05B-12 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. Use 

of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is proposed in order to safely 

and securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel 

Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by 

DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and 

unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of 

plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  

While it is possible to extract plutonium from this spent nuclear fuel, the 

process is extremely dangerous, time consuming, and costly because the 

plutonium is an integral part of massive spent fuel assemblies that emit large 

doses of radiation.  

The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would displace LEU fuel 

that utilities would otherwise have purchased. If the effective value of the 

MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then the contract 

provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government by DCS 

based on a formula included in the DCS contract.  

After irradiation, the MOX fuel would be removed from the reactor and 

managed with the rest of the spent fuel from the reactor, eventually being 

disposed of at a potential geologic repository. This SPD EIS assumes, for the 

purposes of analysis, that Yucca Mountain, Nevada, would be the final 

disposal site for all immobilized plutonium and MOX spent fuel. As directed 

by the U.S. Congress through the NWPA, as amended, Yucca Mountain is 

the only candidate site currently being characterized as a potential geologic 

repository for HLW and spent fuel. DOE has prepared a separate EIS, Draft 

Environmental Impact Statementfor a Geologic Repositoryfor the Disposal 

of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste at Yucca 

Mountain, Nye County, Nevada (DOE/EIS-0250D, July 1999), which analyzes 

the environmental impacts from construction, operation and monitoring, related 

transportation, and eventual closure of a potential geologic repository. The 

immobilized plutonium and MOX spent fuel are included in the inventory 

analyzed in that draft EIS.
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DCRO05B-13 Facility Accidents

here, well let me tell you it can, and the next thing they do, of 
course, is pick some of the worst designed plants. I mean they 
could try to use this in a GE Mark I boiling water reactor, I guess 
that would be a little worse than these ice condenser plants.  

(Unidentified speaker) They considered it. They wanted 3 of 
each.

Zimmerman: What did I tell you. But you know we're laughing at 
it because it's so crazy, but it's extremely serious. They're talking 
about spending more of our money in a time, when we don't have 
money to waste. When they're cutting back all kinds of helpful 
government programs because they say we can't afford them and 
where they're spending a lot of money on the, you know, the 
districts of certain powerful members of Congress and all this sort 
of thing, and I'm kind of wondering because I don't think our 
members of Congress around here are that powerful. So, I'm 
wondering if we're kind of getting stuck like Nevada, you know, 
with the waste because we're not powerful enough to resist it, 
they think although that may be a mistake but I guess what I'd like 
to close up with is, you know, one of the great truths of wastes of 
all kinds is that what goes around comes around, and looking at 
the locations where they're proposing to use this stuff it struck 
me that this is one of the first times the Feds have actually proposed 
something that greatly enhances the chance that a really bad 
accident could result that would impact Washington, D.C. itself, 
particularly if it happens at North Anna and I think that they really 
need to go back to the zero base, which is do we really need to do 
this, and to do it in a much less complicated way I think Dr.  
Makhijani was particularly eloquent on that point. It's much more 
complicated to take the stuff out, try to purify it, try to make it into

13
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While it is understood that there are differences from the use of MOX fuel 
versus LEU fuel, these differences are not expected to decrease the safety of 
the reactors. All of the factors discussed by the cornmentor were evaluated 
by the proposed reactor licensees to ensure that the reactors, including 
those with ice condensers, can continue to operate safely using MOX fuel.  
These issues will continue to be evaluated. Before any MOX fuel is used in 
the United States, NRC would have to perform a comprehensive safety review 
that would include information prepared by the reactor plant operators as 
part of their license amendment applications.  

In April 1999, the NRC staffprovided the NRC commissioners with an initial 
assessment of potential impacts from using MOX fuel in commercial light 
water reactors. Under the section titled "Source Terms," the staff noted, 
".... it appears likely that the probability of severe accidents will not change 
and that consequence analyses, rather than full probabilistic risk assessments, 
may be sufficient to assess the changes due to the different inventory of 
radionuclides" (memorandum dated April 14, 1999, from William D. Travers, 
Executive Director for Operations, to the Commissioners, Subject: Mixed
Oxide Fuel Use in Commercial Light Water Reactors [known as the NRC 
White Paper on MOX Fuel]).  

NRC has not considered it necessary to restrict operation of any of the other 
reactors in the United States that use ice condenser containments. All of the 
factors discussed by the commentor were evaluated by the proposed reactor 
licensees to ensure that the reactors, including those with ice condensers, 
can continue to operate safely using MOX fuel and will continue to be 
evaluated. Before any MOX fuel is used in the United States, NRC would 
have to perform a comprehensive safety review that would include information 
prepared by the reactor plant operators as part of their license 
amendment applications.  

This SPD EIS analyzed several reactor accidents, including both design basis 
and beyond-design-basis accidents. For MOX fuel, as compared to LEU 
fuel, there is an increase in risk, about 3 percent, for the large-break 
loss-of-coolant accident (the bounding design basis accident). The largest 
increase in risk for beyond-design-basis accidents is approximately 14 percent
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fuel, then even though it uses up some plutonium, it makes a lot 

more and you may not have much less left at the end plus it's still 

in fuel form which is easier to make nuclear weapons out of. Imean 12 

I just have difficulty imaging a crazier idea. I hope the government 

will quit wasting our money on it.  

My name is Katherine Mitchell and I live at 5101 Markay Street in 

Matthews, North Carolina, and I just want to say as a citizen, I am 

appalled, I'm stunned and I'm very angry at the fact that this has 

happened in such a way. The silence is unacceptable. The fact 

that we could get to this point and have so little information, and I 

think that Duke Energy should be ashamed of itself for trying to 

shove this down our throats with so little dialogue by the very 

people that are going to be impacted the most by this and I would 

also like to ask a question. I think that beyond this particular issue, 

the MOX question, I really believe that we also need to look at the 

industry as a whole, and the secrecy with which they've operated 

all these years, I think we need to ask why the regulatory body that 

is supposed to be overseeing this industry functions more as a 14 

partner and a mouthpiece of the industry as opposed to a regulatory 

body. How can we trust this? And, if we can't trust it, and our 

lives, and at the very least our pocketbooks are affected by it, but 

certainly the lives, not only lives, but the generations to come, are 

so profoundly affected by these decisions. We should be standing 

up and screaming about this situation and we should as citizens 

demand that changes are made and I think it was a grave mistake to 

think that they could slide this thrn in this area without public 

debate and I think it might have just angered enough people that 

they're going to see a ground swell of resistance to the idea and I 

think that we should make sure that happens and I also think that 

as citizens we probably need to pay close attention to the press, to 
DCR005B

for an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident at North Anna. In the 
unlikely event this beyond-design-basis accident were to occur, the expected 

number ofLCFs would increase from 2,980 to 3,390 with a partial MOX core 

and prompt fatalities would increase from 54 to 60. Both of these accidents 

have an extremely low probability ofoccurrence. At North Anna, the likelihood 

of a large-break loss-of-coolant accident occurring is I chance in 48 thousand 

per year and the likelihood of an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident 

occurring is 1 chance in 4.2 million per year.

DCRO05B-14 MOX Approach

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the lack of 
communication and information available to people who would be most 

directly impacted by the MOX approach. Efforts were made to contact 

persons living near the selected reactor sites and inform them of the proposed 

use of MOX fuel. The Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS was mailed to those 

stakeholders who requested it as well as to those specified in the DOE 

Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional representatives, State and local 

officials and agencies, and public interest groups around the United States) 

and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, Duke Power Company and Virginia 

Power Company, would operate the proposed reactors (located in North 

Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) should the MOX approach be pursued 

per the SPD EIS ROD. For those interestedparties who could not attend the 

meeting on the Supplement, DOE provided various other means for the 

public to express their concerns and provide comments: mail, a toll-free 

telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Further, interested parties 

would likely have the opportunity to submit additional comments during the 

NRC reactor license amendment process.  

Comments on the role of NRC and the nuclear industry are beyond the scope 

of this SPD EIS.
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DCRO05B-15 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

The SPD Final EIS was not published until the public had an opportunity to 
comment on the SPD Draft EIS and the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS.  

Since the inception of the fissile materials disposition program, DOE has 

supported a vigorous public participation policy. It has conducted public 

hearings in excess of the minimum required by NEPA regulations at various 

locations around the country, not just near the potentially involved DOE 

sites, to engender a high level ofpublic dialogue on the program. In addition, 

DOE provided various other means for the public to express their concerns 

and provide comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the 

MD Web site. The office has also provided the public with substantial 

information in the form of fact sheets, reports, exhibits, visual aids, and 

videos related to fissile materials disposition issues. It is DOE policy to 

encourage public input into these matters of national and 

international importance.

the media, and demand that they recognize these questions and to 

ask why these situations are not being addressed in the media and 14 

try to hold the press accountable as well.  

My name is David Swain, I live at 21 Oxford Road, Lake Junaluska, 

NC. For 40 years I was privileged to be a missionary in Japan. I 

was rather good in the language and I was asked by the major 

publishing house to work with the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

to bring out the first and most comprehensive accounting of the 

whole body radiation from the bombings of those two cities. I 

mention that only to say I underwent my second conversion 

through that process. I have made personal trips to Hanford, to 

Savannah River Project, I missed Pantex, but I'll be there. I want to 

thank all these gentleman and ladies who came and helped remind 

us of what is the answer to your question. When the bombs were 

first dropped, Lewis Mumford wrote in the Saturday Review, these 

lines, "We in America live among mad men, the generals, the 

senators, the scientists, the Secretary of State, even the President. i, 

Without a public mandate of any kind, these mad men have taken 

it upon themselves to lead us by graded stages to that final act of 

madness ...... skip a few lines, ..... to blow the human race off the 

face of the earth. We've heard about scientific controls, technical 

controls, administrative controls, and the key one that remains is 

the public, the social controls. Not only the information but of 

these processes themselves". He also wrote "we are mad, too.  

Our failure to act is the measure of our madness. We know that the 

mad man is still making these machines" and now the waste that 

spews out from all their entrails, he didn't add that line, "and we 

do not even ask the reason. Still less do we ask them to bring their 

work to a halt." Now, that was 1946. 1999 is too late to be repeating 

these words. Without a public mandate of any kind, it is not 
DCR005B
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enough for any President or any agencies under his administration 

just to decide to do these things, to withhold information about 

them, and we're mad if we let it continue. I'm not content to live in 

any age of madness. I want sanity, decency, honesty, openness, 

and some degree of democratic control about these insane 

practices.  

My name is Dr. Pam Wesfilan-Sholler (sp?) and I'm a medical 

oncologist at Arlen county, Forrestville, and Statesville, NC. 708 

Parkers Road, Statesville, NC 28677. I feel the only way to impact 

cancer deaths, cancer incidents and cancer suffering will be in 

prevention. Treatment is very difficult and very expensive. The 

use of plutonium will increase the risk thru transportation, thru 

processing as we've heard tonight, not to speak of accidents in 

the nuclear power plants, such as 3 Mile Island and Chernobyl 

which can happen here. I believe that if the citizens knew it, that 

they would up in arms. This has not had adequate publicity. I 

believe the use of MOX is unnecessary, provides unnecessary 

expense, unnecessary risks, and this is unnecessary.

15

16

My name is Linda Pentz, I'm from the Safe Energy Communication 

Council. This is just a suggestion, you mentioned the media, my 

job at SECC is to disseminate this message thru the media on a 

daily basis. I would encourage you all, we've spent the day going 

to the paper at Spartanburg, paper in Rock Hill, the Charlotte Post 

and the Charlotte Observer. They may or may not write editorials.  

We hope they do, endorsing our position. For all we know they 

may write editorials contradicting our position. I would urge you 

all if you possibly can to send in what's called opinion editorials, 

op eds stating your position. If you don't feel up to that, send a 

DCRO05B
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DCRO05B--16 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor' s opposition to the MOX approach. The 

goal of surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat of 

nuclear weapons worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus plutonium 

in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner. Converting 

the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial 

reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. Before any MOX fuel is used 

in the United States, NRC would have to perform a comprehensive safety 

review that would include information prepared by the reactor plant operators 

as part of their license amendment applications pursuant to 10 CFR 50. As 

discussed in response DCRO05B-4, analyses in this SPD EIS have 

demonstrated that no LCFs from radiological exposures would be expected 

from transportation associated with implementation of any of the 

proposed alternatives.  

As discussed in response DCRO05B-13, although there is an increase in 

both risk and consequences from facility accidents, they have an extremely 

low probability of occurrence.  

It is DOE policy to encourage public input into these matters of national and 

international importance. Efforts were made to contact persons living near 

the selected reactor sites and inform them of the proposed use of MOX fuel.  

The Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS was mailed to those stakeholders who 

requested it as well as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan 

(i.e., Congressional representatives, State and local officials and agencies, 

and public interest groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact 

lists. The utilities, Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would 

operate the proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, 

and Virginia) should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD.  

Additionally, various means of communication--mail, a toll-free telephone 

and fax line, and a Web site (http://www.doe-md.com)-have been provided 

to facilitate the public debate. Further, interested parties would likely have 

the opportunity to submit additional comments during the NRC reactor license 

amendment process.
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letter to the editor, but the most important thing is that once this 

dialogue is initiated, once this subject is aired at all by the media, 

once it airs hopefully tonight on channel 6, NBC, even if it airs for 

10 seconds, write letters to the editor, write op eds keep the flow of 

information going so that people understand, that newspapers 

understand that there is this ground swell of opinion, that you do 

feel strongly. That there are public forces that need to be heard 

and that's the best way to utilize this free advertising arm that 

exists out there, that should give you space one way or another.  

So I just wanted to add that to you.  

(Unidentified speaker) 

And while we're in the public service announcement mode, I spent 

a little time on Capital Hill and I'll tell you the one thing that is read 

religiously is the letters to the editors in all the local papers, so 

don't ever think it was a waste of your time.  

(Unidentified speaker) 

I was going to add that the letter that was sent asking for these 

hearings to the Department of Energy and they declined to hold 17 

them, was also signed by dozens and dozens of groups and 

individuals also....(tape cuts off) 

DCRO05B

DCRO05B-17 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE acknowledges the commentor's issue that DOE declined to hold 
additional public hearings. During the 45-day public comment period on the 

Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS, DOE held a public hearing in 

Washington, D.C., on June 15, 1999, and invited comments. After careful 

consideration of its public involvement opportunities, including the availability 

of information and mechanisms to submit comments, DOE decided not to 

hold additional hearings on the Supplement. DOE provided other means for 

the public to express their concerns and provide comments: mail, a toll-free 

telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Also, at the invitation of South 

Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE attended and participated in a 

public meeting held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 

as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 

representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 

groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 

Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 

proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Further, 

interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 

comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process.
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Bert Stevenson 
United States Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials DisTosition 
PO Box 23796 
Washinglm. DC 20026-3786 

fax: 1-80D20-5156 

Re- Supplement to Ihe Draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition EIS 

Dear Mr. Stevenson: 

I write to provide additional information on the Supplement to the Draft Surplus Plutonium 

Dispos•tion Environmental Impact Statement. Please consider thcse comments in addition to my 

oral and written remarks submitted in Washington, DC on June 15. 1999.  

The planned use of mixed oxide (MOX) plutonium fuel is unsak•e ,meonomical, and 

unncessary. International cxperience with plutonium fuel is limited. The MOX program is 

expetimental in that no reaeto• has ever been opetated with fuel derived from weapons-grade 

plutonium. Recent reports on Duke Power's McGuire and Catawba reactors and virginia 

Power's North Anna reactrs describe human and technical errrs which rise que:tions ast o 

safety and reliability. Without modifications of the plants' containm•et vessels, inspection 

scheduleý and maintenance procedures, the increased danger of reactor cmbeittlement may be 

hidden by outwardly normal appearance. Safety margins would be reduced if commercial power 

reactors designed for uranium fuel use plutonium fuel.  

ph$momb•, com, eniW•ISfphfolomitnaM o MOXfor we i comrd•d rdeadpo- p& T•m7hwr h• A e.  

mbc,IWor•heoIi.. •,,Oeini oew zrhawet ihe sseef MOX a Iý. qfJW U.SFee £ m ptee hi erie, 

eent sae-mnoi" 
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Terefo, we will place the reactors operated by Duke Power and Vigna Power under a 
magnifiying glass in order to determine comprehensively the ris to public health in the 

communities which neighbor these actors and along potential transport mutes. We will also 

gauge fimancial impacts on utility ratepayers and to taxpayers in United States. The Depa 

of Energy selection process. Duke, Cogema. Stone & Webster (DCS) and its subcontactors 

must also be subject to full public scrutiny. Moreover. the impacts on the people and 

institutions of Russia will be fully considered. as well as the nuclear security of the entire planme.  

We will continue to develop our contacts with Russian citizens organizations in order to gain 

betterunderstanding of their views. As we gathr ncw information.we will continue to inform 

you of our findings.

FRO05-1 MOX Approach 

The major difference between weapons-grade plutonium and reactor-grade 

plutonium (i.e., plutonium recovered from spent nuclear fuel) is the level of 

plutonium 239. Reactor fuel in Europe is fabricated to similar enrichment 

levels (about 5 percent plutonium 239) to the levels being proposed for the 

U.S. reactors that would be used to irradiate MOX fuel. There is no NRC limit 

concerning the amount ofplutonium 239 in the reactor core at this time. The 

use of enriched boron, the intended two-cycle MOX fuel use, the use of six 

similar Westinghouse-designed reactors, and a single fuel assembly design 

provide one method for safely achieving plutonium disposition. If any specific 

safety limits or restrictions are required, they would be identified during the 

process of applying for and receiving NRC approval for operations with 

MOX fuel.

FROO5-2 MOXRFP

While it is understood that there are differences from the use of MOX fuel 
versus LEU fuel, these differences are not expected to result in substantial 

changes in the frequency of severe accidents in MOX-fueled reactors. Because 

differences between MOX fuel and uranium fuel are well characterized, they 

canbe accommodated through fuel and core design. For example, MOX fuel 

assemblies can be placed away from reactor vessel walls to decrease the 

possibility of premature embrittlement. Before any MOX fuel is used in the 

United States, NRC would have to perform a comprehensive safety review 

that would include information prepared by the reactor plant operators as 

part of their license amendment applications. NRC would also consider the 

plants' ability to use MOX fuel safely taking into account human factors and 

the material condition of the proposed reactors.
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t'1utnionium Felt In~a.srd' 

Atom splitting in a reactor releases neutrons which split other atoms. This chain reaction is what 

drives the reactor. The chain reaction must be precisely controlled in order to produce power 

safely. Compared to neutrons from uranium atoms, plutonium releases more neutrons at a higher 

speed and energy during the fission procss.  

"Te7ichnical Issues that arise in the analysis of risk at plants using PdOXfocaa on the 

vulnerability nof*[u to neutronically induced core disruption and the different inventory of 

radloruclldes available for releare from thefuel during accidents. The differences In neurronlcs 

and coupling between neutronics and thermal hydraulics result in different responses of MOX 

and conwntionalfuel to reactivity transients.
-mw aa Mw5 Caais u bts tliW aids bpswp aaasu. Hwa..y It. 1IM 

Adding plutonium to the reactor in the form ofMOX reduces the ability to control the chain 

reaction: 

"a The rate of fission in plutonium increases with temperature, and the problem is greater with 

MOX fuel made fromn weapons-gde plutonium. MOX fuel in a reactor attains higher 

temperatures than uranium fluel because of the higher quantity of tunsuranic elements 

produced during irradiation.  

"* The percentage ofdelayed neutrons emitted seconds to minutes after a plutonium atom splits 

Is just one-third that of uranium (Pu239-0.2%, U235-0.65%). This means plutonium 

releases a higher amount of its neutrons in a single burst and adds to reactor control 

problemi 
"* Plutonium captures more neutrons than uranium, increasing fission and making control 

measures less effective.  
-taha *-udas b, Et.ai d -dný how~a& 1%A rd..s MI 

Higher energy ncutron% from pluumium are more likely to strike reactor parts such as the 

stainless steel containment vessel. This neutron bombardment degradcs the metal parts of the 

reactor and the metal becomes beittle. An embrittled reactor may look unchanged, but it will not 

perform as well under extreme conditions. For ecxasple. an event causes the water level in the 

reactor to drop. Normally, the heated water is replaced by cold water from outside the reactor.  

However. this cold water bath may cause the etnbrittied metal part to fail and a minor reactor 

failure becomes a major one. Embrittlement of'reactorpa•ts is a well-known phenomenon and 

has caused premature closing ofcommercial power reactors. The additional neutron 

bombardment caused by MOX fuel's plutonium will increase the tendency ofparts to wear out 

and fail.  
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FRO05-3 Facility Accidents

Differences between MOX fuel and uranium fuel are well characterized and 
can be accommodated through fuel and core design. All of the factors 

discussed by the commentor were evaluated by the proposed reactor licensees 

to ensure that the reactors can continue to operate safely using MOX fuel 

and will continue to be evaluated. Initial evaluations indicate that partial 

MOX fuel cores have a more negative fuel Doppler coefficient at hot zero 

power and hot full power, relative to LEU fuel cores for all times during the full 

cycle. These evaluations also indicate that partial MOX cores have a more 

negative moderator coefficient at hot zero power and hot full power, relative 

to LEU fuel cores for all times during the full cycle. These more negative 

temperature coefficients would act to shut the reactor down more rapidly 

during a heatup transient.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response FRO05-2.

FRO05-4 Facility Accidents

As noted in response FRO05-3, differences between MOX fuel and uranium 
fuel are well characterized. For example, MOX fuel assemblies can be placed 

away from reactor vessel walls to decrease the possibility of premature 

embrittlement Additional engineering would be undertaken by DCS to ensure 

that MOX fuel can be safely used in the proposed reactors if the decision is 

made in the SPD EIS ROD to go forward with the MOX approach.
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French test results sutggest that plutonium fuel is more unstable than uranium fuel. In 1997 a 

MOX fuel rod violenllyruptured when subjected to test conditions designed to simulate an 

accident. te uratnium fuel rod in that test did not rupture.  

"We are aware of experimental studies that show there to be enhanced release of fission gases to 

thefitel.claddIngZgop during reactor operations with MOXrelative to conventionalfueel& This 

maysimply e an effect caused by fuel temperature. We are also awbre of anecdotal acounts of 

the results of VERCOURS tests in France dealing with the release of volatile radionuclides such 

as cesium from MOXiunder severe accident conditions. Results of these tests revealed that 

during the early stages of core degradation, releases of volatile radionuciides from MOX are 

more extensive than from cinventional fuels at similar levels of burnup. " 

t- Ibar f A.irrCral. - Avr"Lat rrri, AV Ed- ha 111b Crk " oibbChi, rby1. P1119 S 

Safety hazards in nuclear plants are a combination of iuman and technical error Both types of 

error arc noted in the Nuclear Rcgulatory Commission's most recent Plant Performance Reviews 

of the MeGuime. Catawba. and North Anna reactors.  

"11e Department of Energy's Environmental Synopsis contains a Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission Systematic Assessment of Licensee performance (SALP) for the Catawba, 

McGuire, and North Anna nuclear power stations. Howcver, the Nuclear Regulatory 

Cornmmission has suspended the SALP program in favor of Plant Perormance Reviews (PPR*s).  

PPR's were completed in March 1999 for these reactors and rate all three merely "acceptable." 

The PPR's note shortcomings in ice condenrermrnaintenance and inspection in McOuire and 

Catawba reactors and corrosion of servioc water pipes and auxiliary fcedwater pipes (the only 

source of water for steam generators when the main fecdwater system fails), and examples of 

poor engineering performance at"North Anna and Catawba. I include excerpts from the Catawlba 

PPR: 

Catawba NRC Plant Performance Review 3/25199: 

0"Unir I experienced a forced outage of approximately three weeks in duration due to blocked 

flow channels In portions of the ice condenser. " 

UP "Problems in maintenance progroms and processes included examples ofswveillance 

deficiencies for ventilation systems and Ice condensers. " 

iM "The engineering performance decline was the result of deficiencies In aturiltary building 

ventilation system testing, an overheating event of the upper surge twit and degraded 

conditlons in the Unit lice condenser. While the issues were ultimately resolved properly.  

each hard roots in poor engltnering performance.  

Catawba and McOuix: utilize ice condensers which absorb energy anid allow smaller physical 

containiment structures to contain accidental radioactive releases frtm the reactors. Ice 

condensers must work during a reactor cmcrgency-as an air bag mist work during an auto 

accident. The Donald C. Cook nuclear plant uses similar technology and has bcn shaut down

5 

6

FRO05

It is true that bumups of 40 GWD/t or more result in higher fission gas 
production than LEU fuel at the same bumup. However, this does not 

automatically result in higher doses from reactors operating with MOX fuel.  

MOX fuel assemblies are engineered to accommodate this additional gas.  

Appropriate MOX fuel bumup limits would be established in concert with 

NRC following a thorough safety review. The referenced failure of the Cabri 

fuel in the French experiment was not related to the fact that the failure 

involved MOX fuel. These tests were conducted on a contrived set of 

conditions to explore regions of performance well outside the operating regime 

of commercial reactors. The tests were designed to test enthalpies of high 

bumup fuels, both LEU and MOX, under severe transient conditions.  

Although other factors would also invalidate the application of the Cabri test 

data to the U.S. MOX fuel case, the most important characteristic of the test 

fuel-high burnup-would not apply because the MOX fuel is planned for 

irradiation for only two cycles, resulting in a maximum burnup of about 

45,000 MW-day/MTHM. The acceptability ofbumups at this level has been 

aptly demonstrated in Belgian and German reactors.  

FRO05-6 MOXRFP 

Section 4.28 includes information on the latest Plant Performance Reports for 

each reactor. This information was not available at the time the Environmental 

Synopsis was prepared. As noted by the commentor, the reactor operations 

at each of the plants were assessed by NRC to be "acceptable," however, it 

should be acknowledged that this is the highest grade given by NRC under 

its revised performance criteria. (In 1999, NRC began to perform plant 

performance reviews instead of the systematic assessments of licensee 

performance. At that time, NRC changed its rating system from adjectives of 

acceptable, good or superior, to one of acceptable or unacceptable.) It should 

be noted that D.C. Cook has been shut down due to issues unrelated to its 

ice condenser. NRC has not considered it necessary to restrict operation of 

any of the other reactors in the United States that use ice 

condenser containments.
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since 199"7because of ice condenser problems. No nuclear plant should use MOX until these ice 

condenser problems are solved.  

"ihe NRC hab a .mapdate to protect public health and deI- TheflAd-v frot D C Cook indicate that 

both of its dt t• iy not howe protected the pwbllc hod there been a naccidAnt. he NRC doas not biow 

aboi the adeqxacy of ote vher ce ondenrs. h peple living a .ounddtheseplmtshouddbe 

protetedbtytsolid de.5lgnsandf-Ih zofguery equdp-e w.not by sheer hick 

10h liI Health Irmpcts l'rno% Pa1iatinI Pffects

MOX fuel has a greater quantities of plutonium and other hazardous radioactive isotopes such as 

Americium 241 and Curium 242-aetinide elements which would cause additional harmful 

radiation exposure to the public during a failure of the reactor containment structure.  

"P.6/¢ atemfln has en- d__ o' th ýhigh.r amo.td. hete.'tes Otilebue folW-r fro.. MOX ihmfron 

nmw iae&Modls .tecth~lde ref at nov ntiabee the NRC• stbattl~gate vecy so.aft ,teO-tx ..foaltd• 

frow cm-nta fasders-sre oarcdent CondMMoM e(mphauol addO 
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The release oftlhese more toxic radioactive elements would cause more fatalities immediately 

following the accident, and would cause more cancersi n the yeaws following the breach. A 

recent study by the Nuclear Control Institute estimates that the risk to the public near McGuire or 

Catawba of contracting a deadly cancer following a severe accident will increase by nearly 40% 

when the plants start using plutonium fuel.  

A rcm t study by Dr. Edwin Lyman estimated the number of cancer deaths that could result from 

an accident at a plant using MOX fuel: 

"* A reactor using weapons-grade MOX fuel in one-third of its core contains, on average, about 

three times more plutonium 239, five times more americium 241. and four times more 

currium 242 than a reactor using only LEU (low enriched uranium) fuel.  

"a Compared to an LEU-fueled reactor, a severe accident at a reactor with a one-third weapons 

grade MOX core, involving a core meltdown and containment failure or bypass, could cause 

approximately 30% more cancer fatalities, corresponding to hundreds or even thousands of 

additional cancer deaths, depending on the type of accident.  

"* The annual risk ofcontracting a fatal cancer &3a result ofa severe accident would increase by 

nearly 40 percent for an average individual living near a nuclear plant if the plant were to 

load weapons-grade MOX in one-third of its core. -06-C 0i -r t h it" 

-Dr. L M's ridky a & e chai She oe.interk a.sodiaed wichthe uee Wtfwentx.-CrO& AOX in typic U.S 

po-ma rwt.it ksote.,W J.1.ha.-Xcadng toNRC oeeff~telte.vaidacece an apitkwdi-cfr a.I11--, 
ateaeLot go axe 6OX "coald t noerell" he €onsidered e rOff•ce of Ncteor Energ•y Resosn'ck Xuaw 
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Analyses of a 40 percent weapons-grade MOX core indicate there would be 
approximately two times more americium 241 and plutonium 239, and slightly 

less than one and a half times the curium 242 than a reactor using LEU fuel.  

There are differences in the expected risk of reactor accidents from the use of 

MOX fuel. Some accidents would be expected to result in lower 

consequences to the surrounding population, and thus, lower risks, while 

others would be expected to result in higher consequences and higher risks.  

There is an increase in risk, about 3 percent, for the large-break loss-of-coolant 

accident (the bounding design basis accident). The largest increase in risk 

for beyond-design-basis accidents is approximately 14 percent for an 

interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident at North Anna. In the unlikely 

event this beyond-design-basis accident were to occur, the expected number 

of LCFs would increase from 2,980 to 3,390 with a partial MOX core and 

prompt fatalities would increase from 54 to 60. Both of these accidents have 

an extremely low probability of occurrence. At North Anna, the likelihood of 

a large-break loss-of-coolant accident occurring is 1 chance in 48 thousand 

per year and the likelihood of an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident 

occurring is 1 chance in4.2 millionper year.
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Transportation

J.un 28. 1999 
Ben Stevenson. US DOE, Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
page 5

Emergency response to rail or highway accidents must be well-prepared and rapid. Delays in 
response to accidents which involve the release of radioactive material would expose unknown 
numbers of people to negative health effects. In 1996. a DOE Transport and Safeguards Division 
Safe Secure Transport (SST) trailer arrying nuclear weapons slid off the road and rolled over in 
rural Nebraska. Four hours elapsed before DOE headquarters were notified, and it was 20 hours 

before a Radiological Assistance Program stam determined there was no release. A similar delay 
in response to a MOX fuel accident could make effective emergency response dangerous and 

clean-tp impossible. The following comment by the Georgia Environmental Protection Division 
cites vehicular tests ofpowdered materials deposited on roadways and takes issue with the 
DOE's approach to emergency response to accidental plutonium fuel releases.  

"Afte paua gofabsur 100 can &* .ssa s •-ita a rfdhe s ,atgtnth rsntatdo. maloedons' the rowdswfce.  
thtil e.ergwy offlcfdrtp ppdy dsoe t•hedet scene to cfie.le trde& (4x solikely usi.iWeV emo.v'ency 
meqadm. Wayfa"e a tocldcwt rte k &. o, býwo, rotht, =.sr1y r h~wadr doe to teepiroble pi.doe, h 
Por Veety aoto waysoains htcco-prlarcd due to the enhanced sprec of cnreMination by vehicle trffle. " 

-G~ogis hshaMesNooksa.. DiWiOam"*a 0 Mtt hiOM 

Many rural communities in South Carolina, North Carolina. and Virginia resemble Nebraska in 
tha fire departments and emergency first-responders ae entirely volunteer. This does not imply 
a lack of dedication, but limited resources do not allow volunteers to be prepared for every 
possble emergency. I served as a volunteer fireman in NC for many year and our experice:.  
training, and equipment did not prepare us for radionuclide transport accidents. The SPD-DEIS 
does not address the problems outlined above.  

Las-of D1a=erneX 

A total of 3.7 million people live with 50 miles oftlr McGuire and Catawba nuclear power 
stations, and another 1.6 million live within So miles ofthe North Anna reactors in Virginia. Yet 
the Department ofEnergy did not sec fit to have public hearings In those communities, opting 
instead to hold a lone hearing in Washington DC on a weekday during working hours. Our 
written requests to the Semretary of Energy for additional hearing&ahave so far met with rejection.  
The unprecedented veil of secrecy which envelopes this civilian project threatens to undermine 
free debate on important issues of public policy.

8
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Respeetfully.  

Louis Zeller 

Attachments

FRO05
camequam wi~er

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about transporting surplus 
plutonium. Transportation would be required for both the immobilization 

and MOX approaches to surplus plutonium disposition. Transportation of 

special nuclear materials, including fresh MOX fuel, would use DOE's SST/ 

SGT system. Since the establishment ofthe DOE Transportation Safeguards 

Division in 1975, the SST/SGT system has transported DOE-owned cargo 

over more than 151 million km (94 million mi) with no accidents causing a 
fatality or release of radioactive material.  

The subject of emergency response and subsequent cleanup of an accident 

that involves the release of nuclear materials, both special nuclear material 

and waste, is a topic of continuing discussion and planning between DOE 

and State, local, and tribal officials. Several venues, such as DOE's State and 

Tribal Governments Working Group and the Southern States Energy Board, 

are being used to facilitate these discussions. DOE's Transportation 

Safeguards Division has a formal liaison program with the States related to 

the transportation of special nuclear materials.  

No credit was taken for interdiction or other activities that could be taken 

after a transportation accident involving a radioactive release, so the doses 

reported in this SPD EIS are considered conservative. As indicated in the 

revised Appendix L.8.4, mitigative actions would be taken following such an 

accident in accordance with EPA guidelines for nuclear accidents. These 

actions would result in lowering the actual dose to the surrounding 

population. As with any transportation accident, local, tribal, and State 

police, fire departments, and rescue squads are the first to respond to accidents 

involving radioactive materials. DOE maintains eight regional coordinating 

offices across the country, staffed 24 hours per day, 365 days per year, to 

offer advice and assistance. Radiological Assistance Program teams are 

available to provide field monitoring, sampling, decontamination, 

communication, and other services as requested. Dose to emergency 

response personnel is accident-specific and can not be globally estimated.  

Responders are trained to minimize dose.

I
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General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

t I~es.y ~,uhto,7 Co m; n plent perfnrflneeC Ioiewe of Pronosed lM[OX.agtors 

Shortcomings, problems, errors, and poor engineering performance 
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's request for additional public hearings 
in the communities surrounding the proposed reactor sites that would use 

the MOX fuel. After careful consideration of its public involvement 

opportunities, including the availability of information and mechanisms to 

submit comments, DOE decided not to hold additional hearings on the 

Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. In addition to the public hearing on the 

Supplement held in Washington, D.C., DOE provided other means for the 

public to express their concerns and provide comments: mail, a toll-free 

telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Also, at the invitation of South 

Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE attended and participated in a 

public meeting held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 

as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 

representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 

groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 

Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 

proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Further, 

interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 

comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process.
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MOX Approach

leahlKallen
40D CharlotteSt NM 
Asheville NC 
28MI

Ph- 828453415M5 
FAX: 254-5M9 
email:

Friday, June 18, 1999 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 

P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786

Dear Decision-Makers: 
Use of Mixed-Oxide Fuel 

Since I was unable to attend the June 15th hearing in Washington, DC, I wish to 

comment on the proposed plans for disposition of weapons-grade plutonlun 

I strongly oppose the use of weapons-grade plutonium in commercial nuclear 

power reactors, that called mixed-oxide fuel or MOX for short.  

The Department of Energy should hold hearings near the potential reactor sites 

that would use MOX fuel Sites were chosen in South Carolina, North Carolina and 

Virginia. People living in those areas should have a chance to express their opinion on 

the proposals; and you would havesa chance to hear from them.  

The use of MOX in the United States could encourage other nations to embracesa 

plutonium fuel economy. Also, a severe accident at a reactor fueled with MOX could 

cause many cancers.  

Immobilization of plutonium in glass costs less than MOX and is successfully 

underway already. When utilities use MOX they will be heavily subsidized by the 

government; in other words, taxpayers would be paying utilities to use MOX.  

Any number of organizations have protested the use of plutonium as an energy 

source. Is it not time for the government to listen to its people?

2 
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Sincerely yours,

MR008(Mrs.) Leah R. Karpen 
Concerned Citizen

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. DOE 
has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. As shown in 

the cost report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for Surplus 

Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), it is 

expected that the hybrid approach, which includes both immobilization and 

MOX fuel, would be more expensive than the immobilization-only approach.  

However, pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides 

the United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 

implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 

the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 

similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 

sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 

reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 

that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 

weapons again.

MR008-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE acknowledges the commentor's request for additional public hearings 
in the communities surrounding the proposed reactor sites that would use 

the MOX fuel. After careful consideration of its public involvement 

opportunities, including the availability of information and mechanisms to 

submit comments, DOE decided not to hold additional hearings on the 

Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. In addition to the public hearing on the 

Supplement held in Washington, D.C., DOE provided other means for the 

public to express their concerns and provide comments: mail, a toll-free 

telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Also, at the invitation of South 

Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE attended and participated in a 

public meeting held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 

as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 

representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 

groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 

Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the

I
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proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Further, 

interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 

comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process.  

MR008-3 Nonproliferation 

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 

a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 

conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 

owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 

the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 

down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 

reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 

reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation Z 
would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.  

The Joint Statement of Principles signed by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin 

in September 1998 provide general guidance for achieving the objectives of 

a future bilateral agreement to disposition surplus plutonium in the United 

States and Russia. Sensitive negotiations between the two countries have 

indicated that the Russian government accepts the technology of 

immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but that 

the MOX approach would be considered for higher-purity feed materials.  

DOE will continue to discourage Russia from reprocessing its spent nuclear 

fuel and starting a plutonium cycle but this issue is beyond the scope of this 

SPD EIS.  

There are differences in the expected risk of reactor accidents from the use of 

MOX fuel. Some accidents would be expected to result in lower 

consequences to the surrounding population, and thus, lower risks, while 

others would be expected to result in higher consequences and higher risks.  

There is an increase in risk, about 3 percent, for the large-break loss-of-coolant 

accident (the bounding design basis accident). The largest increase in risk 

for beyond-design-basis accidents is approximately 14 percent for an 

interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident at North Anna. In the unlikely 

. 0C event this beyond-design-basis accident were to occur, the expected number 
t~0
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of LCFs would increase from 2,980 to 3,390 with a partial MOX core and 

prompt fatalities would increase from 54 to 60. Both of these accidents have 

an extremely low probability ofoccurrence. At North Anna, the likelihood of 

a large-break loss-of-coolant accident occurring is 1 chance in 48 thousand 

per year and the likelihood of an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident 

occurring is 1 chance in 4.2 million per year.  

MRO08-4 MOX Approach 

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

produce energy. Rather, the purpose of this proposed action is to safely and 

securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel Standard.  

The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by DOE, is to 

make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and unattractive 

for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of plutonium that 

exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.
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June 9,1999 
104 Stuyvesant Rd.  
Asheville, N.C. 28803 

Mr. Bert Stevenson 
NEPA Compliance Officer 
U. S. Dept. of Energy 
p.0. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026 

Dear Mr. StevensonL 

After rain ,and h. a.ring about the plans forthe production of

Mixed-Oxide Fuel (MOX) I am writhg to say that I am opposed to 

this. It is not the way to safely dispose of the plutonium from 

dtmantled nuclear weapons . It would add to rather than lessen 

the immense radioactive waste burden. The plutonium shoule be 

immobilited with the utmost vigilance in glass. This lethal 

material should not be used and should be rendered as safe as 

possible .  

I do not want my tax money used to bolster up nuclear sources of 

electricity.  

Sincerely, 

Llewellyn Perry y 

cc: The President ofthe United States 
Mr. Frederic Pena, Secretary of Energy 

Senator Charles Carter, N.C. Assembly 
Senator Steve Metcolf, " 
N.C. Publice Utilities Commisionn 
Duke Power

1
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of alternatives that consider 
only immobilization. DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid 

approach. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides 

the United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 

implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 

the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 

similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 

sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 

reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 

that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons 

again.  

MR005-2 MOX Approach 

Use ofMOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 

proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 

meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 

NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 

as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 

growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 

power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 

displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective 

value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 

the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 

by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract.
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STATEMELNT BY LEWIS PATRIF, M.D., M.P.H, PRESIDENT OF WESTERN 

NORTH CAROLINA OF PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

DOE SUPPLEMENTAL EIS ItEARING ON PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION 

14 JUNE 1999, WASHINGTON, D.C.  

presented by Curt Wozniak, Physicians for Social Responsibility 

The U.S. Department of Energy's current strategy in developing its Environmental Impact 

Statement is inadequate in that DOE has never held a hearing near the potential reactor sites 

where MOX fuel would be utilized. DOE proposes that most of the 50 tons of plutonium declared 

surplus by the military would be converted into MOX fbr use in civilian nuclear power reactors.  

Already DOE has signed an $130 million contract for the irradiation of plutonium MOX fuel with 

DCS, a consortium of contractors including: COGEMA, Inc., Duke Engineering and Services, 

and Stone and Webster. The six reactor sites that have already been chosen for MOX use are 

located in South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia.  

The one remaining public hearing announced by the DOE is scheduled in Washington, DC on 

June 15. This is not a satisfactory alternative to holding hearings in Charlotte and Charlottesville 

with adequate notice and publicity so that an optimum amount of dialogue and testimony could 
l...........,- ec..los w .here, the nlutonium fuel would be used.

be aiedby cItiZenS WhO would uVC •IOSCtIOWnCV ........ .....  

Furthermore, the characteristics of MOX fuel, as compared with existing nuclear fuel, with its 

increase in energy output, increasing the radioactive bombardment of the reactor chambers, its 

characteristic of more rapid increase of energy output and the potential for greater 

release of carcinogenic nucides in the event of a significant accident all suggest that itsis not as 

desirable an alternative as the immobilization option.  

For these latter seasons I oppose the MOX option, but if DOE continues to move forward with 

this ill advised plan, it would seem that consistent with our democracy, DOE is obligated to holds 

hearings as I described above.  

Lewis E. Patrie, M.D., M.P.H.  
99 Eastmoor Drive 
Asheville, N.C. 28805 

(828) 299-1242 (R) 
(828) 258-3500 (o)

DCRO14

DCRO14-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's request for additional public hearings 

in Charlotte and Charlottesville so citizens living closest to the proposed 

reactor sites could provide dialogue and testimony. After careful 

consideration of its public involvement opportunities, including the availability 

of information and mechanisms to submit comments, DOE decided not to 

hold additional hearings on the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. In addition 

to the public hearing on the Supplement held in Washington, D.C., DOE 

provided other means for the public to express their concerns and provide 

comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MlD Web site.  

Also, at the invitation of South Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE 

attended and participated in a public meeting held on June 24, 1999, in 

Columbia, South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 

as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 

representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 

groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 

Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 

proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Further, 

interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 

comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process.  

DOE conducted a procurement process in accordance with DOE NEPA 

regulations 10 CFR 1021.216. The selected team, DCS, would design, request 

a license, construct, operate, and deactivate the MOX facility as well as 

irradiate the MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. However, these 

activities are subject to the completion of the NEPA process. As stipulated 

in DOE's phased contract with DCS, until and depending on the decisions 

regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition are 

made and announced in the SPD EIS ROD, no substantive design work or 

construction can be started by DCS on the MOX facility. Should DOE decide 

to pursue the No Action Alternative or the immobilization-only approach, 

the contract with DCS would end. The contract is phased so that only 

nonsite-specific base contract studies and plans can be completed before
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PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
LEWIs E. PATRIE 
PAGE 2 OF 2 the ROD is issued, and options that would allow construction and other 

work would be exercised by DOE if, and only if, the decision is made to 

pursue the MOX approach.  

DCRO14-2 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach.  

Differences between MOX fuel and uranium fuel are well characterized and 

can be accommodated through fuel and core design. For example, MOX fuel 

assemblies can be placed away from reactor vessel walls to decrease the 

possibility of premature embrittlement. Before any MOX fuel is used in the 

United States, NRC would have to perform a comprehensive safety review 

that would include information prepared by the reactor plant operators as 

part of their license amendment applications. NRC would also consider the 

plants' ability to use MOX fuel safely taking into accountthe material condition 

of the proposed reactors.  

There are differences in the expected risk of reactor accidents from the use of 

MOX fuel. Some accidents would be expected to result in lower 

consequences to the surrounding population, and thus, lower risks, while 

others would be expected to result in higher consequences and higher risks.  

There is an increase in risk, about 3 percent, for the large-break loss-of-coolant 

accident (the bounding design basis accident). The largest increase in risk 

for beyond-design-basis accidents is approximately 14 percent for an 

interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident at North Anna. In the unlikely 

event this beyond-design-basis accident were to occur, the expected number 

of LCFs would increase from 2,980 to 3,390 with a partial MOX core and 

prompt fatalities would increase from 54 to 60. Both of these accidents have 

an extremely low probability of occurrence. At North Anna, the likelihood of 0 

a large-break loss-of-coolant accident occurring is I chance in 48 thousand 

per year and the likelihood of an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident 

occurring is 1 chance in 4.2 million per year.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response DCRO014-1.  
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UWTARO IAMLA• IN CUHVILLMR011OF ASPEA 
SOC AM CTON COPMrMIEE

ONE EDWOIN I-A(C 
ASHEVWILE, N.C. 28801 

May 1.6..1999 

Secretarg of Energy Bill Richardson 

199s independence Aue. SW 

Washington, OC 29585 

Dear Secretary Richardson 

We are concerned about proposed the plutonium fuel use in cluillan nuclear 

reactors and ask for formal public hearings on MOM to be held In cities near the 

nuclear reactors selected for MOM: Charlotte, NC and Chariottesuille ut.  

Sincerelt gours.  

0)

MRO03

MR003-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentors' request for additional public hearings 

in Charlotte, North Carolina, and Charlottesville, Virginia. After careful 

consideration of its public involvement opportunities, including the availability 

of information and mechanisms to submit comments, DOE decided not to 

hold additional hearings on the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. In addition 

to the public hearing on the Supplement held in Washington, D.C., DOE 

provided other means for the public to express their concerns and provide 

comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site.  

Also, at the invitation of South Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE 

attended and participated in a public meeting held on June 24, 1999, in 

Columbia, South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 

as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 

representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 

groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 

Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 

proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Further, 

interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 

comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process.
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36 Bust-O'-Dawn Drive 
Weynesville, NC 28786 
June 22, 1999

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
PO Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Dear Friends: 

Ilwrite to urge you not to use weapons-grade plutonium in commercial 

nuclear power reactions, called mixed-oxide fuel, or MOX. Instead, I urge you 

to employ the option of immobilizing the plutonium in glass.  

I believe MOX is a bad idea because It is dangerous, is slower and more 

expensive, is not needed, and is not wanted.  

I also urge you-before implementing any policy for disposing of weapons

grade plutonium-to hold hearings in all affected communties-especially those 

near the chosen reactor sites. It is only fair that the people who would be 

affected by this dangerous material should have an opportunity to be heard.

1

2

Sincerely, 4 

Dr. Douglas E. Wingeier

MR010

'I'
I
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MR010-1 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. DOE 

has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. As shown in 

the cost report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for Surplus 

Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), it is 

expected that the hybrid approach, which includes both immobilization and 

MOX fuel, would be more expensive than the immobilization-only approach.  

However, pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides 

the United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 

implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 

the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 

similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 

sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 

reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 

that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 
weapons again.  

MR010-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's request for public hearings in all 

communities affected by the use of MOX fuel, especially those near the 

proposed reactor sites. After careful consideration of its public involvement 

opportunities, including the availability of information and mechanisms to 

submit comments, DOE decided not to hold additional hearings on the 

Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. In addition to the public hearing on the 

Supplement held in Washington, D.C., DOE provided other means for the 

public to express their concerns and provide comments: mail, a toll-free 

telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Also, at the invitation of South 

Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE attended and participated in a 

public meeting held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 

as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 

representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 

groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 

Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 

proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Further, 

interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 

comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process.
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U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials 
r/o SUPPLIEENT to the 30D EIS 
P.O. Box 23786 
Waahington, D.C. 20026-3786 
Attention: Office of NE1, Compliance 
facsimile: I.- ()"6.k--2 

June 28, 1999 

Dear Administrator: 

Please consider this correspondence part of the official record of proceedings on the 

¶IPPLEMEF To TOHE SURPLUS DISPOSITION DRAFT EVIRCHINERTAL IMPACT STATENEIT, 

DOE/EIS-0283-DS submitted during public coment period.  

AlthoughI was unable to attend the June 15, 1999 public hearing on the 

above-referenced agency proceedings, I appreciate notification in advance of hearing as I 

have been an Interested party In agency decIslon-makIng process.  

Due to demands from other matters, these comments wiIl address major Issues and concerns 

rather than specifically reference the entire document presented for public review. Areas 

of concern include: 

1. T•iE AGEICY'S PROCEDURE FOR DECLARING SOME O METRIC TOIM OF PLUrTOIIUM EXCESS TO 

AGfw•NC Y EEDS. l(Se Attachment I.) Furthermore. the agency has consideralie vested 
financial program-wine interest In the considerable funds generated oy the 'sale' anoaor 

'transfer' of the Pu to private, commercial Interests for BOX nuclear pover plant fuel, 
Hybrid Alternative' (disposal as waste of sone of the Pu declared excess to program neen 

along with 'recycling' of soe allows for multitudes of options by both commerciai 
Interests in the property and the agency.  

II. The agency and the electricity utility Industry have considerable options by 

identifying 'hybrid alternative' in the process. Due to some uncertainty In the legal Ity 

of passing 'stranded costs' (particularly the Investments In nuclear power) on the 

electric utility consumers, the hybrid option appears to offer considerable advantage to 
the nuclear utility Investors as final decisions on such stranded utility costs are being 

made. The agency ts omandated to consider the financial Impacts of decisions made in 
regard to such monetarily valuable 'excess' property.  

Ill. DOE has Identified three facilities required for 'hybrid alternative' Implementation: 
1) pit disassembly and conversion, 2) Imobilizatlon, and 3) BO fuel fabrication. DOE 

has, should final decision as It appears from Draft EIS Supplement, determined to 

construct and operate BOTH Al IMMOBILIZATION FACILITY wdhich requires disposal site(s) NID 2 
A MCX)FUEL FOORICATION FACILITY which can be predicted to result in considerable 

environmental Impact uirbng both operational and shutdown phases. Obvlously, a BOX fuel 

fabrication facility requires considerable Investment (presumably of public funds oy 0D00 
for construction, operation. shutdown, as well as, disposal of radioactive waste generated 
by the operations. DOE is respectfully requested to consider the amounts of hazaroous, 

toxic, and radioactive wastes to be generated by the processes In Its 'recycling, 3 

decision. BOX fuel fabrication, in total, adds considerable expenditure of public funds 
directly and indirectly with considerable benefit to the nuclear/electric utility 2 
industry.  

FRO13

I FRO13-1 MOX Approach 

To demonstrate the United States' commitment to the objectives of the Joint 

Statement by the President of the Russian Federation and the President of 

the United States of America on Non-proliferation of Weapons of Mass 

Destruction and the Means of Their Delivery, President Clinton, in 

January 1994, declared fissile materials, including 50 t (55 tons) of plutonium, 

to be surplus to U.S. nuclear defense needs. The way in which DOE 

determined the specific plutonium to be declared surplus is different from the 

way in which DOE determines how buildings, facilities and equipment are 

surplus. DOE's methods for determining excess or surplus property is not 

within the scope of this SPD EIS.  

The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would displace LEU fuel 

that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective value of the 

MOX fuel fabrication cost exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, 

the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 

by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract. Financial 

considerations are part of the decisionmaking process; however, this EIS 

does not address cost issues. Rather, it evaluates the potential health, safety 

and environmental impacts of the proposed activities. Cost considerations 

are discussed in Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for Surplus 

Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOEJMD-0009, July 1998). This 

report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related 

Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which 

covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, 

are available on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public 

reading rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and 

Washington, D.C.  

FRO13-2 Cost 

As shown in the cost report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for 

Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), 

it is expected that the hybrid approach, which includes both immobilization 

and MOX fuel, would be more expensive than the immobilization-only 

approach. However, pursuing the hybrid approach provides the United 

States important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing
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Is. WOE decision-mskttng process has identified six (6) site specific reactors for the use 
of 111 fuel. DOE contention that 'no construction on the proposed 10 f uel facility would 

begin before an SPD EI£ ROD is Issued' 
(MOVER SHIT: IDOEIES-283-DS) apparently mans that site-specific construction public 

notice glyremainn in the Implementatlon process. DOE has already rade and announced 

decisions which require construction with considerable lack of public review and oversight 

in the process. IDE Should We gloterating the environmental impacts of siting anyS uch 

facility into the process rather than sake decisions Which REQUIRE THlE FACILITT DOE Is 

herein requested to do so in final EIS.  

V. The agency has essentially passed the 'Safety' to workers and general puDIic within 

50 mile radius of the proposed six 1 1 reactor sites to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  

DOE should not narrow Its review and consideration of safety IsMes based upon WI(Cs 

authority to license nuclear reactors. RC has determined that 'public participation' In 

NRC nuclear power plant licensing be limited to ONLY parties living within a S omile 

radius of each facility. 1HK has no authority to limit public participation by citizens.  

taxpayers, and interested parties in the process, although the commission already appears 

to have granted itself the authority. DOE cannot 'tailgate' on iRC: licensing of these six 

tot sote of the six) nuclear generating facilities to implement NEA tines ID Ohas cause to 

know In advance that fully Informed public participation has already been renoved fromNRC 

process.  

VI. DOE has presented *risk factors' to nuclear power plant workers and the general 

public from normal operations which suggest simultaneously that environmental releases and 

radiological exposures wiii Increase from normal plant operations If 1OX fuel is used, ans 

no 'significant' risks to workers and/sr the general population will result. iHo many 

Increases In fatal cancers and/or other related diseases does IOE intend to permit as 

'Insignificant Impacts' fromF M fuel plant operations? 

hurthermore, DOE acknowledges that fatalities among the general population will 

increase should nuclear accident occur at these facilities should the 10 fuel proposal oe 

implemented. Increase or likely increase in fatalities anmong the general population 

resuiting from accident (particularly worst ca•o scenario, as OE is sdanated to consideri 

are not easily reconciled with 'Insignlficont' Impacts to hbman health and the 

environment. Any probability of increase In fatalities must be considered by WDE as 

'significant' In final £I1. otherwise IOE actions result in 'lowering' the standard for 

public health and safety by the failure to do so in h A process.  

VII. [OE Is responsible for Implementing decisions protectiwe of national security in 

pal icy-making decisions on Surplus Plutonium. It Sneo rather obvionn that 'hybrid 

alternatives' (Some disposal as waste/soae recycling) creates considerable vulnerability 

in accounting for the total 50 metric tons of Pu currently under program disposition 

consloeratlion.  

Viii. DOE (and Its predecessor agencies) has historic pattern of under estimating and/or 

Ignoring health rinks to citizens when matters of national security appeared to conflict 

with implementation of other agendas. (See Attachment 11.) Furthermore, io practice, 

such assignment of low value to citizens frequently was done on populations considered to 

be 'low-use.' Environmental Justice requires that rural and minority members of the 

general population receive the same degree of consideration and protection from 

operational and accidental radiological and toxic exposures as other segments of the U.S.  

citizenry. O£ six candidate sites appear to avoid metropolitan centers in the Northern 

states, and propose risk at sites within 50 mile radius of rural, Southern populations.
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either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best 
opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar 

options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends 

the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce 

stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that 

would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 

weapons again.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response FRO13-1.  

FRO13-3 Waste Management 

DOE has evaluated waste management in this SPD EIS. As shown in 

Appendix H and Chapter 4 of Volume I, some additional waste would be 

generated if DOE decides to convert 33 t (36 tons) of the surplus plutonium 

to MOX fuel versus immobilizing all of the plutonium. This can be seen by 

comparing Alternative 2 at Hanford (17 t [19 tons] immobilized and 33 t 

[36 tons] fabricated into MOX fuel) to Alternative 11A (all 50 t [55 tons] 

immobilized) or Alternative 3 at SRS to Alternative 12A in Section 2.18. These 

potential impacts will be considered in DOE's decision, along with other 

environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 

nonproliferation considerations, and public input.  

FRO13-4 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE has not made or announced decisions that would prejudice the outcome 

of the NEPA process. DOE has indicated its preference of implementing the 

hybrid approach to surplus plutonium disposition and locating the three 

proposed facilities at SRS. However, decisions will be announced in the 

ROD, and will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 

national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. As 

explained in Section 2.1.3, a contract was awarded to DCS to design, request 

a license, construct, operate and eventually deactivate the MOX facility, and 

provide the reactors to irradiate the MOX fuel based on a competitive 

procurement that included evaluation of environmental impacts. The contract 

stipulates that there would be no construction, fabrication, or irradiation of 

MOX fuel until the SPD EIS ROD is issued. Such site-specific activities 

would depend on decisions in the ROD, and according to the Request for 

Proposals, DOE's exercise of contract options to allow such activities would 

be contingent on the ROD.
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FRO13-5 Human Health Risk 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's remarks concerning NRC policies.  

However, DOE has no authority in matters pertaining to NRC's policies 

and practices.  

Since the inception of the fissile materials disposition program, DOE has 

supported a vigorous public participation policy. DOE has conducted public 

hearings in excess of the minimumrequired by NEPA regulations to engender 

a high level of public dialogue on the program. With respect to the reactor 

sites, DOE prepared a Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS that included, among 

other topics, reactor-specific information that was not available when the 

SPD Draft EIS was distributed for public review. Efforts were made to contact 

persons living near the selected reactor sites and inform them of the proposed 

use of MOX fuel. The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who 

requested it as well as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan 

(i.e., Congressional representatives, State and local officials and agencies, 

and public interest groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact 

lists. The utilities, Duke Power Company and VirginiaPower Company, would 

operate the proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, 

and Virginia) should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD.  

For those interested parties who could not attend the hearing on the 

Supplement that was held in Washington, D.C., on June 15, 1999, DOE 

provided various other means for the public to express their concerns and 

provide comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web 

site. It is DOE policy to encourage public input into these matters of national 

and international importance.  

FRO13-6 Human Health Risk 

As discussed in Section 4.28, the increase in risk to the general public and 

workers associated with the use of MOX fuel is expected to be small. No 

additional LCFs would be expected from the use of MOX fuel under normal 

operations at the proposed reactors. The dose to the general public from the 

continued safe operation of these reactors, regardless of whether MOX fuel 

is being used, is a very small fraction of natural background radiation and is 

not expected to result in any additional LCFs in the surrounding communities. [T 

In the case of reactor accidents analyzed in Section 4.28, there is a small
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increase in risk, about 3 percent, for the large-break loss-of-coolant accident 

(the limiting design basis accident). The largest increase in risk for severe 

(beyond-design-basis) accidents is approximately 14 percent for an interfacing 

systems loss-of-coolant accident at North Anna. Both of these accidents 

have an extremely low probability ofoccurrence. At North Anna, the likelihood ½ 

of a large-break loss-of-coolant accident occurring is 1 chance in 48,000 per 

year and the likelihood of an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident 

occurring is 1 chance in 4.2 million per year.  

FRO13-7 Facility Accidents 

As discussed in response FR013-6, there is an increase in the risks associated 

with some of the severe reactor accidents analyzed in this SPD EIS. In the 

case of severe accidents at any of the reactors, the consequences of an 

accident would be high regardless of whether the reactors were using MOX 

fuel or LEU fuel. However, the probability of these accidents occurring is 

very low so the increase in risk to the communities surrounding these plants 

is not considered significant.  

FRO13-8 Nonproliferation 

DOE does not believe that the hybrid approach creates vulnerability in 

accounting for the surplus plutonium. The proposed DOE surplus plutonium 

disposition facilities are all at locations where plutonium would have the 

levels of protection and control required by applicable DOE safeguards and 

security directives. Safeguards and security programs would be integrated 

programs of physical protection, information security, nuclear material control 

and accountability, and personnel assurance. In addition, intersite 

transportation of plutonium-bearing materials would be made in DOE's SST/ 

SGT system. SST/SGTs are components of an 18-wheel tractor-trailer vehicle 

that are specially designed to protect against theft or diversion of nuclear 

materials cargo. The amount of plutonium that would be removed from each 

pit at the pit conversion facility would be documented, and that documentation 

carried forward throughout the disposition process, either immobilization or 

MOX fuel fabrication. None of the plutonium used in MOX fuel would be 

recycled or reprocessed. It would be used once in the reactor and then 

treated as any other spent fuel destined for burial in a potential 

geologic repository.
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Environmental Justice

DlO Is required under Presidential Executive Order to avoid conclusion that excess 
fatalities are any more 'Insignificant' on such peoulatione. (. .- tkA_....,Zt... .I 

DOE is requested to require considerable, verifiable proof that 89 fueat wien used 
in the proposed 6 reactors results in no increase of probability of worst case accident 
twnich DOE identifies as likely to result In Increased fatalities should it occur.) DOt 

is relyIng upon data frcm Its contractors who have vested financial Interest in n ON nuei 
imwiementation for reassurance that nothing will go orong. DOE Is requested to verity and 
oversee the datasuotMitted by Its contractors to adequately protect the public interest, 
safety, and health. Furthermore, as the procurement process is currently underway, the 
agency apparently has decided then implemented ifEP process after-the-fact. ýi_. -C - 't--lJZ.,-e-. T.[ 

IX. DOE attentioo to matters of considerable nationai security Issue.- has failed to 
unclude the probable potential for sale of fissile materials by Its contractors. Dhf 
Oakrioge Operations has begun transfer of 3,600 metric tons of Lon-Etriched Uranium and 
Uranium Metal In various forms from the Fernald, Ohio (PEW site to tne Portsmoath 
Gaseous Diffusion Plant site for interim's torage until the materials can be permanently 
housed or sold based upon an Environmental Assessent oniy it would appear lather 
obvious that United States Eorichment Cxrporation has considerable likelihood of betomitng 
the 'excess fissile/nuclear materials' sales agent in the process.  

DOE has more than amle reason to require strinoent acco•nting for the total 
Plutonium presently In agency Inventory at various sites natlo•'wlie from Its contractors.  
It wiOd appear that 50 mefric tons of Pu declared as excess inventory is rather arbitrary 
coesioering the agency's discrepancies in identlying ho micht Pu is actually located at 
various sites nationeide.  
(See Attachment IV.) DOE is mandcate to consider non-proliferation issues as crucial to 
national security regardless of the -market value' of the fissile material to private 
Interests (fto may or moy not consider national Security as a hilgh priority). .See 
Attaclhent V.) 

It wool dappear to run contrary to logic as veil as national Interests to offer 
excess Pu (fisslie material NTl ROUIRtE by foreign powers for civilian nuclear power 
generation) to foreign powers Interested In obtainlng global superpower status! China, 
for example. is reported to have a track record of Spreading missile technology to 
countries aho have not at this time achieved nuclear Superpover status, Including, forth 
lorea. Iran, Sauola iArabl, and Pakistan (Attachment V.). It wucld seem to run contrary 
to logic for the Department of Energy to tighten Security at national lars, fusd 
anti-missile delivery systems from hostile foreign powers, and, at the same time directly 
or Indirectly allow the sale of nuclear weapons materials to those same powers! The DOE 
Is respectfully requested to avoid any ouch considerable lapse In logic regardless of 
private. commercial Interests iho might potentially benefit.  

It Is obvious that considerable financial Interests would e best served by the 
"hybrid alternative' Including N(S fuel fabrication and use at 6 nuclear reactor sites.  
It Is amso obvious that DOE Is required to represent the interests of the public, and the 
nation which are not best served by Draft Supplement for Eocess PlutoniumD ilsosition.  
DOE Is respectfully requested to rewulate and oversee Its contractors, as necessary for 
national security and public and worker safety. It would certainly appear that maltitudes 
of Short-term financially interested parties have been Included In total Pa disposition 
proposal. DOE hasrboth authority (Price-hnderson, for examle) and considerable 
congressional pressure to ensure national Interests, public health safety, and Security as 
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Impacts of the proposed activities on minority and low-income populations 
in the areas surrounding all candidate DOE sites and proposed reactor sites 
were evaluated in this SPD EIS (see Appendix M and Section 4.28). As 

discussed in Chapter 4 of Volume I, none of the proposed activities is expected 
to disproportionately impact these populations.  

FRO13-10 Facility Accidents 

Section 4.28 was revised to include reactor-specific information, including 
accident analyses. The accident frequencies used are based on the rigorous 

analyses that reactor licensees provided to NRC under oath of affirmation.  
NRC has reviewed and accepted these licensee analyses as the basis for 

continued operation of these plants. DOE believes, on that basis, that this 

information is acceptable for use in this SPD EIS to evaluate the potential 
impacts of using MOX fuel in the reactors. While it is understood that there 
are differences from the use of MOX fuel versus LEU fuel, these differences 
are not expected to result in substantial changes in the frequency of severe 

accidents in MOX-fueled reactors. Before any MOX fuel is used in the 
United States, NRC would have to perform a comprehensive safety review 

that would include information prepared by the reactor plant operators as 

part of their license amendment applications pursuant to 10 CFR 50.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response FRO 13-4.

FRO13-11 Nonproliferation

No plutonium is being, or will be sold to any entity, foreign or domestic. All 
the surplus plutonium, including the amount that would be made into MOX 
fuel, would have stringent accountability, safeguards and security 

requirements. The primary objective of the surplus plutonium disposition 
program is to ensure that these materials are never again used in nuclear 
weapons. The market value of this material is not an issue.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response FRO 13-8.

FRO13-12 MOX Approach

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the hybrid approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition. Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial

FRO13-9
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the agency's highest priorities in declsione-eakLng and proJecttsi Implementatl•s. As 
such, the agency must conclude that 'recycling' Pu as a valuable energy resource iails to 
provide long term good judgment in excess Pu management. The cost of waste aisposal frco 
a IYM fuel fabrication facility requires considerable further environmental degradation 
during construction, operation, and shut-down phases. A 'noe-tiie run through' requires 
disposal sites and facilities. The total plan may offer some Interests profitable 
business returns in the short term, however, the agency is required to conslder the long 
term costs financially, environmentally, to public and worker health, and risks irom 
foreign powers to national security. Oat fuel use at 6 proposed nuclear power facilities 
has potential for disatrous long term costs and consequences. DOE must cc!-slaer the long 
term Interests of the nation and all its citizens In HEPA and all other decision-makIng 
processes over special Interests.  

One ost vioos example of DOE in cooperation with private enterprise with 

consioerable adverse (and on-going consequences) occurred at DOE and its contractor's site 
In West Valley, New York. The boundaries of the state of Ohio have, apparently, somehow 
been re-defined to Incluoe West Valley as part of federal facilities sites to be overseen 
by the O•io Field Office. DOE is respectfully requested to consider past consequences on 
private/cowerclal vendor partnerships in current decislon-making. The agency has amnle 
reasoon and causes to avoid rather than repeat past errors, and Is respectfully requested 
to do s0.  

Thank you for opportunity to comment and participate on what I believe to be a most 
crucial agency decislon-makling process. Please provide a list of parties in attendance at 
the June iS, 1999 hearings and list of parties submitting comments to the agency on or 
before June 2B, t999•at your earliest convenience. Also, please continue to inciude my 
same and mailing address (provided below) on the agency's list of interested parties on 
Plutonium disposition.  

Sincerely, 

Diana . Cahall (Note: restoration of maiden nase 2/98, formerly known as 
Diana Salisbury) 

7019 Ashridge Arsheim Road 
Sardinia. Ohio 45171 
(9371) 446-2763 telephone and fax 

Attachments (CI t l-'-r- & & (-t-)5 4 '0 

VIA TELECOPIER TLAI tSItN TO / ) r JUNE 20, 1999 AT 
APPRO(DIMATEL' /- ,-P rAl t.; and by the United States Postal Service, reguiar mail, 
postage prepaid on June 28, 1999.

12 

13

FRO13

reactors is not proposed in order to subsidize the commercial nuclear power 
industry. Rather, the purpose of this proposed action is to safely and securely 

disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The 
Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by DOE, is to make 
the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and unattractive for 
weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of plutonium that 
exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.

FRO13-13 MOX RFP

DOE is working hard to ensure that lessons learned from past experiences are 
being applied to all of its programs to ensure they are carried out safely and 

in an environmentally sound manner. West Valley reports to the Ohio Field 
Office, but there are DOE personnel on-site at West Valley who are in direct 
control of the activities there. DOE has entered into successful privatization 
arrangements, and has an initiative to use privatization in its contracting 
efforts when doing so is of benefit to the U.S. Government and does not 
compromise health, safety, the environment, or national security.

I I
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U'5ted State.  
General A-rountb Office 
Wrabingtoa. 1D.C. 20548 

Re-ces, Coniniridry,. and 
Economric Dievelopmrent Divinion 

B-280873 

November 4. 1998 

The Honorable John R. Kasich 
Chalirman, Conunitee on the Budget 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairmnan: 

For fiscal year 1997, the Deparmnent of Energy reported thut it had 
$20.8 billion in property, some of which is no longer needed toa ny out 
the Department's missions noow that the Cold War has ended. The 
Dpartment reports, for example, that many of the buildings originally 
designed and constructed to support its defen mission no longer have 
any ongoing or planned msionr The Department acknowledges that it 
needs to reduce its invaltories of property mid equipment and estinatels 
that, for its largest environmental management sites, it spends about 
20 perment of its annual budget on mai•taining the facilities amd 
infrastructure.  

You rnlUested tlit we review the Department or Esergy's efforts to 
identil amid dispo of property that is excess to its needs. Specifically, 
you asked us to detenttine (1) the criteria the Departruent oves to guide 
the identification and disposal or excess property, (2) the extent to wloch 
the Department's property records reflect what is en longer needed in 
carry out its missions, and (3) the challenges the Departirent believes 
exist in identifying excess property and the innovotive approaches being 
used to dispose of this property.

Results in Brief Federal properly management regulations include criteria to determine 
when real prpperty' is excess to an agency's needs. However, neither 
federal property management regulations nor the Department of Energy's 
regulations and guidance include specific criteria to determine when 
personal property is no longernceded. When property has been identified 
as excess, guidelines for the disposal process are well defined for both real 

..*. mid personal property. For example, the Departatermi's property 
management regulations include guideliues for the screening of excess 

" . personal property for reu widhin the Department or other federal 
agencies; for the U-mnsfeningof la(reuipnmenM and omputers to schmul; 
and for the sale ofiroppcrtyo tepublic.  

P-Jr ty M.rk& -54i -eem ,Xorec-r1 oiwi rooclxroi- ~ iren 
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The Deparlment of Energy's preeerty records do not consistently provide 
infornation that would help identify property that is no longer needed.  
Recent changes to the Departin.es regulations require that property 
renords identify property that has already been detennined to be excess.  
In July 1998, dan Department modified itsoreal property records system to 
identify property that has been, detennlned to be excess. 1tis system lso 
provides additional information, such as the percentage ofa facility 
crrently in use, tOot could be used to identify other property that is no 
longer needed. Similarly, in May 1998. the Department revised its persooal property natoagrment regulatioo. to retqa.in that contLractors' rucords, 
include information on current usage, sucht s categonriing property as 
active, in storage, or exces. However, these regulations do not provide eitria for adetroinning when personal property should be placed ti these 

R" 
rategortes.  

The Department of Energy acnowledges problemnas with its identificatio 
aid hspost of excess real and personal property. Ltepartent officials 
crted, for xaotoplep, a tack offuondang for the enviaroan-viatleatecp ofrthe 
current inventory of ex-er real property and a lack of itcentivar to 
identify property as excess. Because the costs associatedwi 'th the 
\ maintenance and storage of un•eeded property are generally not 
separately identified, little icentive exaist to spend the resources 
necessAtry to dispose ofit. Regardless of the problems, field and progra n offices have developed some innovative approaches to dispese of 
property, such as; including a performaace-based incentive in Ltte site 
n gementcontrac to encourage tiae contractor operating the site to norxcms property during the fiscal yepr.  

Background Althoug, most of the Department of Energy's (trt) real and personal 

property towader dan tcontrol of its co ntracors7-7 sevr. tore officesave 
the resporasibility for aaanaging thds property. Overall, die office of Field 

Monagemnent is reslionsible for real property managetocata and field 
• f• \ oversight, a4d the office of ctpru•or tnt a md Askisanae laoagrocutais 

7 "responairble for perseoalI property. In addition, the Office of Worker and "Community Tro•.idon direct various efforts regarding the vale or 

"disposition of surplusoassc•eto aid compiles reports for the Congress ota 4. Q u•wnneeded real mad peassoal property and pilot projects relasive ta its 
overall responsabdities. tn addition, noE's prograa doffices, suahas -the 

// ~~~offitacnTDfc Prtacranc. ore responsable foe derlaraing propterty eca 
to their nssionrs' needs. One prograin office., Environroental S.tano 
is rexponaible faar the cleaap of conta -naaed excess r before als 

U•UC.)- 3 W-V ,E-.
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disposal.SOE's field offices oversee the contractors' efforts to manage the 

property and maintain the property records.  

In its fiscal year 1997 financial statements, DoE reported that it held 
property, plant, and equipment valued at $20.8 billion--$12.0 bilion of 

real property and $5.2 billion of persomna property, with constructton work 

in progress, natural resources, and soft-ware accounting for the remaining 
S3.6 billion. The property saouonts inchide only those itenms costing 

$25,000 or more. Items that cost Imn than $25,000 are expensed for 
financial statement purposes; oWE contractors held an additional 
$3.4 billion of sudi personal property at the end of fiscal year 1997.  

In DoE£s fiscal year 1997 Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act report 

accompanying its omaucial statemtent!% the Department indicated that it 

had exte-tsive inventories of real and personal property that is no longer 
seces•ary and that disposal of tlids property could sa.ver fot-sr torage, 

security, and maintenance costs. In addition, pEo reported prob!ems with 

the nanageiseut or persrnal property. For example, tie Rocky Flats Feld 

Office in Colorado identified problems that included a contractor's 

inadepiate tiroperty records systems, incomnplete neL n toty recordcs, aid 
requests made for new work space while comparable space at the site was 
being designatted as excess. (See the bibliography for a st of fGAo and 

Inspector General reports oIL DOE property nmatagcment Issues.)

Federal Regulations 
Provide Guidelines for 
Real Property but 
DOE's Guidance Does 
Not Include Criteria 
for Deteimining When 
Personal Property Is 
Excess 
lital Propetrty

7Tte federal praperty elonagetent regulations specify that executive 
agencies should dispose of real and personal property that is excess to 

their needs and include guidelines for deternining when real property is 

unneeded or underuUkzed. Itowever, neither the federal regulaUoms nor 

DOE'S gudaince includes similar specific guidelines for deteroining when 

persotal property is excess. In the absenice of criteria hi the federal 

rcgulations, it is left up to each agency to develop guidelines. Oe 
implements the overall federal regulations tor its real property and has 

isued suppletiental regulatiots for mtanaging personal property.  

Stowteser. sIc'Ls regulatioptor pLex Pso ptpprorty include no crtecia fojr 
detens•i•%lgiwhen property is eiceod.  

The federal property ianmagenent regulations for the utilimation amd 
disposal of real property state that each executive agency should sirey 

the real property under its contipt at least annually to identify property 
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2545 S. Birmingham P1. Tulsa, OK 74114 

June 28, 1999 

United States Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
PO Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Sirs: 

I am writing to comment on the Supplement to the Draft Surplus Plutonium 
Disposition Environmental Impact Statement.  

As an Oklahoma resident who remember only too well the carelessness with which 
plutonium was handled at the Kerr-McGee plant in Crescent, I view the whole MOX 
plan as unrealistic for human beings to use.  

The MOX plan would cause plutonium to be considered as a business commodity to 
be transported across the country rather than the highly toxic substance which it is 
and which needs to be isolated from the human environment.  

To claim that the MOX plan would result in a significant reduction in the amount of 
plutonium is patently ridiculous. There would be a very small net reduction if 
plutonium were used in a mixed fuel in nuclear power plants.  

The MOX plan for dealing with "surplus plutonium" is a plan to play with the stuff 
rather than to irunobilize it, and it is my understanding that MOX would be a very 
expensive toy.  

How much would it cost to retrofit aging reactors so that they could utilize the MOX 
fue'? At what po'int v.,culd safety concerns take a back seat to economic 
considerations? Accidents would be more likely, I believe, at a retrofitted plant, and 
they would certainly be far more dangerous.  

Any serious problems with nuclear power would only be exacerbated with the use of 
MOX. It is simply terrifying to think of such casual use of plutonium in the U.S., 
where control is imperfect. What about in Russia? MOX would be a bad choice for 
the U.S. public, for the nuclear power industry, and for the planet. Get real! 

Yours truly, 

B. Geasy

I1 

2 

3 

4 

MR020

MR020-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. DOE 
has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing both 

immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important 
insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 

by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for 
U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 

reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

MR020-2 Transportation 

Transportation would be required for both the immobilization and MOX 
approaches to surplus plutonium disposition. Transportation of special 
nuclear materials, including fresh MOX fuel, would use DOE's SST/SGT 
system. Since the establishment of the DOE Transportation Safeguards 
Division in 1975, the SST/SGT system has transported DOE-owned cargo 
over more than 151 million kIn (94 million mi) with no accidents causing a 
fatality or release of radioactive material. The transportation requirements for 

the surplus plutonium disposition program are also evaluated in Chapter 4 of 
Volume ILand Appendix L.

MR020-3 MOX Approach

It is true that in the MOX approach only a fraction of the plutonium would 
actually be consumed in the reactor; but the remainder would be an integral 

part of massive spent fuel assemblies. The spent fuel assemblies would be 
so large and radioactive that any attempted theft of the material would require 
a dedicated team willing to suffer large doses of radiation, along with 
substantial equipment for accessing and removing the spent fuel from the 
storage facility and carrying it away.  

The purpose of fabricating MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial 
reactors is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting 
the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS andtQ
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modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as 

inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing 

quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power 
reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would displace 
LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective value 
of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then the 
contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government by 
DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract.  

The commercial reactors selected for the MOX approach include only those 
reactors whose operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the 
surplus plutonium disposition program. Furthermore, although no 
U.S. commercial reactors are licensed to use plutonium-based fuel, several 

are designed to use MOX fuel, and others can easily and safely accommodate 
apartialMOX core.  

The environmental, safety and health consequences of the MOX approach 
at the proposed reactors are addressed in Section 4.28. In addition, NRC 
would evaluate license applications and monitor the operations of both the 
MOX facility and domestic, commercial reactors selected to use MOX fuel, 
to ensure adequate margins of safety.  

MR020-4 Nonproliferation 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the use of plutonium in 

MOX fuel. The Joint Statement of Principles signed by Presidents Clinton 
and Yeltsin in September 1998 provide general guidance for achieving the 
objectives of a future bilateral agreement to disposition surplus plutonium in 
the United States and Russia. Sensitive negotiations between the two 
countries have indicated that the Russian government accepts the technology 
of immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but 
that the MOX approach would be considered for higher-purity feed materials.

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MR020-3.
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I am writing because I am deeply concerned about the 
potential deleterious effects posed by the options you are 
considering concerning the disposal of plutonium. The 
MOX option would threaten the health of many. The 
immobilization option is much more sound. Please analyze 
both options carefully and come to a responsible decision.  
Thank you.

1

WRO01

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition. DOE has identified as its preferred alternative 
the hybrid approach. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication 
provides the United States important insurance against potential 
disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid 
approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working 
with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's excess 
plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to the 
world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 
quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to 
use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

DOE and NRC are committed to protecting the health and safety of the 
public. This includes designing, constructing, and operating DOE- and 
NRC-regulated facilities (e.g., domestic, commercial reactors) in such a way 
as to continually provide a level of safety and reliability that meets or exceeds 
established standards. DOE and commercial reactors also have plans and 
programs for the safe management and ultimate disposal of their nuclear waste.  

The Human Health Risk sections presented in Chapter 4 of Volume I discuss 
the applicable human health risks associated with all alternatives considered.  
Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on 
environmental analyses (including analyses of human health risks), technical 
and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and 
public input.

WRO01-1 Alternatives

I
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Statement for the Record 
Supplement to the Surplus Plutonium Disposition 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
June 15, 1999 

It is my pleasure to speak in support of the Department of Energy's important program to 
dispose ofweaposs grade plutonium which is excess to our nations defense needs. My 
name is Ernie Chaput, and I am with the Economic Development Partnership of Aiken, 
South Carolina.  

As many of you know, the Department's Savannah River Site is located in Aiken County, 
South Carolina. For the past several years the Economic Development Partnership has 
evaluated DOE programs proposed for accomplishment at the SRS for consistency with 
local capabilities and community expectations.  

Our community has a long history of supporting DOE national defense and environmental 
manageeeet progrsms. We are proud of the role our site played in winning the cold war, 
and we are equally anxious to play a role in reducing the new nuclear danger which has 
resulted from excess plutonium being released from military needs. As the prestigious 
National Academy of Sciences has stated, "The existence of this material constitutes a 
clear and present danger to national and international security." Disposing of surplus 
plutonium from the U.S. and Russian nuclear programs must be a top priority in the 
pursuit of world peace and stability.  

Ifthe U.S. does not dispose of its surplus plutonium, neither will Russia. Conversely, it is 
equally important that the U.S. and Russian programs proceed in parallel to prevent 
concerns about either country gaining a strategic advantage. Together the two countries 
have indicated that 100 metric tons of weapons-usable plutonium are surplus to current 
military needs and proposed for disposition. The opportunity to dispose ofenough 
plutonium to make over 20,000 modem nuclear weapons must been seized upon and 
aggressively pursued.  

We believe that DOE has wisely chosen a hybrid approach for disposition of surplus 
plutonium: 

Isotopically "denaturing" weapons-grade plutonium by irradiation inna nuclear reactor 
isthe surest and most efficient means of destroying this material. By burning 
plutonium in mixed codde fijel, it will undergo nuclear transformation into a product

Pos Ofi aesBox 1708 Aikm, SC 29802 171 University Parkway USCA 
(803) 648-3362 FAX (803) 641-3369 edpss@eaoltomn tp://www.cdps.og DCRO13

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of the hybrid approach.  
Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United 
States important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing 
either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best 
opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar 
options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends 
the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce 
stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that 
would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 
weapons again.

DCRO13-1 Alternatives
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that is no longer capable for efficient use in nuclear weapons and will make theft and 
recovery of the degraded material extremely difficult.  

Immobilizing weapons-grade plutonium that contains impurities which make it 

unsuitable for burning in nuclear reactors by mixing with DOE high-level waste and 
creating solid ceramic and glass-like materials. While this process will not destroy the Cs 

"weapons-grade" characteristics of the plutonium, it will make theft and recovery of 
the immobilized material very difficult.  

We believe that DOE has properly analyzed safety issues and demonstrated that both 
options for surplus plutonium disposition can be safety conducted. Oversight by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission will serve to further assure the safe execution of this 

activity. N 

In summary, as DOE considers the proportion of materials for disposition by irradiation 

and immobilization, we recommend that the ultimate objective of this program be kept 
clearly in focus: Which option provides the greatest surety that the surplus materials 
can never be used again in modern nuclear weapons. The Economic Development 
Partnership believes that future generations will be significantly more secure if we act 
today to destroy our surplus weapons-grade plutonium materials, not just lock them away 

and make them difficult to recover. Therefbre, we believe that burning weapons-grade 
plutonium in nuclear reactors should be the first option for disposition of surplus 
plutonium, with immobilization being used only when burning is not possible

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important matter.

DCRO13
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MR023

DOE gave equal consideration to all comments received on the SPD Draft EIS 
and Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. The comments and their responses 

are presented in Volume EIl, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively. The public 

hearing comment summary report for the Supplement and hearing attendance 

list has been sent under separate cover. Transcripts of the June 24, 1999 

meeting hosted by State Senator Phil Leventis are presented as Appendix A 

in VolumemII.
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ýý'No1ý 6 6 ttEfiergy's 

United States Department of Enermy 

Dear Stakelholder.  
The Department of Energy has released.a supplenient to the Draft Surplus Plutonium 
Disposition Environmental Impact Statement which focuses on information leveloped as part of the MOX ProcurueentProceis. The comment period for this 
document is from May 14 to June 28, 1999. You may request a copy of this 
document as follows: 

MAIL FAX/PHONE 
United States Department of Energy 14-00-820-5156 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition Please'leave your name and complete 
P.O. Box 23786 mailing address on the answering 
Washington. DC 20026-3786 machine.  

WORLD WIDE WEB 
httpt/www.doe-nsd.conm 

Office of Fisslle Materials Disposition

&:OOam - 12:00prm 
and 

1:30pro - 430pm 
U e ote Washington 
51515UthSt, NW 

Washington, DC 20004 

Priaegls issi for the i hmeeing may be done at ei Sptm.  

Webs.te Registration: htp-Jwww.doe-nd.eom 
Prereglatratlon Telephone Number 1-8090-820-5134 

Office ot elW Matelas Disposition

MR023
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United States Oeipartment of Enera, y 

NOW AVAILABLE 

The Department of Energy has released a supplement to the Draft Surplus Plutonium 

Disposition Fnvironmental Impact Statement which focuses on information 
developed as part of the MOX Procurement Process. The comment period for this 
document is from May 14 to June 28, 1l , You may request a copy of this 
document as follows: "'-f•5Ce"s 

MAIL FAX/PHONE 
United States Department of Energy 1400-820-5156 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition Please leave your name and complete 'k 

P.O. Box 23786 mailing address on the answering 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 machine.  

WORLD WIDE WEB 
http://www.doe-md.com 

PUBLIC MEETING 

The Depatmonst of Enorgy's Offies of FisFlle Mateaala Disposition will hold a public 
meeting on the Supplement to the Dlraft Surplustonium Disposition Dramt 
Ensironmental Impact Statement. Thse will be two identical morning end aftemoon 
sass~nr.  

Tuesday, June 18, 1099 
9:00am - 12.-OOpm 

and 
1:30pmo - 4:30pm 

Hotel Washington 
515 15th St., NW 

Washington, IDC20054 

Praregistasing for the rmeeting may be done at either 

Webslte Registration: htlpd/www.doe-md.comr 
Prereglstratlon Telephone Number 1400-820-5134 

Office of Fissile Materials Disposition

MR023
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GILBERT, CLAUDE L., JR.  
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CLAUDE L, GitinusT, JL, 
1104 CANDLEWOOD DRins 

HOPm Ns, SOuna CAROLINA 29061

US Department of Energy June 24, 1999 

Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
PO Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

RE:Surplus Plutonium Disposition 

Dear Sir: 

As a native South Carolinian and US citizen, I have followed the events over the past 45 yeats that have 

turned my homeland into a nuclear dump. While the thought of ridding the wodd ot surplus pkltonium 

sounds good. I believe your decision to use MOX nuclear fuel in comrneral reactors will cause more 

problems than it stoes, 

Why should I believe you when you state that this process is safe? 

1) Them are munexpLained illnessesnor"canoer ciustersm'around 14 Of 14 DOE facilities In the US.  

Commercfal nuclear reactors are nothing more than high level waste dumps for spent fuel rods. Yucca 

Mountain is nothing more than a pipe dream.  

2) Weastinghouse (aka CBS) after 16 years and $489 milion have faied to deal with the waste probatms 

already at SRS. (exploding benzine among many more problems) SC already has radioactive 

fish in the Savannah River, delormed wildlife and contarrinated ground water A MOX facility writ 

just add to the problem.  

3) Cogerna has not only contaminated the sea bed off of the moast at France, but also the air is 90,000 

times more radloactrue than tackground readings. Reprocessing is such a polkhling industry that 

Cogema has turned the air radioactive. Childhood leukemia has increased.  

4) BNFL has contarminated the area around Sellafield, England as much as Chernobyl. A slow-motion 

accident played out over four decades. The seafood is radioactive as welt.  

5) After many years of misleading the public, Genmany. the inventers of nuclear power have decided to 

phase out this technological faiure because of economic, health, transportation and safety issues.  

Using MOX fuel and establishing a plutonium economy with a failed industry will only hurt the US 

taxpayer and endanger everyone on the planet.  

6) Although MOX fuel has been used occasionally in Europa. it is not made with such a high percentage 

of plutonnum-239 as is contemplated for the US. This fnrm ao plutonium is the material of choice for 

rueear weapons precisely because it is easiest to explode. Obviously, this is not the goal in reactor 

operation. Compounding the concerm about weapons material is the disclosure that the pltonlum is 

not poure. In order to make the weapons, other ingredients ware added to the plutonium. One of these 

is Gallium, which has not been put into a reactor core before, and which interacts with zirconium, one 

of the metaLs composing the fuel rod's cladding. Compromise of fuel cladding can cause a host of 

problems including greatly increased releases of radioactivity to air and water.  

7) The plan to build a MOX plant at US taxpayer expense in Russia will only guarantee that weapons 

grade plutonium is spread across the globe under the guise of penoelul nuclear cooperation- Do you 

trust the Russians? How about their nuclear supply partners Iran and India? 

As you know, thesa are just a few of the problems worldwide. I strongly object to the MOX plan.  

If would be far more prudent to pursue immobilizaton.  

Thank you.  

Claude L Gilbert, Jr.
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MR009-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's objection to the use of MOX fuel in 
commercial reactors. DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid 
approach. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides 
the United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 
implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 

the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 
similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 

sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 
reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 
that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 
weapons again.  

The safety, health, and environmental consequences of the MOX approach 
at the proposed reactors are addressed in Section 4.28. In addition, NRC 
would evaluate license applications and monitor the operations of both the 

MOX facility and domestic, commercial reactors selected to use MOX fuel, 
to ensure adequate margins of safety.

MR009-2 Human Health Risks

Epidemiological studies performed to determine if excess health effects have 
occurred, or are occurring, in the vicinity of the candidate sites for surplus 

plutonium disposition are summarized in the Storage and Disposition PEIS.  

Other DOE sites are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS. Over the past year, 

DOE and the Department of Health and Human Services (HIS) have produced 

draft plans to determine the future direction of public health activities at 

18 DOE sites (including the sites evaluated in this EIS) and naval shipyards 

in three States. The plans contain background information on the site; 

information learned from previous studies and assessments; current public 

health activities conducted by HHS and DOE; gaps in knowledge and 

important issues that need to be addressed; and proposed new activities.  

These plans may be viewed on the DOE Web site at 

http://www.tis.eh.doe.gov/epi.  

This SPD EIS assumes, for the purposes of analysis, that Yucca Mountain, 

Nevada, would be the final disposal site for all immobilized plutonium and
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MOX spent fuel. As directed by the U.S. Congress through the NWPA, as 

amended, Yucca Mountain is the only candidate site currently being 

characterized as a potential geologic repository for HLW and spent fuel.  

DOE has prepared a separate EIS, Draft Environmental Impact Statementfor 

a Geologic Repositoryforthe Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel andHigh-Level 

Radioactive Waste at Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada 

(DOE/EIS-0250D, July 1999), which analyzes the environmental impacts from 
construction, operation and monitoring, related transportation, and eventual 

closure of a potential geologic repository. The potential MOX spent fuel 
and/or immobilized plutonium are included in the inventory analyzed in that 

draft EIS.  

MR009-3 Waste Management 

DOE appreciates the commentor's concern that surplus plutonium disposition 

activities not contaminate the environment. DOE and its contractors at SRS 
are working hard to remediate existing contamination. In recent years, seepage 

basins have been closed, pump and treat systems have been installed to 
remove contaminants from the groundwater, and new wastewater treatment 

facilities have been installed. Much is yet to be done, but as described in the 
report, Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure (DOE/EM-0362, June 1998), 

DOE has an ambitious plan to accomplish the cleanup of SRS.  

The SPD EIS analyzes the potential environmental impacts associated with 

implementing the proposed activities at the candidate sites. The results of 

these analyses, presented in Chapter 4 of Volume I and summarized in 
Section 2.18, indicate that implementation of any of the proposed activities 

would not have a major impact on any of the candidate sites. To avoid 

contamination that has occurred in the past at some DOE sites, DOE would 

design, build, and operate the proposed surplus plutonium disposition " 

facilities in compliance with today's environmental, safety and 

health requirements. L 

MR009-4 MOX Approach 

Recent reports prepared by the French Government have concluded that the 

radioactive releases from the La Hague Plant are not the cause of an excess of
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childhood leukemia in the area of the plant between 1978 and 1996. The La 
Hague Plant is a spent fuel reprocessing plant. The use of U.S. surplus 

plutonium in existing domestic, commercial reactors does not involve 

reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical separation of uranium, transuranic 
elements [including plutonium], and fission products from spent reactor fuel 
and the reuse of the plutonium and uranium to produce new fresh fuel). The 

NRC license would authorize only the participating reactors to use MOX fuel 

fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation would be a once
through cycle.  

European reactors of various designs use MOX fuel. European nuclear 
regulatory authorities have reviewed MOX fuel use in reactors of varying 

designs and found it to be safe and acceptable.  

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

advocate a plutonium economy. Rather, the purpose of this proposed action 
is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent 

Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified 

by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible 
and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of 

plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  
The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would displace LEU fuel 
that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective value of the 
MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then the contract 
provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government by DCS 
based on a formula included in the DCS contract. The commercial reactors 
selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose operational 
life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium 

disposition program.  

MR009-5 MOX Approach 

Reactor fuel in Europe is fabricated to similar enrichment levels (about 
5 percent plutonium 239) to the levels being proposed for the U.S. reactors 
that would be used to irradiate MOX fuel.
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On the basis of public comments received on the SPD Draft EIS, and the 
analysis performed as part of the MOX procurement, DOE has included 
plutonium polishing as a component of the MOX facility to ensure adequate 
impurity removal (including gallium) frommthe plutonium dioxide. Appendix N 
was deleted from the SPD Final EIS, and the impacts discussed therein were 
added to the impacts sections presented for the MOX facility in Chapter 4 of 
Volume I. Section 2.18.3 was also revised to include the impacts associated 
with plutonium polishing.  

MR009-6 Nonproliferation 

The Joint Statement of Principles signed by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin 

in September 1998 provide general guidance for achieving the objectives of 

a future bilateral agreement to disposition surplus plutonium in the United 
States and Russia. Sensitive negotiations between the two countries have 
indicated that the Russian government accepts the technology of 
immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but that 
the MOX approach would be considered for higher-purity feed materials.  

Russia may choose to reprocess its spent fuel and reuse the plutonium. It 
will be the responsibility of IAEA to monitor this activity and ensure that the 
material remains committed to civilian use. Programmatic and policy issues 
such as U.S. policies toward plutonium disposition in Russia are beyond the 
scope of this SPD EIS.
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£07 F..Rollingwood Rd.  
Aiken,SC 29801 
June 15, 1999 

Mr. G. Bert Stevens 
Department of Energy FAX 14-004-20-5156 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition, MD-4 
Fmres Building 
1000 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, DC 20585

CC: Mr. CGrq Rudy., Man 
Savanmah River Operations Office

FAX 725-1910

Mr. Andrew ranger, SR NEPA Compliance Officer FAX 725.4023 
Savannah River Operations Office 

Ms. Mary Flora WSRC Manager of Public Involvement FAX 725-4023 
Westinghouse Savannah River Company 

Re: Public Meeting an Supplement for Surplus Plutonium EIS 

Dear Sir.  

I have heard of no public meeting being scheduled on the supplementental EIS for 
surplus plutonium management in the Aiken Augusta area. I am disappointed that you do 
not consider the stakeholders in the Savannah River Site from South Carolina-Georgia 
important to this mission. I suggest that you reconsider and hold a meeting on this 
subject in this area.  

I do not understand the intent of the meeting from your "Second Nofic" announcement 
but Savannah River Site seems to be important to this mission so I ecpect your Office to 
keep the SRS stakeholders up to date on these issues. It is clear to me that we, 
stakeholders, are important to that mission. Keep us up to date on the Office ofFiasile 
Matetials plan& 

If you are unable to hold a public meeting on these plans in the Aiken-Augusta area, what 
strategy do you have for informing the SRS stakeholders?

1

Sine y Q ,/ 

W. Lee Poe, Jr./ 

FRO02

FRO02-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's request for a public hearing on the 
Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS be held in the Aiken-Augusta area. After 
careful consideration of its public involvement opportunities, including the 
availability of information and mechanisms to submit comments, DOE decided 
not to hold additional hearings on the Supplement. In addition to the public 
hearing on the Supplement held in Washington, D.C., DOE provided other 
means for the public to express their concerns and provide comments: mail, a 
toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Also, at the invitation 
of South Carolina State Senator Phil Leventis, DOE attended and participated 
in a public hearing held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 
as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 
representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 
groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 
Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 
proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 
should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Further, 
interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 
comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process.  

Since the inception of the U.S. fissile materials disposition program, DOE has 
supported a vigorous public participation policy. SRS stakeholders who are 
in the MD stakeholder database will be kept directly informed of the progress 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program through notices and 
announcements sent by mail. Indirectly, interested parties may get information 
from the MD Web at http://www.doe-md.com, the DOE reading rooms, and 
local and site media announcements.
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SENATOR PHIL P. LEVENTIS 
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June30, 1999

DOE acknowledges the Senator's appreciation of its efforts in supporting the 
public meeting held on June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina. Since the 
inception of the fissile materials disposition program, DOE has supported a 
vigorous public participation policy.

The Honorable Bill Richardson 
Secretary of Energy 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington. D.C. 20582 

Dear Secretary Richardson: 

I want to say thank you again for your willingness to participutn in the public hearing that I held 
on Thursday, June 24, 1999, in Columbia. South Carolina. The advertising that your Department 
sponsored on the radio and in the newspaper ensured that at least one hundred or more interested 
individuals had the opporttnity to hear dircetly from the Department of Energy regarding the proposed 
Mixed Oxide Fuel Program. I was rery appreciative of the number of DOE officials who participated and 
traveled from such distances as Argonne, Illinois, Washington, D.C., Charlotte, North Carolina, as well as 
Aiken, South Carolina. Flying Mr. Denis Hugelmann from France to discuss Cogema's expertise and role 
in the consortium w.as also most helpful and very important. This effort on your part has not gone 
unnoticed. I along with others who assisted in my organizing this public hearing were impressed with the 
Department's assistance in making the hewaing a success. The Department demonstrated a trme interest in 
trying to rearh out to the public by candidly responding to the series of questions that I asked at the 
beginning of the hearing and by patiently listening to the questions and concerns raised by the public on the 
proposed MOX program.  

I have spoken to your Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary. Ms. Linda Lingle, and have conveyed 
my thanks to her and all that she did to make the hearing a success. However, I want to be sure that you 
understand the depth of my appreciation. I look forward to continuing a dialogue with you and your 
Department on his matter.

Sincerely,_ 

PPL:pap 
cc: The Honorable Jamnes H. Hodges 

SC Congressional Delegation 
Ms. Linda Lingle. USDOE 

t•ri. Bert Stevenson, USDOE 
Ms. Laura Holgale, USDOE 
Mr. David Nulton, USDOE 
Mr. Charlie Anderson, USDOE 
Mr. Robert C. Selby, USDOE 
Mr. RH. lhde, Duke, Cogema, Stone & Webster Consortium 
Mr. Denis Hugelmann, Cogema 
Dr. Adun Makhijani. lEER 
Mr. Ethan Brown, Carolina Peace Resource Center 

tcdliu~iftarid~uoeumaouol ua3009.doc
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STATE OF TENNlESSEE 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION 
DOE OVERSIGHT DIVISION 

761 EMORY VALLEY ROAD 
OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE 37130670"2 

May 26, 1999 

DOE, Office ofFissile Materials Disposition 
C/o Supplement to the SPD) EIS 
PO Box 23786 
Washington DC 2006-3786 

Dear Sirs 

DOCUMENT REVIEW: Supplemental to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, 
"Surplus Piutonium Disposition, " DOEWEIS-0283-D, July 1998 

The Tennessee Department of Environmaent and Conservation, DOE Oversight Division (TDEC/ 
DOE-O) has reviewed the above Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and 

has the following comment.  

The Departnent wishes to again note that there are quantities ofplutonium in the form of TRU 

waste, contaminated equipment, spent fie and working inventory still present on the Oak Ridge 

Reservation. Although not conasidred surplus, this plutonium will require final disposition and 

should to he addressed by DOE in the near future. In addition, project plans should ensure that 

post irradiation examination of MOX fuel at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory does not 

contribute to the Oak Ridge Reservation waste inventory.  

Sincerely 

Earl C. aming 
Director 

xc: Justin Wilson- Governor's Policy Office 
Jim Hall - DOE 
Ed Cumesty -DOE 
Dodd Oalbreath - TDEC

E1460.99

2

MRO06

Most of the plutonium stored at ORR is in the form of waste. Approximately 
600 g (21 oz) of plutonium 238 (not weapons-usable) has been declared excess 

and is being held in storage at ORNL awaiting transfer for use in the space 

program. Approximately 780 g (28 oz) of other plutonium isotopes have 

been repackaged and are awaiting transfer to LLNL. The scope of this 

SPD EIS includes alternatives for the disposition of weapons-usable 

plutonium declared surplus to U.S. defense needs. Other radioactive 

materials, wastes and spent nuclear fuel that contain plutonium are beyond 

the scope of this SPD EIS. Alternatives for management of radioactive and 

hazardous wastes were evaluated in the Final Waste Management 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Managing Treatment, 

Storage, andDisposal ofRadioactive and Hazardous Waste (DOE/EIS-0200-F, 

May 1997). RODs for TRU, hazardous and high-level waste have been issued; 

RODs for low-level and mixed low-level waste are expected shortly.  

Alternatives for management of spent nuclear fuel were evaluated in the 

Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National 

Engineering Laboratory Environmental Restoration and Waste 

Management Programs Final EIS (DOE/EIS-0203-F, April 1995). RODs for 

this EIS were issued in May 1995, and March 1996. Transportation and 

disposal of TRU waste are evaluated in the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

Supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). A ROD for the 

WIPP EIS was issued in January 1998. Transportation and disposal of spent 

nuclear fuel are evaluated in the Draft EISfor a Geologic Repository for the 

Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High Level Radioactive Waste at Yucca 

Mountain, Nye County, Nevada (DOE/EIS-0250D, July 1999). A ROD has 

not been issued for the Yucca Mountain EIS.  

MR006-2 Waste Management 

As discussed in the revised Section 1.6, DOE prefers ORNL for postirradiation 

examination activities. ORNL has the existing facilities and staff expertise 

needed to perform postirradiation examination as a matter of its routine 

activities; no major modifications to facilities or processing capabilities would 

be required. In addition, ORNL is about 500 km (300 mi) from the reactor site 

that would irradiate the fuel. Section 4.27 was revised to include analyses of 

potential waste management impacts at ORNL.

MR006-1 Other
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STAND 
June24,1999 

STA"D COM r TN# &-2

Offiee ofFis*s Maemrials Managoemnt 
U.S. Depatment of EAier 
1000 Independence Avamue SW 
Wahington, D.C. 20595 

Desr Depatmen ofEnerM'y, Ofe of Fiuile MatenIls Mansgennen: 

These -e STA)D's (Seious TexoamAastNudrDumplng) seond comments on the 
Sua tmento t-- • s Pf A asDift oi D&0 Envronaw- A lmupacd S-ea .Aprl 
1999. Most of the supplemental aalsyi is based upon trh proposd submitted by the Duke 
Copga Stone and Webster.consartium.  

1. MOX fuel rabrication Is more daneaous 

When compared to the osortmalstma DOs pre.vious analys undentimated hazards 
and overstated benefits omm asMOX fol fabrication plant For onample: 

DOFs estimated anuazl volume of liquid radioactive waste at NOX plant ............. IEt 

Nuclear ihnt'stitedannu--Ivolume oftquwdrdwuasatMtXpU pat.......Soo0liters 

DOE's esfimate of rdiomJCIds *emissions in MDX plant wastewate.................NoneC 

NuclewaIndustWs estimate ........................................ 9,250 Bequerell 

Percentage DOE undeewmaed the electrical requirements ofa MOX plant............72% 

Percentage DOE udetestlimsted the natural gas requiremnts of a MOX plant ......... 16% 

Percentage DOE underestimated the water requirements of a MOX plant ............. 55% 

Pe-enatage DOE overestinmated the number ofjobs at a MOX plant..................13%• 

Number of moathsa D refused to rahua liquid aid plutonium processing-or plutonum 
"polishing"--a a reasonable aheftntive for plutonium onversion.....................35 

Number of months after the MOX Industry Conftrc in Atlanta th it took fo" DOM to 
respond to Liduasty demands and develop Appendix N for aPlutouium Polidig option ..... 2 

Serious Texans Against Nuclear Dumping 

O, tsMe .5h. 2it5.-v,. - -a FFR009

FRO09-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. DOE 
has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing both 
immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important 
insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 
by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for 
U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

While it is true that some of the estimates in the SPD Draft EIS have increased 
as noted by the commentor, other estimates have decreased such as the 
number of workers required to operate the MOX facility and the worker dose 
estimate. While some estimates have increased, none of the increases are 
expected to result in major environmental impacts to the public during normal 
operations at any of the candidate sites as shown in Section 2.18 and Chapter 4 
of Volume I.  

On the basis of public comments received on the SPD Draft EIS, and the 
analysis performed as part of the MOX procurement, DOE has included 
plutonium polishing as a component of the MOX facility to ensure adequate 
impurity removal from the plutonium dioxide. Appendix N was deleted from 
the SPD Final EIS, and the impacts discussed therein were added to the 
impacts sections presented for the MOX facility in Chapter 4 of Volume I.  
Section 2.18.3 was also revised to include the impacts associated with 
plutonium polishing.  

Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the potential environmental impacts of 
operating Catawba, McGuire, and North Anna, the reactors that would use 
the MOX fuel. These reactors were selected in part because their operational 
lives would not have to be extended to support the surplus plutonium 
disposition program.  

As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 
produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial
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2. LPutting MOX In oad eudear reactorm Is a badIdea: 

Age ofNuclear Reaors when first MOX fuel schediuled to be imned ........ 20 to 28 yewrs 

Age o"Nucl3e&Reacton in 2020 when MOX fuel scheduled to leave ......... 24 to 32 years 

Winter of •xat spent fa" a•emb expeed from MOX ......................... 199 

Percentage DOE underestimatdmwdm radiation dose to people near reactors... 82-32W.  

"Thes comment will be upplkmemn in the fauc, 

Daon__y 
Prow= mflandor 
STAND, ftc

FRO09

reactors. However, spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is 
not expected to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX 
assemblies for some of the LEU assemblies.  

As discussed in Section 4.28.2.4, the radiation dose to the population in the 
vicinity of the proposed reactor sites is not expected to change from nornal 
operation of the reactors with a partial MOX fuel core instead of a full LEU 
fuel core. The commentor states that DOE "underestimated maximum radiation 
dose to people near reactors" but it is impossible to determine how this was 
derived. The Storage and Disposition PEIS presented information on a 
generic reactor but this is not directly comparable to the specific reactor 
information presented in this SPD EIS.

I
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STAND 
June 24, 1999 

STAND COMMENT # S-i

Offce ofFlsnll Materials Management 
U.S. Departmeent oif Eiergy 
1000 Independence Avtanue SW 
Wuahngton, D.C. 20585 

Dur Departme• n ofrEnergy. Officea of Fissle MatriablsftMngement: 

These acr S'TAND's (Serious Too=nAgainst Nuclear Dumping) first comments on dhe April 
199M eqiplmtw to the SapixrsPh'aniam DliodenDrvFlinvfranmmmaJImpact Staitmaen± 

Subject: Pit Repackaging requlrements, Page 9.  

The Department ofEner argues that the need to repackage 12.000 plutornum pits into shipping 
containers am be avoided ifplutonium pit disas•mbly and conversion were conducted at Pantm 
The Department implicit alleges that the benefit of siting a pit processing facility at Pastes 
would be lower radiation espomres to Paraxm 

ftudamiucal Flaw in DOE's Analysis 

1. There are approximately 12,000 plutonium pits at Pantex that are stored in unsuitable.AL-Rg 
containers. Up to 4.000 of tese pits e: 

• considered' ational Aseta 
* not par ofts esurpus pitiventory 
S scheduled to be stored indefinitely at Pantr in Bulding 12-116.  

The impact of packaging these- Ntional Auets" is entirely separate from the impact of 
packagn* urplus plutonium pits axd D30 should make this adjustment 

2. The.decision by DOE to abandon itse ffot-after spending $90,000,000-to repacksg pits in 
AT-400A stiragelshippin; containers repsents inadequacies in Pantex's plutonium pit handling 
and storage operations. Prior to lae 1997 there were no indications that the AT-400A wa a 
problematic container and Pantcx's public relations efforts praised the container" uas great 
actievement, it'win-win' situation. In fact, the AT-4Ais still identified as the container ofthe 
fAtue in the DO-fimded Amnaril nternational Airpoit plutonium "ibit and in the storage 
storage aectiorteat hnp'/www.pAntmecom.  

in tl vvrplemetat nly • k as with the Draft SPDEIS, the Department is actally reward 
Pentenforits.ftilure toi.nimementipromised sa•ty improvements.iP• atewereto Fprocedwith 
using the AT-400A there would be no need to repackage pits into shipping containers. Pantex's

Serious Texans Against Nuclear Dumping 
7105 W3M.. % ftft5.LAat~al"1X 7910"" 

,( AaS6a4= -tz. amst~ts5-0s.a'e@,~,
FR

R00

FRO08-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the storage of 
plutonium pits at Pantex. DOE is committed to the safe, secure storage of pits 
and is evaluating options for upgrades to Pantex Zone 4 facilities to address 
plutonium storage requirements. DOE has addressed some of the commentor's 
concerns in an environmental review concerning the repackaging of Pantex 
pits into a more robust container. This evaluation is documented in the 
Supplement Analysis for: Final Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Continued Operation of the Pantex Plant andAssociated Storage of Nuclear 
Weapon Components-AL-R8 Sealed Insert Container (August 1998). This 
document is on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com. Based on this 
supplement analysis, the decision was made to repackage pits at Pantex into 
the AL-R8 sealed insert container and to discontinue plans to repackage pits 
into the AT-400A container.  

Worker exposure estimates attributable to the decision to repackage pits in 
AL-R8 sealed insert containers were incorporated in the revised Section 2.18 
and Appendix L.5.1.  

The issues raised in this comment relate to pit storage decisions made in the 
Storage and Disposition PEIS and the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement for the Continued Operation of the Pantex Plant and Associated 
Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components (DOE/EIS-0225, November 1996).  
DOE is considering leaving the repackaged surplus pits in Zone 4 at Pantex 
for long-term storage. An appropriate environmental review will be conducted 
when the specific proposal for this change has been developed; addressing, 
for example, whether additional magazines need to be air-conditioned. The 
analysis in this SPD EIS assumes that the surplus pits are stored in Zone 12 
in accordance with the ROD for the Storage and Disposition PEIS.

I
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decision to absndoan t"costly program fmnctions to seirve efforts to keep the pits and become 
a plutonium procesor 

3. The argume that worker auponesmca be reducedl If pits do not need repackaging is 
not balanced by the ha that worker exposures during weondary canning of plutoniumi powder 
(w'ich would be.runnecessar hi co-located facilities) would be much high er eapoares 
during pit repackagg. Purternbr, workers at Pante would be far more likely to rffr intnal 
eqraomre to-plutonumnuin a pluonium pit processing A .lity 

4. The argument made by DOE murron that made by Mr. Carl Beard, Nuclear Program Manager 
forthe Amarillo National Rcsource Caterf fr Plutonium (ANRCP). In comments on the Draft 
SurplusoMrnikm'Dispoition.ESt Mr. Bard " d that, "if coversion is not done atnt. a, 
all %ci pits wudhveto be repackaged into AT40o (or some other approved trnsportation 
container) and-sbipped-to SRS. This will not have to be don iftw ekiei asm located t Panta 
The EIS estitaes a•40% dose reduction to Phates workers due to this. Wne rALARA 
cosnideations evaluated a part of•his process?' 

Of cou Mr. &Bead ad the lAMC? havenever raisd any ALARA con=ces when pluonium 
pit were unneocsms shippeddtmuRockyElau, end when the Deparwment cho the more 
complilcated MOX fRd option

2

These commeas will be supplemated in the futur.  

STnDerel.  

hW= arDired& 
STAND, Inc

FRO08

FRO08-2 Human Health Risk

There would be reduced doses to Pantex workers involved with repackaging 
pits for shipment to other sites if the pit conversion facility were located at 
Pantex. There may be some overall advantage in terms of human health risk 
if the pit conversion facility is collocated with the other surplus plutonium 
disposition facilities. The SPD EIS presents a conservative estimate of the 
worker dose associated with operating these facilities. DOE is committed to 
reducing any human health risks at its sites to ALARA levels. The surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities would be designed, constructed, and operated 
to achieve these goals.  

Pits were shipped from RFETS to Pantex to support activities DOE felt were 
necessary at RFETS. The MOX approach is a reasonable alternative because 
it is an effective way to accomplish the goal of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program. Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and 
using it in domestic, commercial reactors would reduce the threat of nuclear 
weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus 
plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner.  
Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the potential environmental impacts of 
operating the reactors that would use the MOX fuel, should the decision be 
made to proceed with the hybrid approach. Pursuing both immobilization 
and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important insurance 
against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself.  
The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership 
in working with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's 
excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to 
the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 
quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to 

use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.
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FRO06-1 MOX Approach 

The major difference between weapons-grade plutonium and reactor-grade 
plutonium (i.e., plutonium recovered from spent nuclear fuel) is the level of 
plutonium 239. The level of plutonium 239 is lower in reactor grade plutonium.  
DOE recognizes that European MOX programs use different enrichment 
levels. However, European enrichment levels are more tied to programmatic 
needs and not to specific limits on plutonium 239. The plutonium 239 levels 
being proposed in this EIS may be higher than those in Europe but are still 
considered safe. If any specific safety limits or restrictions are required, they 
would be identified by NRC during the license amendment process.  

FR006-2 MOX Approach 

The plutonium dioxide feed to the MOX facility would be calcined, 
oxalate-derived material that would have morphology identical to that of the 
oxide used successfully in Europe to make MOX fuel.  

Fuel fabrication R&D at LANL was sponsored in order to fabricate test fuel 
for irradiation in the Advanced Test Reactor at INEEL. Fuel for the first 
irradiation test was fabricated successfully. The second irradiation test was 
canceled based on technical input from DCS, the team that was selected to 
fabricate MOX fuel and irradiate it. Fuel R&D continues at LANL because 
further developing a domestic MOX fuel fabrication capability is useful to 
DOE for lead assembly fabrication and for other programmatic purposes, 
especially related to characterizing the feed powder from the pit 
conversion facility.  

The difficulties encountered with fabrication of MOX test fuel at LANL are 
due neither to the lack of MOX fuel fabrication capability at LANL nor to 
generic technical difficulties associated with weapons-grade plutonium. These 
difficulties have been determined to be primarily due to switching the uranium 
oxide used in the MOX test fuel. LANL had successfully fabricated MOX 
test fuel for the first irradiation test using an uranium oxide commercially 
supplied by CAMECO. To begin fabrication of the MOX test fuel for the 
second irradiation test, uranium oxide from the ammonium uranyl carbonate 
process was used and it proved to be a problem.
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FRO06-3 MOX Approach 

Section 4.30.3 was added to this SPD EIS to evaluate the environmental 

impacts of converting depleted uranium hexafluoride to depleted uranium 

dioxide using a commercially available dry conversion process. As described 

in the Initial Data Report in Response to the SPD EIS Data Callfor the U0 2 

Supply (ORNLITM-13466, November 1997), dry conversion is a proven 

technology for uranium dioxide production that is currently available at four 

domestic commercial fuel production facilities. The dry conversion process 

is a more efficient process than the ammonium diuranate wet conversion 

process and as indicated by the commentor, the wet process has proven to 

be more problematic in ongoing experiments at LANL.  

FRO06-4 
Alternatives 

Off-specification MOX fuel pellets would not normally be sent to the 

immobilization facility. As described in Section 2.4.3.2, MOX fuel pellets that 

do not meet specifications would be recycled in the MOX process line.  

Section 4.30 discusses the incremental impacts that would be expected if 

plutonium originally designated for MOX fuel (such as rejected MOX fuel) 

had to be immobilized instead.
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This is Malcolm Bolton at BNFL, Inc., Fairfax office. My telephone 

numnberis (703) 385-7100, extensionc7 211. I was checking on the ..~. • ion for thenltonium sta us 01 tnezn he au PDU U ut c --

status ofthme final EIS aaliK ecoruu i ,,,oi .......... n .........  
disposition. It shows on the schedule as early 1999, 1 wondered it 

you firmed up on this date yet. Thank you very much. Bye.

PRO02

PRO02-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

The SPD Final EIS will be published in November 1999. Availability of the 

SPD EIS ROD will be announced in the Federal Register no sooner than 

30 days after the publication of this EIS.
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DCRO07-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. DOE 

has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. As shown in 

the cost report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for Surplus 

Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), it is 

expected that the hybrid approach, which includes both immobilization and 

MOX fuel, would be more expensive than the immobilization-only approach.  

However, pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides 

the United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 

implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 

the best opportunity for U. S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 

similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 

sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 

reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 

that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 

weapons again.  

The environmental, safety and health consequences of the MOX approach 

in the proposed reactors are addressed in Section 4.28. In addition, NRC 

would evaluate license applications and monitor the operations of both the 

MOX facility and domestic, commercial reactors selected to use MOX fuel, 

to ensure adequate margins of safety.  

DCRO07-2 
Nonproliferation 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the reliability of 

Russia. The Joint Statement of Principles signed by Presidents Clinton and 

Yeltsin in September 1998 provide general guidance for achieving the 

objectives of a future bilateral agreement to disposition surplus plutonium in 

the United States and Russia. Sensitive negotiations between the two 

countries have indicated that the Russian government accepts the technology 

of immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but 

that the MOX approach would be considered for higher-purity feed materials.  

DOE will continue to discourage Russia from reprocessing its spent nuclear 

fuel and starting a plutonium cycle but this issue is beyond the scope of this 

SPD EIS.
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The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 

of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 

surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely 

manner. Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in 

domestic, commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. The 

physical protection, safeguards, and security for the MOX facility and 

domestic, commercial reactors, including North Anna, would be in compliance 

with NRC regulations. North Anna would continue to be operated by Virginia 

Power Company with oversight by NRC, not DoD or DOE.  

As discussed in Section 2.4, there are provisions for international inspections 

of each of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities. International 

monitoring and inspection of the unclassified plutonium would also allow 

the United States to demonstrate to the world, including Russia, Iran, Iraq, 

Pakistan, India, and North Korea, that disposition is being carried out under 

stringent nonproliferation controls, and that the excess plutonium is not 

being diverted for reuse in weapons. 
Z 

DCRO07-4 
Immobilization 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of the immobilization approach.  

As discussed in response DCR0O7-1, DOE has identified as its preferred 

alternative the hybrid approach.  

DCRO07-5 
MOXApproach 

Although surplus weapons-usable plutonium has never before been used to 

manufacture commercial MOX fuel, much research and development has 

been performed to ensure that weapons-usable plutonium can be safely 

converted into MOX fuel. The proposed lead assemblies testing program 

may be used to verify the behavior of MOX fuel in commercial LWRs before • 

full-scale production is initiated. The extent of this program would be 

determined based on discussions between DCS, DOE, and NRC, should the 

decision be made in the SPD EIS ROD to go forward with the MOX approach. T 

On the basis of public comments received on the SPD Draft EIS, and the 

analysis performed as part of the MOX procurement, DOE has included iý.
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plutonium polishing as a component of the MOX facility to ensure adequate 

impurity removal (including gallium) from the plutonium dioxide. Appendix N 

was deleted from the SPD Final EIS, and the impacts discussed therein were 

added to the impacts sections presented for the MOX facility in Chapter 4 of 

Volume I. Section 2.18.3 was also revised to include the impacts associated 

with plutonium polishing.  

Although there would be some differences in core physics between partial 

MOX and LEU fuel cores, these differences are known. For example, studies 

indicate that partial MOX fuel cores have a more negative fuel Doppler 

coefficient at hot zero power and hot full power, relative to LEU fuel cores for 

all times during the full cycle. These evaluations also indicate that partial 

MOX cores have a more negative moderator coefficient at hot zero power 

and hot full power, relative to LEU fuel cores for all times during the full cycle.  

These more negative temperature coefficients would act to shut the reactor 

down more rapidly during a heat-up transient. 1-N 

The DCS team reactor utility companies use a typical 18-month fuel cycle, 

replacing approximately 40 percent of the fuel assemblies in a reactor at each 

refueling. Some fuel assemblies are used for two cycles, some for three 

cycles. The utilities plan to maintain the current fuel management schemes 

and would use the MOX fuel assemblies for only two cycles.  

Initially, when spent fuel is removed from the reactor, the MOX and LEU fuel 

would be about the same temperature and exhibit similar characteristics.  

After about a year out of the reactor, however, the temperature of MOX spent 

fuel would exceed that of LEU fuel of the same age. Therefore, storage of 

MOX spent fuel would increase the thermal loading in a spent fuel pool over 

that for only LEU fuel. However, thermal load limitations are based on the 

amount of cooling that the entire spent fuel pool can accommodate, not on 

individual fuel assemblies within the pool. Therefore, the additional heat 

load would be accounted for in the calculations for the reactor spent fuel 

management plans. This SPD EIS analyzed several reactor accidents in 

Section 4.28, including both design basis and beyond-design-basis accidents.  

For MOX fuel, as compared to LEU fuel, there is an increase in risk, about 

3 percent, for the large-break loss-of-coolant accident (the bounding design 

basis accident). The largest increase in risk for beyond-design-basis accidents
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PAGE 4 OF 4 is approximately 14 percent for an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident 
at North Anna. In the unlikely event this beyond-design-basis accident were 

to occur, the expected number of LCFs would increase from 2,980 to 3,390 

with a partial MOX core and prompt fatalities would increase from 54 to 60.  

Both of these accidents have an extremely low probability of occurrence..At 

North Anna, the likelihood of a large-break loss-of-coolant accident occurmng 

is I chance in 48,000 per year and the likelihood of an interfacing systems 

loss-of-coolant accident occurring is 1 chance in 4.2 million per year.  

DCRO07-6 
MOXRFP 

DOE cannot speak for Virginia Power's motivation for agreeing to use MOX 

fuel. It is anticipated that the North Anna reactors would be able to use MOX 

fuel for a number of years under their current license. The participation of 

North Anna under the MOX approach is therefore not dependent on the 

reactors being granted a license extension.
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Dear Secretary Richardwn, 

T . - -i tin t o,.. , ....b ,, t oh oldf~ rm al nuble chearings on M O X , o.r&

Mixed Oxide nuclear power fuel, a mixture of uranium and plutonium.  

Plutonium is a highly toxic delmeat. tis used in bombs because of its 

explosive power. Commercial nuclear power reactors were designed to use 

uranium fuel, not plutonium. MOX fuel will accelerate the aging of 

reactors, internal parts, and increase the riskef accident. Plutonium in MOX 

fuel makes a reactor accident more dangerous to human health. MOX 

reverses the U.S. policy banning plutonium-fueled power reactors.  

Citizens have the rights to know about the risks and costs of a plutonium 
fuel economy and MOX. Again, a-Vge you to hold public hearings Un this 

urgent issue.  

Sincerely, 
Alex iLOCWseio 

104 W. Chauchill Drive 
Lynclbburg, VA 

24502
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MR021

MR021-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's request for public hearings on the MOX 

approach. As shown in Volume III, Chapter 1, DOE held five public hearings 

during the 60-day public comment period on the SPD Draft EIS. Another 

public hearing was held during the 45-day period for public comment on the 

Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS. DOE also accepted comments submitted 

by various other means: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the 

MD Web site. The various channels of communication were open to all 

interested individuals and organizations for both the comment periods, and 

provided for regional and nationwide comment on both the EIS and 

Supplement. All comments were given equal consideration and responded to.  

After careful consideration of its public involvement opportunities, including 

the availability of information and mechanisms to submit comments, DOE 

decided not to hold additional hearings on the Supplement. As noted above, 

DOE provided other means for the public to express their concerns and 

provide comments. Also, at the invitation of South Carolina State Senator 

Phil Leventis, DOE attended and participated in a public hearing held on 

June 24, 1999, in Columbia, South Carolina.  

The Supplement was mailed to those stakeholders who requested it as well 

as to those specified in the DOE Communications Plan (i.e., Congressional 

representatives, State and local officials and agencies, and public interest 

groups around the United States) and the utilities' contact lists. The utilities, 

Duke Power Company and Virginia Power Company, would operate the 

proposed reactors (located in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia) 

should the MOX approach be pursued per the SPD EIS ROD. Further, 

interested parties would likely have the opportunity to submit additional 

comments during the NRC reactor license amendment process.  

MR021-2 
MOX Approach 

Although no U.S. commercial reactors are licensed to use plutonium-based 

fuel, several are designed to use MOX fuel, and others can easily and safely 

accommodate a partial MOX core. These commercial reactors are capable of 

safely using MOX fuel. Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the environmental 

impacts of operating the reactors that would use MOX fuel.
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MR021-3 Facility Accidents 

This SPD EIS analyzed several reactor accidents including both design basis 

and beyond-design-basis accidents. For MOX fuel, as compared to LEU 

fuel, there is an increase in risk, about 3 percent, for the large-break 

loss-of-coolant accident (the bounding design basis accident). The largest 

increase in risk for beyond-design-basis accidents is approximately 14 percent 

for an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident at North Anna. In the 

unlikely event this beyond-design-basis accident were to occur, the expected 

number of LCFs would increase from 2,980 to 3,390 with a partial MOX core 

and prompt fatalities would increase from 54 to 60. Both of these accidents 

have an extremely low probability of occurrence. AtNorth Anna, the likelihood 

of a large-break loss-of-coolant accident occurring is 1 chance in 48,000 per 

year and the likelihood of an interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident 

occurring is 1 chance in 4.2 million per year.  
MR021-4 DOE Policy 

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 

a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 

conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 

owned by the U.S. Govemment, operations would be limited exclusively to 

the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 

down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 

reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 

reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation 

would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.  
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